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Abstract
Rayleigh scattering, th a t is the elastic and coherent scattering of photons from 
bound atomic electrons, has been investigated for use as an active probe 
for substance identification. An angular dispersive scattering system, lias been 
developed for m aterials identification utilising the 22 keV K a X-ray line from a low 
power (25 W att) silver anode X-ray tube. Differential scattering cross-sections have 
been m easured for a wide range of low- to higk-Z materials and compared w ith 
free atom  theoretical predictions. Experim ental results compare favourably with 
theory and evidence has been found to suggest th a t inter-atom ic and inter-molecular 
interference effects have little  or no effect upon the to tal scattering cross-section.
The potential of Rayleigh scattering for detection of inclusions of low-Z m edia 
w ithin extended objects of similar atomic constitution has been investigated with 
particular emphasis on the detection of potential contam inants in food products. 
The contrasts obtained with scatter techniques are substantially in excess of those 
achievable w ith conventional transm ission measurements. By exploiting the ratio of 
the scattering in two regions of m om entum  space as the scatter param eter the contrast 
between inclusion and m atrix  may be increased to over five times th a t of transmission 
m ethods.
This technique may be used in many situations where alternative photon 
interrogation methods such as X-ray transm ission or X-ray fluorescence are 
unsuitable and a wide range of potential applications including quality control, sorting 
of plastics, security screening and oil/w ater discrimination have been considered.
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C h ap ter  1
In tro d u ctio n
T he objective of this work was to  develop a means of substance identification using 
Rayleigh scattered photons as an active probe. There are many applications in non­
destructive evaluation (NDE) such as screening or quality control where it is necessary 
to  perform  non-invasive inspection of m aterials to detect the presence of inclusions, 
voids or faults etc. in an extended object. Rayleigh scatter inspection can in principle 
be used in situations where established methods such as transm ission radiography or 
X-ray fluorescence are lim ited (i.e. in the  detection of low-Z m edia w ithin a low-Z 
m atrix) and it was therefore intended th a t Rayleigh scatter techniques be developed 
to complement and extend existing technology.
Rayleigh scattering is the elastic and coherent scattering of photons from bound 
atom ic electrons whereby there is no change in energy state  of the scattering centre 
(i.e.the atom ) and negligible change in energy of the incident photon. W hilst the 
incident and scattered wavelets are coherent there is no fixed phase relationship be­
tween different scattered wavelets as this will depend upon the  spatial distribution of 
the  scattering centres and the  scatter angle; consequently interference effects, a pro­
cess fundam ental to  Rayleigh scatter, become apparent. For atomically disordered 
substances such as gases or liquids these interference effects may be subtle producing 
broad structureless diffraction patterns, the most notable feature being the suppressed 
scattering in the forward direction due to electron binding effects. For more ordered
1
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scattering m edia the diffraction pa tte rn  becomes increasingly structured, eventually 
manifesting itself in the  striking phenomenon of Bragg diffraction from periodic crys­
talline arrays.
Rayleigh’s own interest in scattering theory was largely restricted to  th a t of light 
in the visible region[82] and it is only com paratively recently th a t the elastic scattering 
of higher energy electrom agnetic photons (i.e.X-rays) has come to be term ed Rayleigh 
scattering. Photon scattering theory was developed initially^ a t the  beginning of the 
century by J.J.T hom son [86] and lias been refined and updated over the years to 
bring us to  our current understanding. Most recent theoretical advances, including 
the quantum  mechanical scattering m atrix  (S-matrix) model have been m ade by P ra tt 
and his co-workers in the last decade [48, 50, 72].
W hilst X-ray diffraction has been used for many years as a tool for m aterials 
analysis the potential of Rayleigh scattering for characterisation of bulk or amor­
phous structures has until recently been overlooked. Interest was generated in the 
early 1980’s following the work of Johns and Yaffe who were the first to demon­
stra te  the  extent of Rayleigh scattering at diagnostic energies and the  dependence 
upon the atom ic or molecular structure of the scatterer [47]. The m ain advantage of 
Rayleigh scatter over conventional transm ission m ethods is tha t it is dependent upon 
the molecular structure and not simply the mass density of the sample and hence al­
lows differentiation between low-Z media. This is of interest in medical and biological 
applications and is the area in which most initial development was m ade in order to 
differentiate between healthy and diseased tissue [5, 17, 73, 77, 79]. The most striking 
dem onstration of Rayleigh scattering as an investigative tool was in the tomographic 
imaging techniques developed by Harding and his co-workers [30, 34, 35] in the mid 
to la te 80’s and it was this work th a t first formed the im petus for the study presented 
here.
A fter an initial survey of the theoretical background in chapter 2 this work can 
be split broadly into three sections, the first being the design and construction of the 
experim ental apparatus. The rig itself is an angular dispersive transm ission sj'stem  
utilising the  22 keV characteristic Ka line from a silver anode X-ray tube. Scattered
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photons are measured as a function of angle in a m anner analogous to conventional 
reflection X-ray diffractometry. The design and operation of the rig and its component 
parts are described in chapter 3.
The next section concerns m easurem ent of the fundam ental physical param eters 
describing the scattering properties of m atter. Photon scattering from low, m edium 
and high-Z m aterials has been investigated and the experim ental da ta  quantified and 
compared with free atom  theoretical models. Several approaches have been made 
to consolidate the experim ental and theoretical data  and the lim itations of the free 
atom  approxim ation have been dem onstrated. Direct comparison between reflection 
diffractom etry and transm ission m easurements have been m ade in order to assess the 
feasibility of m aterials characterisation in transm ission mode geometry. These results 
are reported in chapter 4.
The th ird  area investigated was the potential industrial applications of Rayleigh 
scatter techniques, particularly for the detection of low-Z inclusions where conven­
tional techniques are often unsuitable. Several applications have been investigated 
with a view to substance identification and both  quantitative da ta  and qualitative 
radiographic scatter images have been produced and compared w ith transm ission 
m ethods in chapter 5. Finally, in chapter 6 further possible applications of Rayleigh 
scattering for industrial uses and the  practical requirements of such systems are 
discussed.
To begin, chapter 2 contains a detailed account of the theory of Rayleigh scatter 
including Bragg diffraction and the models used to predict and quantify experim ental 
data.
C h ap ter  2
R a y le ig h  sca tter in g  o f  X -rays
2.1 Introduction
The interaction of X-rays1 in m a tter is characterised by the removal, or attenuation, of 
photons from the  prim ary beam. The process could either be through the  absorption 
or scattering of the incident photons. The fraction of photons removed from the 
prim ary beam  is proportional to the thickness of the m aterial through which the 
beam  has passed and thus —A I / I  oc A t  or
-  A I / I  = p A t ,  (2.1)
where —A I  is the depletion of the photon flux intensity, I  is the intensity of the
prim ary beam , A t  is the thickness of the attenuating  medium and g  is a constant of 
proportionality.
For a th in  absorber element of thickness dt equation 2.1 gives
d l / I  — —g d t ,
and assuming the prim ary beam  intensity to  be I 0 when t  — 0 a simple integration 
gives,
I = loe"* (2.2)
’The terms X-rays, gamma rays and gamma photons are, in this context, completely
interchangeable.
4
)The quantity  p i in the  exponential term  m ust be climensionless and therefore the 
quantity  p ,  known as the linear attenuation coefficient, m ust be defined in units of 
inverse length. In m any applications it is convenient to use the coefficient p m , where 
Pm —  p / p  and p  is the mass density of the  attenuating  medium. p m is known as the 
mass attenuation  coefficient and, being m easured in units of area per unit mass i.e. 
cm 2 per g, is independent of density.
The probability of a photon interacting within the medium can be expressed in 
term s of an effective cross-section (per atom  or molecule). The to ta l interaction 
cross-section crtot is the sum of the partia l cross-sections due to the various indepen­
dent mechanisms for attenuation  such as elastic and inelastic scatter, photoelectric 
absorption etc. The to tal linear attenuation coefficient is then given by the to tal 
cross-section m ultiplied by the num ber of attenuating centres per unit volume TV,
p  =  Ncrtot —  T V ( ( J p e  +  < 7 ( 7  +  <Jpp - j -  CTr  +  • • • ) .
Consequently the  mass attenuation  coefficient p m (cm2 per g) is related to  crtot (cm2) 
by the ‘num ber of attenuating  centres per unit m ass’ factor and thus
pm <7tot X j M
where N a  is Avogadro’s num ber (atoms per mole) and M  is the atom ic (or molecular) 
weight of the absorber m aterial (grams per mole). Often the to tal cross-section crtot 
is quoted in units of barns rather than  cm 2 where 1 barn =  10-24 cm2.
The three most im portant processes of attenuation are photo-electric effect, Comp­
ton (inelastic) scattering and pair production which become respectively dom inant 
w ith increasing energy. However at low energies (typically up to a few hundred keV) 
an elastic process known as Rayleigh2 scattering contributes a significant fraction of 
the to ta l cross-section. The to ta l photon interaction cross-sections are shown for sev­
eral elements in figure 2.1, and both  the low energy significance of Rayleigh scatter 
and its increasing contribution at higher energies with increasing atom ic num ber Z
2Throughout this work the terms “Rayleigh” , “elastic” and “coherent” when used in the context 
of photon scattering are completely interchangeable.
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are dem onstrated. For all elements there is an energy below which Rayleigh scatter­
ing becomes the  dom inant scatter mechanism and this ranges from 2.5 keV for Z=1 
up to 160 keV for Z=82.
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Figure 2.1: Total photon interaction cross-sections for the m ain photon-atom  inter­
actions for elements in the range Z=1 to 82.
W hen an electrom agnetic wave (i.e. 7  or X-ray) is incident upon a free electron 
the  oscillating transverse electric field will induce the electron into sym pathetic oscil­
lations at the  same frequency as the incident wave. Any accelerating electric charge 
will em it electrom agnetic radiation and hence the electron will ‘sca tte r’ radiation of
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the same phase and frequency as the incident beam. This phenomenon is known as 
Thom son scattering from a free electron.
If the  electron is not free bu t bound in an atom  around a nucleus then the situa­
tion is more complicated. The scattered am plitude from an atom  of atom ic num ber 
Z  is not simply Z  tim es th a t from a single free electron because interference effects 
can now take place. W hen an electrom agnetic wave is incident upon an atom  each of 
the  electrons will scatter in the  m anner described above (the nuclear protons, being 
relatively massive, will only contribute to a small degree, however this too will be co­
herent and will therefore interfere w ith the electron scattering). Only in the forward 
direction do the  scattered am plitudes add up in phase as only in this direction will 
there be a zero path  difference. In all other directions there will be, to  a greater or 
lesser extent, destructive interference. At increasing scattering angles the destructive 
interference will increase and hence coherent scatter from bound atom ic electrons, 
the process known as Rayleigh scattering, is a predom inantly forward scattering phe­
nomenon.
The quantity  which describes the resultant elastic scattering am plitude from an 
atom  for a given scattering angle is term ed the atomic form factor3 and shall be 
discussed in detail in section 2.2.3. The atomic form factor is a function of the mo­
m entum  transfer x , (defined as s in  (0/2) /  A where 0 is the scattering angle, and A 
is the wavelength of the incident radiation) and the atomic num ber Z  of the a tten ­
uating medium. At any given angle the atom ic form factor may be considered to be 
the  ratio  of the  scattered am plitude by the atom  to the scattered am plitude of a free 
electron. Hence in the forward direction the form factor will simply be the atomic 
num ber, Z. The form factor decreases w ith increasing 9, or more specificalfy with 
increasing m om entum  transfer x. Figure 2.2 shows tjqpical relationships between form 
factor and m om entum  transfer for the elements copper, alum inium  and carbon4. This 
predom inantly forward scattering behaviour is typical of an amorphous m aterial or
3also referred to as ‘atomic form function’ or occasionally ‘atomic scattering function’. Often the 
prefix ‘atomic’ is omitted.
4Atomic form factor data taken from Hubbell et al. [43].
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momentum transfer (A"1)
Figure 2.2: The atom ic form factors of copper, aluminium and carbon as a function 
of m om entum  transfer
gas where there is little  or no regular atomic structure. In a more ordered environ­
m ent such as a crystalline structure w ith a regular periodicity an even more striking 
phenomenon can occur, th a t of interference between coherent scattered photons from 
adjacent regularly spaced atoms. This process can lead to  diffraction effects such as 
Bragg diffraction for a regular crystal lattice. This process and its theory will be 
considered in detail later in this section.
2.2 Rayleigh scattering from bound electrons
Rayleigh scattering, defined for our purposes as the elastic scattering of X-rays from 
bound atom ic electrons, derives its nam e from John W illiam S tru tt, Lord Rayleigh, 
(1842-1919). Rayleigh himself was concerned with all m anner of scientific research 
including the scattering of light from small particles for which he derived the well 
known A-4  dependence on scatter intensity [81, 82], The scattering of higher energy 
electrom agnetic radiation was an area which he investigated briefly la ter in his career 
although much of the theory for light scattering is equally applicable to the X- and 7 - 
ray regions of the electro-m agnetic spectrum . The term  “Rayleigh scattering” , when 
applied to  elastic scattering from bound electrons, was first introduced in the 1930’s
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[21] and lias been increasing used over the last sixty years. Today Rayleigh scattering 
is an almost universally adopted term  to describe this process.
J.J.T hom son pioneered the early work on X-ray scattering and derived the classical 
relationship for scattering from a free electron. The work on atom ic scattering, in­
cluding the now familiar form factor approxim ation, was developed during the 1920’s 
and 30’s and has continued to be developed and modified during the course of this 
century. For an in depth review of the development of Rayleigh scattering and recent 
theoretical advances, including the state  of the art second order scattering m atrix  (S- 
m atrix) calculations of the  Rayleigh scatter differential cross-sections, the  attention 
of the reader is drawn to  the  work of the theoretical group based at the University 
of P ittsburgh , for example [48, 50, 71, 89], and in particular a recent publication by 
Roy et al. [72] on the theory and current status of Ra}deigh scatter.
2.2.1 Momentum transfer
X-ray scattering, be it Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering or whatever, is by 
definition angular dependent, th a t is the  intensity of scattered radiation varies as 
a function of scattering angle. If the Rajdeigh scatter differential cross-section is 
calculated using the  form factor approxim ation then obviously the  form factor m ust 
vary as a function of scattering angle 0. In practice however the form factor is not 
considered to vary simply with 0 bu t w ith a rather more complex quantity  known 
as the m om entum  transfer, Tiq. This is the mom entum  transferred to  the photon in 
order to deflect it through an angle 0 and is consequently itself a function of 6.
The quantity  tiq is m easured in units of electron rest mass energy (m0c2) and is 
defined as
tiq = 2 k s in (0 /2 ), (2.3)
where k is the  photon energy (expressed in m 0c2 units) and 6 is the scattering angle. 
In vector notation Tiq = ki — k f  where ki and kj are the initial and final m om entum  vec­
tors of the photon. This is shown schematically in figure 2.3 and simple trigonom etry 
can be seen to yield the relationship in equation 2.3. Most work on X-ray scattering
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hq
Figure 2.3: Schematic of m om entum  transfer vector fiq
has been carried out using a closely related parameter x, the momentum transfer in 
units of A-1 and is defined as
x = j s in ( 0 /2 ) ,  (2-4)
where A is the photon wavelength in Angstrom units. There is consequently a con­
version factor C relating Tiq to x  such th a t x — C tiq  and this may be derived from 
equations 2.3 and 2.4 giving,
_  1/A E/llC 772-0 c2
2 k E /iiiqc2 2 he
= 20.60744.
Values of the atomic form factor of all the elements have been calculated by 
various groups [43, 42] and are always quoted as a function of x. Experim ental work 
m easuring the  scattered photon flux or differential cross-section are also often shown 
as a function of x  [33, 35, 31, 54, 34, 61]. The advantage of using x  ra ther than  0 as the 
independent variable is th a t x  is independent of photon energy. A form factor value 
cannot be universally quoted for an element at a particular angle as it will depend 
upon th e  incident energy however it may be quoted for a given m om entum  transfer 
as the  1/A term  renders it independent of energ}'. Thus although the angular spread 
of photon scattering increases w ith decreasing energy the relationship shown in figure
2.2 of the atom ic form factor varying as a function of x  is valid for any energy.
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2.2.2 Thomson scattering from a free electron
The resultant wave generated by an atom  from elastically scattered photons is due to 
the combined scattering from each of the  atomic electrons (and also the  nucleus). As 
s tated  previously the resultant wave is not however simply the sum m ation over all the 
electrons of the scattering from a single electron bu t is somewhat more complicated. 
Only in the zero angle direction will the scattered wavefronts from each electron be in 
phase and so may simply be summed. At non-zero angles the resultant wavefronts may 
be out of phase and destructive interference can ensue. Consequently the resultant 
elastic scattering by an atom  is defined as the product of the elastic scattering by a 
free electron and a quantity  which is a function of both  the atom ic num ber Z , i.e. the 
num ber of electrons in the atom , and the scattering angle 9. This function is known 
as the  form factor and will be considered in more detail in section 2.2.3. Let us now 
consider the  elastic scattering by a free electron, a phenomenon known as Thomson 
scattering.
It was at the beginning of the century, around 1906, whilst working on the scatter­
ing of X-rays by electrons th a t the physicist J. J.Thom son first proposed a relationship 
for the elastic scattering cross-section from free electrons [86]. This relationship is 
derived from electrom agnetic theory which states th a t when an X-ray, w ith a specific 
frequency, is incident upon a point charge, namely an electron, it will set th a t charge 
into vibration w ith the same frequency as the incident photon. This in tu rn  gives 
rise to  the  emission of a secondary wavelet of the same frequency. There are many 
tex ts available on electrom agnetic theory [67, 88, 38] which use a classical approach to 
derive the equation known generally as the Thomson cross-section for a free electron
d c T T h o m s o n { 9) ^  , 2/l\ f c  t\ ---  =  T  (1 +  B), (2.5)
where d<JThovison{9) /  d fl is the differential elastic scattering cross-section per un it solid 
angle per electron, ?’o is the classical electron radius (2.8179 x l0 - 15m) and 9 is the 
scattering angle. In order to obtain the to ta l cross-section a substitu tion of d ll — 
2ir sinQ d6 m ust be m ade and the relationship integrated over 9 , whereby the to tal
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cross-section for scattering from a free electron
8 ? r  2
Thomson ~  ^  ? 0  •
This has the num erical value of 6.65 x lO -29 m 2 =  0.665 barns.
This relationship may also be obtained by applying the specific case of elastic 
scatter to the  general equation for the differential scattering cross-section, namely 
the Klein-Nishina equation. It was in 1929 th a t Klein and Nishina used a quantum  
mechanical approach based on the Dirac equations to derive a relationship for the 
differential cross-section for scattering for free electrons [52]. This equation has since 
become one of the fundam ental planks of scattering theory.
d o k n { 0 )  2 (  1= Z/Vq
d fl \  1 -j- a- (1 —  cos 9)
/ q»(i - c o s e y
2 J \  (1 +  cos2 #)[1 -f a  (1 — cos 0 ) ] ) ’
where a  =  his/moc2
The incident photon energy hv  and the resultant scattered photon energy hv' are 
related by the equation
m  =  h i ____
[1 +  (/lZ//?72oC2(l —  COS0))] ’
and by substitu tion into equation 2.6 we obtain [76]
ddKN(0) Z  ro f  his
£)+ (£)-•*» (2.7)dfl 2 \ h v ’)
At low photon energies is — is' and for a single electron equation 2.7 reduces to
d c r el a s t i c ( 9)  V o f   2n \  /c i  o \
dn -  Y(1 + cos s)’ (2-8)
which is the classical Thomson relationship for the differential cross-section per elec­
tron for elastic scattering from a free electron.
In order to  relate the Thomson differential cross-section to th a t of the atomic 
differential cross-section the  atomic form factor m ust be incorporated. The absolute
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value of the  form factor, as described earlier, is the ratio of the  scattered am plitude 
by the  atom  to the scattered am plitude by an electron. Consequently the form factor 
is proportional to the square root of the scattering intensity and hence
[F(x ,Z)]2 <xI
and thus the differential cross-section per atom  is simply given by
d 'O 'e la s tic (0 )  d 'G 'j'h a m so n i.O ) r _ ,  |2 /o n\
“ m  = — — [F{x' z)] ■ (2'9)
2.2.3 The form factor approximation
2 .2 .3 .1  D efin ition
By definition the atom ic form factor is a function which corrects the point charge 
scattering function to  account for the atomic charge distribution p(r). T hat is, instead 
of trea ting  the scattered am plitude from an atom  of atomic num ber Z  as simply the 
scattering from a point charge Ze  it accounts for the fact th a t the electron cloud is 
spread over a finite spatial range and thus interference effects may become apparent. 
The form factor is a m om entum  space Fourier transform  of the charge distribution 
and for an atom  of atomic num ber Z  may be w ritten in m atrix  notation [65] as
z
F(q,  Z)  =  ^  |e x p ( i q - r n) | > ,
n=l
where T 0 is the atom ic ground sta te  wave function, q is the m om entum  transfer 
vector5 and rn is the  radius vector of the  n th  electron.
For a spherically sym m etric charge density p(r) the form factor may be expressed 
as the integral [65, 50]
F(q,  Z)  =  J  p(f)  exp (iq • f )  df ,
which may in tu rn  be w ritten
% Z ) = 4 ,  r  p{r)S- M K > rUf. 
________________________________ Jo qr
5defined as q = j j s in (9 /2 )  where k is the photon energy in units of m.QC2
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The concept of the form factor was conceived in the early p art of this century and 
in his paper, published in 1925, on the reflection of X-rays by crystals H artree [36] 
refers to  the im portance of “F curves” , where an F  curve is essentially the  atom ic form 
factor as a function of m om entum  transfer. In fact the atom ic charge distribution 
model developed by H artree and other models developed shortly afterwards [68, 69, 
85, 19] are still the basis for published form factor data.
2 .2 .3 .2  Form  factor m od els
It is possible to determ ine the  charge distribution for a single electron atom , namely 
hydrogen, by an exact solution of the Schrodinger equation. However, for many elec­
tron atoms an exact solution is not possible and consequently models m ust be devel­
oped in order to  produce a good approxim ation. Several models have been developed 
to approxim ate the  charge distribution of many-electron atoms, some of which will 
now be briefly discussed. A more detailed account of the different models and their 
respective applicabilites can be found in papers such as Nelms and Oppenheim [65] 
and Hubbell et al. [43].
2 .2 .3 .3  H artree-F ock  m od el
The m ost accurate and extensive com putations of wave functions of many-electron 
atoms are based on H artree’s self consistent field m ethod [37]. This model assumes 
each electron to be both in the Coulomb field of the nucleus and in an average field 
due to  the combined effect of the other electrons and the charge distribution p(r) may 
be considered to  be the  sum of one electron charge distributions and hence
p (r ) =  J 2  Pi M ,
i = l
or alternatively
p(r) =  4 ttr2 £  T*(r) ^ ( r ) ,
J=1
where 'Fj(r) is the wave function of the j  th  electron. Fock [20] has generalised the 
H artree scheme to include the effects of exchange between electrons producing what
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is known as the Hartree-Fock wave function. Several groups have used the H artree or 
Hartree-Foclc wave functions in order to calculate the atomic form factors for various
elements and for a range of m om entum  transfers. Some of the form factors listed in
H ubbell’s published data  [43] are based on these models.
2 .2 .3 .4  P au lin g-S h erm an  m od el
In 1927 Pauling and Sherman [68, 69] calculated the approxim ate wave function 
assuming th a t each electron was moving in a hydrogen like field reduced from the 
nuclear Coulomb field by a screening effect due to the other electrons. The screening 
constant was assumed different for each electron shell. Using this approxim ation 
Pauling and Sherman published da ta  for the atomic form factors of elements in the 
range Z = 1 to 92.
2 .2 .3 .5  T hom as-F erm i m od el
The m ethod which has become known as the Thomas-Fermi model (or sometimes 
the  Fermi-Thomas model) was in actual fact developed by these two scientists quite 
independently [85,19]. In this model the atom ic electrons are trea ted  as a gas obeying 
the Fermi-Dirac statistics w ith the ground sta te  energy of the atom  equal to the zero 
point energy of the gas. The average charge density p(r) then becomes
P(i') -  [2m eV (r)]S , (2.10)
where V (r) is the atomic potential at a radius r.
Substitution of 2.10 into the  Poisson equation \ / 2V ( r ) — 4 k p(r) gives
(2 .11)
Thom as solved equation 2.11 for V (r) for the specific case of caesium ( Z = 55) and 
using equation 2.10, obtained p(r) and hence F[x , Z \ .
The Thomas-Fermi charge distribution is related such th a t once F[x,  Z] has been 
calculated for a ‘s tandard ’ atom  the corresponding form factor for any other atom
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may be calculated using
F1( x , Z ) = ( j f ) F 0(x , Z) .  (2.12)
Extensive calculations of dcreiastic(0)/ d fl and cre(astic have been calculated using the 
Thomas-Fermi model by several groups including Brown [6] upon whose da ta  some 
of H ubbell’s da ta  [43] is based.
2 .2 .3 .6  R e la tiv is tic  form  factor
The models described before all make the assum ption th a t the velocity of the electron 
is non-relativistic i.e. v /c  <C 1. However for heavy atoms, where the inner electrons 
have relativistic velocities, the standard  form factor model breaks down. A correction 
to the form factor approxim ation was first proposed by Franz [2 1] such th a t a modified 
form factor gftq) was defined as the form factor of the zth subshell and is given by
s in  (qr)/ 'C O
gi(q) -  4tt / pftr)- 
Jo
m 0c2
E i - V { r )  J
r 2 dr,
qr
where E{ is the  to tal energy of the zth electron and V(r)  is the  potential of the 
electronic charge at a radial distance r. Thus the to tal modified form factor of the 
atom  is the sum m ation of gftq) over all electron subshells.
At high energies, where the  contribution to F ( x , Z)  is predom inantly due to the 
inner shell K electrons, Bethe and Levinger [55] developed a model which used a 
closed K shell expression to  calculate F ( x , Z ) .  This is only relevant at very high 
energies (at m om entum  transfers in the region of > 10A_1) and is m entioned purely 
because it is the basis of calculation of high energy form factors in tabu lated  data.
2 ,2 .3 .7  L im ita tion s o f  th e  form  factor approxim ation
The form factor approxim ation to  correct the point charge Thomson scattering for­
m ula for a finite charge distribution is in general a very good approxim ation. It is 
often used because of its ease of calculation (simply requiring a radial integration over 
the charge distribution) and also because of its consistency, being derived from both
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classical and quantum  (relativistic and non-relativistic) theory. However there are 
certain conditions under which the form factor approxim ation breaks down and is no 
longer valid, these being at very low and very high photon energies and at energies 
com parable w ith the K shell binding energies (tha t is the K shell absorption edge) of 
the scattering medium.
At low energies the effects of binding between the atomic electrons becomes im­
portan t. These binding effects are neglected in the corrected Thomson formula ap­
proxim ation which trea ts the scattering as the combined effect from free electrons. 
In an unpublished report by Kissel et al. (1992) [51] it is suggested th a t for light m a­
terials (up to Z  &2Q) and for photon energies below ~10 keV the relative difference 
between the form factor approxim ation and the actual elastically scattered am plitude 
is of the order of 100%. However for energies in excess of 10 keV this drops to 10% 
or less. In m aterials m ade up from several elements the scattering am plitude will 
depend upon the way in which the molecules (and atoms within the molecules) are 
arranged. A t near zero scattering angles there is often a suppression of elastic scatter 
due to inter-molecular interference effects and consequently the scattering am plitude 
peaks a t a small non-zero angle. This drop in scattered am plitude at near zero angles 
is not predicted by the standard  form factor model which is based upon the form 
factor for each element and does not consider inter-atom ic or inter-molecular effects.
At high values of m om entum  transfer (typically x > 10A-1 ) the  form factor ap­
proxim ation begins to break down, giving in the order of a factor of 2 errors and for 
m om entum  transfers x  >100A - 1  predicted values of F(x,Z) may vary from experi­
m ental measurements by as much as several orders of m agnitude [43]. However such 
m om entum  transfers suggest photon energies of the  order of MeV which is far beyond 
the range anticipated in this present work.
The errors introduced by photon energies near to or ju st below the  photoelectric 
threshold (K absorption edge) are generally referred to as anomalous or resonant scat­
tering effects. W hen an incident photon is of comparable energy to the K absorption 
edge the atom  may be set into a resonance and the resulting scattered am plitude may 
deviate significantly from th a t predicted by the form factor approxim ation. In the
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report produced by Kissel et al. (1992) [51] there is a marked increase (by between 
one and two orders of m agnitude) in the  relative difference between predicted and 
actual differential cross-section as the  energy drops below the  K absorption edge. 
For energies in the region of tens of keV this could potentially become a problem in 
predicting the  elastic differential cross-section of high and m edium  Z  elements. An 
anomalous scattering factor has been developed to  correct for these resonant effects 
whereby the standard  form factor F( x ,  Z)  is replaced by a factor based upon the 
relativistic form factor g(q) and angle independent corrections g'(q) and g"(q) [50, 51] 
such th a t
X = g{q) + g'(q) + ig"(q)-
This anomalous scattering model has been confirmed by experim ent to be a fairly 
good approxim ation for lighter elements and energies in the range 1-150 keV. Tabu­
lations of anomalous scattering factors have been published for all atomic numbers 
in the  energy range 0-70 keV [12].
2 .2 .3 .8  S -m atrix  ca lcu la tion s
The scattering m atrix  technique, or S-m atrix as it is more commonly known, is a 
quantum  mechanical approach for determining scattering am plitudes. It is based 
upon an extension of the Feynman-Dyson formulation of quantum  electro-dynamics 
in which the interaction of electrons and positrons within the atom ic field is included 
in the  unperturbed  Hamiltonian. The S-m atrix approach gives more accurate re­
sults than  the form factor approxim ation particularly for heavy elements and large 
m om entum  transfers or a t energies near to the photo-electric absorption edges.
In this work we are concerned with low-Z m aterials, low m om entum  transfers (x 
<  0.5 A-1) and photon energies which are, in general, greater than  the  absorption 
edge energies of the  scattering media. Under these conditions the relative difference 
between the S-m atrix calculations and the form factor prediction differs, at high scat­
tering angles (0=25°), by at most 10% and is in general much lower. The S-matrix 
technique also requires considerable com puting tim e making extensive or routine eal-
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between S-m atrix and form factor predictions of the elastic 
scatter differential cross-section of oxygen at 22 keV.
dilations prohibitively expensive. All theoretical calculations in this work have used 
the form  factor approximation.
2 .2 .3 .9  Source o f form  factor d ata
The elastic scatter differential cross-section has been calculated for oxygen (Z=S) at 
22 keV by Kissel [49] using both the S-m atrix and form factor approxim ation and 
her results shown in figure 2.4. The relative difference between these two techniques 
is at most 10%. Similarly the data  of Schaupp at al. [74] shows th a t the maximum 
relative difference between the form factor (FF), relativistic form factor (RFF) and 
modified form factor (M FF) calculations w ithin the m om entum  transfer range 0-1 
A-1 ranges from 0.1 % for hydrogen up to 3.6% for uranium  leading to a maximum 
relative difference in differential cross-section of 0.2 % to 7.3%. Consequently for 
the m aterials of interest and the mom entum  transfer region to be investigated it is 
justifiable to use the relatively simple form factor data.
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All of the  atomic form factor da ta  used throughout this work has been taken 
from the published da ta  of Hubbell et al. [43]. The source of the da ta  comes from 
a variety of models using the most suitable for the particular atom ic num ber and 
m om entum  transfer being considered. The form factors for hydrogen were com puted 
using the atom ic hydrogen form factor equation derived b}' P irenne [70]. For the 
rem aining elements Z = 2 to  100 the relativistic Hartree-Fock model could have been 
used, however because a com plementary set of inelastic scattering functions was not 
a t th a t tim e available using this model, different models were used. For elements 
Z = 2 to 6 the  values obtained by Brown [7] were used for m om entum  transfers up to 
6A_1 and for larger transfers Bethe-Levinger’s relativistic K-shell formula was used, 
normalised to  Brown’s data. For the remaining elements, Z ~ 7 to 100 Cromer’s non- 
relativistic Hartree-Fock model was used for mom entum  transfer values up to  10A_1 
and beyond this the Bethe-Levinger relativistic K-shell formula was used again.
2 .2 .3 .1 0  A tom ic  form  fu n ction s for m u lti-e lem en ta l com p ou n d s
The atom ic form factor approxim ation for elastic scattering, even allowing for the 
lim itations discussed in section 2 .2 .3.7, is on the whole a very good model and suitable 
for m any applications. However when the m edium from which the photon is scattering 
is not a single element, as has been considered to date, bu t ra ther a compound 
m ade from several elements the form factor calculation is necessarily complicated. 
U nfortunately tabulated  atomic form factors for molecular substances are not readily 
available and a means of obtaining at least a good approxim ation is necessary. One 
possible m ethod, and indeed the  m ethod generall}' adopted, is a weighted m ixture 
rule.
There are different methods of varying accuracy and sophistication by which the 
m ixture rule can be applied and these are discussed in some detail by Johns and Yaffe 
[47] in a paper on elastic scatter in diagnostic radiology in which they pay particular 
a tten tion  to the calculation of a molecular form factor for water (a compound of 
obvious im portance in biological applications). The three methods they suggest are
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as follows.
The first considers each atom  in the molecule, eg. the two hydrogen atoms and 
the one oxygen atom  in water, to be completely free and therefore independent of 
each other. The differential cross-section, defined in equation 2.9, would therefore for 
w ater be given by
=  d o T h ^ n ( & )  z ) ] 2  +  [ F o ( X '  z ) ] 2 j  _ p  l 3 )
This model only accounts for interference effects between electrons of the same atom  
and will neglect inter-atom ic or inter-molecular interference effects.
In the second, more complex m ethod, the interference between all the electrons is 
accounted for regardless of the atom  to which they belong. This is done by calculat­
ing a molecular form factor based upon the statistical distribution of the electronic 
charge w ithin the molecule as a whole. This has been done for w ater [3] whereby the 
molecular form factor is defined as the  sum m ation of a power series of 11011-spherical 
form factors.
A th ird , most sophisticated, approach requires the interference effects between 
electrons of different molecules to be taken into account rather than  treating the 
m aterial as a collection of free molecules. W hilst in theory this can be calculated 
for the  electron charge distribution of the m aterial in practice it is prohibitively 
complicated and indeed for many m aterials this charge distribution is not known. 
This is the only m ethod which would predict the drop in scattered intensity at near 
zero angles due to inter-m olecular destructive interference.
The m ethod of calculation of molecular form factors adopted for the purposes of 
this work is the first technique whereby each atom  is considered to  be independent 
of its neighbouring atoms. This is firstly because of its ease of calculation and also 
because, at least for the  case of water, Johns and Yaffe [47] report th a t the calculated 
differential cross-section using the second m ethod, cited above, actually increases at 
low angles rather than  decreases as we know to be the case. The to ta l cross-section, 
th a t is the differential cross-section integrated over 4?r steradians, is not sensitive 
to anywhere near the same extent as the differential cross-section to the  m anner in
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which the  molecular form factor is calculated. Indeed in the energy range 15-150 keV 
the  to ta l cross-section, assuming each atom  to be independent, is w ithin 9% of th a t 
calculated from experim ental da ta  [47].
2.2.4 Rayleigh scatter cross-section as a function of E and 
Z
At small scattering angles Debye’s [14] trea tm ent of the elastic scattering of X-rays is 
valid and it has been shown th a t as the scattering angle approaches zero the intensity 
of Rayleigh scattering is proportional to Z 2. However a t higher angles there becomes a 
greater dependence on atomic num ber leading, as will be shown, to a Z 3 relationship.
Most of the work by Franz [21] on the elastic scattering of X-rays was calculated 
in term s of a param eter u defined as the phase difference between a wave scattered 
from the  centre of an atom  and one scattered from a distance equal to the atomic 
radius rat and is given bjr
u = ~ s i n ( 0 / 2), (2-14)
A
where b is closely related to the atomic radius rat and is proportional to Z~  3 [21, 15].
At large values of u, th a t is for small wavelengths or large scattering angles, Franz 
showed th a t the form factor could be approxim ated to
F ( x , Z ) — Z —Jirfou 
u v
and by substitu tion into equation 2.9 we obtain
dcTR (9)  ^  d(TThomson{6) f  \ ^ 2
d f l  d f l \ 2u3 /
and hence from equation 2.14
=  constant X d° Th°™ °+ ) (  1  V  £3 (2 .15 )
d t t  d a  \ s i n ( 0 / 2) J  y ’
Thus for high scattering angles it can be seen th a t the differential cross-section has a 
Z3 dependence and a strong inverse dependence upon photon energy.
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A param eter 6q is defined as the scattering angle 6 such th a t the phase difference 
between photons scattered from the centre of the atom  and at a radius rat is 27r. Thus 
substitu ting u =  2f  into equation 2.14 yields
do — 2 arcsin  ( -------- -----------—  J. (2.16)
\c o n s ta n t  x Z  3 /
The wavelength term  A is often replaced by an energy term , and by a suitable 
change to the constant equation 2.16 may be w ritten
$a = 2 arcsin  (constan t x  (2.17)
where E 0 is the  rest mass energy of an electron (511 keV), E  is the energy of the 
incident photon and the numerical value of the constant is 2.59 x 10~2 [60, 15]. Franz 
showed th a t more than  three quarters of the elastically scattered photons are scattered 
at angles less than  90.
From the work of Franz the to ta l cross-section for Rayleigh scattering an  can be 
shown to be
< t r  =  8 t t  r‘ Z2 (- --------- ^ T r ) >  ( 2 ' 1 8 )\47 r aTF Z  3 /  y S a x F Z  3 /
where a^F is the effective atom ic radius given by the Thomas-Fermi statistical model.
This expression leads to a Z  3 and E ~ 2 dependence of elastic scattering cross-section
and for the heavy elements this approxim ation is only really valid for energies above
about 60 keV.
2.2.4.1 Verification of E and Z dependance
The Z  3 and E ~2 relationships were investigated using available cross-section da ta  in 
the energy range 1 keV - 106 MeV and for elements Z=1 to 100.
The elastic scatter cross-section and to tal attenuation cross-section da ta  was gen­
erated using a modified version of XCOM [2]. The original version of XCOM was 
designed to be run specifically on an IBM compatible PC and due to the format of
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the da ta  files was machine dependent and unable to be run on any other operat­
ing system. A later version, X C 0M 1, was obtained from Berger [1, 40] in a form at 
com patible w ith any system supporting a Fortran 77 compiler. This allowed the pro­
gram  to be installed on a Unix m ainfram e com puter, facilitating the modification and 
re-com pilation of the  program  to suit our needs.
XCOM1, as it stands, generates partial and to tal cross-section da ta  as a function 
of energy for any specified m aterial. The da ta  can be expressed either in term s of 
barns per atom  or cm2 per gramme. The output file produced by XCOM1 is an ascii 
tex t file. Two modified programs were produced, i) xcomE which would, for any given 
m aterial, produce the cross-section da ta  as a function of energy and ii) xcomZ which 
for a given energy would produce cross-section data  for all elements in the range Z=1 
to 100. The XCOM programs are based upon published data  [75, 43, 42, 41], the 
elastic scattering component of which are in tu rn  calculated using the form factor 
approxim ations discussed in section 2.2.3.
i) E n ergy  d ep en d en ce  o f e la stic  sca tter in g  cross-section . Figure 2.5 shows 
the elastic scattering cross-section for several elements in the range Z=1 to 100 and 
the  linear relationship with energy (on a log’-log scale) is clearly dem onstrated at 
energies above the order of 100 keV. For com parative purposes a line of the form 
y = A x ~ 2 is also shown to  dem onstrate the E j 2 dependence.
The lower the atom ic num ber Z of the m edium then the lower the energy a t which 
the scattering cross-section deviates from this relationship. An empirical fit suggests 
values for this threshold ranging from 15 keV for Z=1 up to 500 keV for Z=100. For 
the lighter elements up to about Z=40 this threshold is of the order of 100 keV or 
less.
Figure 2.6 shows the  relationship of the relative contribution of the elastic scatter 
cross-section to  the  to tal interaction cross-section aR /a tot w ith energy. The relation­
ship for three elements (Z = l,6  and 82) is shown and an increase in ‘optim um ’ energjq 
th a t is the  energy at which ctr is maximised with respect to atot, w ith atomic num.-
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Figure 2,5: Total elastic scatter cross-section an  as a function of energy E .
ber is clearly dem onstrated. This optim um  energy ranges from about 3 keV for the 
lightest element hydrogen (Z = l)  up to about 360 keV for one of the heaviest ele­
m ents lead (Z=82). The m axim um  ratio  can also be seen to  decrease w ith increasing 
atomic num ber being greatest for hydrogen where the elastic scatter cross-section can 
contribute up to 30% of the to ta l cross-section down to lead where this ratio is at 
best 8%. The sharp steps in the ratio for the heavier elements is due to  the K and 
L absorption edges effecting the  to tal interaction cross-section as the incident energy 
exceeds these thresholds and photoelectric absorption can take place.
This relationship is also shown for typical m aterials of interest in this study. Firstly 
several biological m aterials are considered, of obvious interest in medical applications 
bu t also typical of many food products, and secondfy various organic polymers typical 
of likely contam inants in the food industry. The relationship of o r /<j t o t  w ith energy for 
these complex m aterials is very similar to th a t dem onstrated b}' the  single elemental 
compositions depicting a pseudo gaussian distribution when displayed on a log-linear 
scale. It is interesting to note th a t for all these m aterials the  ‘optim um ’ energy lies in 
the region 0-100 keV, the energy range typical for most commercially available X-ray 
tubes and in most cases, particularly  for the  organic polymers, range between 20-25 
keV thus being ideally suited to the 22 keV characteristic Ag KQ. X-rays being used 
in the  experim ental study (chapters 4 and 5).
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Energy (keV) Energy (keV)
Figure 2.6: Relative contribution of elastic cross-section <j r  to  to tal cross-section crtot-
ii) A to m ic  num ber d ep en d en ce  o f e la stic  sca tter in g  cro ss-section . Figure
2.7 shows the  relationship of elastic scattering cross-section c t r  w ith Z for a number of 
energies in the  range 22 keV to 10,000 keV. The data, displayed on a log-log scale, is 
clearly of the  form y = B x °  where C can be seen, by the inclusion of an arb itrary  line 
y — 4 x 104 x a, to be |  again dem onstrating the relationship suggested by equation 
2.18. In fact this value of C does vary slightly from one energy to another and an 
em pirical fit suggests the values for C as shown in table 2.1.
For the sake of completeness the variation of the ratio ctr/ crtot w ith atomic num ber 
is shown in figure 2.8. Each energy can be seen to correspond to the ‘optim um ’ energy 
for a particular atomic num ber Z. As before, the sharp discontinuities a t high atomic 
numbers are K and L absorption edge effects. For example the first discontinuity in the
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Atomic number Z
Figure 2.7: Total elastic scatter cross-section <j r  as a function of atom ic num ber Z .
Energy (keV) param eter C
22 2.4
60 2.5
100 2.6
200 2.65
1000 2.66
5000 2.66
10000 2.7
Table 2.1: Varience of param eter C with energy
22 keV line is caused when the K absorption edge of two consecutive elements lie either 
side of 22 keV. In this case the elements are technetium  (Z=43) and ruthenium  (Z—44) 
w ith K ab edges of 21.054 keV and 22.118 keV respectively. The second discontinuity 
occurs when the Lab edge of two consecutive element lie either side of 22 keV. In this 
case the elements uranium  (Z=92) and plutonium  (Z=93) w ith La& edges of 21.753 
keV and 22.417 keV respectively.
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Atomic number Z
Figure 2.8: Relative contribution of elastic cross-section o r  to to ta l cross-section otot. 
2.2.5 Bragg diffraction
The scattering considered so far is th a t due to the elastic scattering of photons by 
the atom ic electrons. The onty interference effects considered have been those due 
to the interaction of scattered waves from electrons within the same atom /m olecule. 
However when the scattering m aterial has molecular structure and in particular in 
the extrem e case of a crystalline m aterial where the atom s/m olecules are arranged 
in a regular periodic array interference effects between scattered waves from different 
atoms/m olecules can no longer be ignored and there is a m anifestation of a very 
im portant elastic scattering phenomenon, namely th a t of Bragg diffraction.
The term  ‘diffraction’ has now been introduced with reference to an elastic scat­
tering process and warrants some further explaination. Diffraction, be it of X-rays, 
visible light, sound or whatever, is essentially due to the phase relationship between 
two or more waves. W hen two waves are superimposed the am plitude of the wave­
fronts add up to produce a resultant wave whose am plitude is the sum  of the two 
component wave am plitudes. Hence if two waves, each of am plitude A, are in phase 
the am plitudes will simply add up to  produce a resultant wave of am plitude 2A. This 
is known as constructive interference where the waves combine to  produce a larger 
am plitude wave front. If the waves are completely out of phase, th a t is at any moment 
in tim e the  am plitude of each wave is of equal m agnitude bu t in opposing directions,
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then there will be complete destructive interference whereby the two waves will an­
nul each other. These two cases are obviously the two extremes and generally, when 
two or more waves are out of phase by somewhere between 0 and 7r radians, a pro­
cess of partia l interference will take place and the resultant wave am plitude modified 
accordingly.
W hen waves are scattered from an array of scattering centres, for example atoms 
in a crystal, it is quite reasonable to assume th a t when the waves combine they 
have each travelled a slightly different distance and consequently will be slightly out 
of phase and this will give rise to interference effects described above. In certain 
directions the pa th  difference will be a whole number of wavelengths and hence the 
waves will reinforce constructively to produce a high intensity beam , however in 
all other directions there will be, to varying extents, destructive interference. The 
consequence of this will be to produce a pattern  of varying high and low intensities, 
an example of which, for visible light, would be the well known Young’s diffraction 
fringes. A diffracted beam  may therefore be said to be composed of a number of 
scattered  beams m utually reinforcing in certain favoured directions.
The phenomenon of X-ray diffraction was first investigated at the  beginning of the 
century by the likes of the German physicist von Laue and the two English physicists 
W .H.Bragg and his son W.L.Bragg; the la tte r went on to derive the famous diffraction 
law which bears their name.
2 .2 .5 ,1  D erivation  o f th e  B ragg law
Let us consider a crystal lattice array such as the one shown in figure 2.9 made up of 
a series of planes of atoms. Lines have been drawn through a set of parallel planes 
in order to  emphasize the set and for the  purposes of the derivation we shall just 
consider this set of planes and assume the atomic spacing to be a distance d.
Let a wave be incident upon the ciystal making an angle (0/2) w ith the  surface6.
6This angle of incidence is usually defined as 9 in crystallographic literature whereby the scattered 
angle will be 29, however to tie in both with previous definitions and with definitions used in literature
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Figure 2.9: Regular crystal lattice array
Scattering from each plane will take place in all directions however only when there 
is a zero pa th  difference, and so scattered waves are in phase, will atoms of the same 
plane cause constructive interference. The only angle at which the wave can leave the 
crystal for this to occur is the  same as the angle of incidence, th a t is 8 /2, such th a t 
the resu ltan t wave scattered from adjacent atoms, i.e. A and B, have travelled exactly 
the same distance. This scattering process is therefore analogous to the reflection of 
optical light from a m irrored surface whereby the angles of incidence and reflection 
are equal. However just because there is an angle of incidence 9/2  such th a t all the 
atoms from a particular plane constructive!}' interfere it does not necessarily follow 
th a t the scattered wave from atoms of different planes will also add up in phase. 
In order for constructive interference to take place the  path  difference between all 
scattered waves m utually reinforcing m ust be an integer num ber of wavelengths and 
this pa th  difference is now dependent upon the atomic planar spacing d.
Consider incident waves 1 and 2. The pa th  difference between these two waves 
between wavefronts I and II is given by
path difference = E D  +  D F
and for constructive interference this path  difference m ust be equal to  an integer
on scattering we shall define the angle of incidence to be (0/2) and hence the scattering angle to be
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Figure 2.10: Typical X-ray diffraction pattern  of sodium chloride (NaCl) at 8.04 keV 
num ber of wavelengths hence
E D  +  D F  = nX (2.19)
however simple trigonom etry yields th a t E D  = D F  = d s i n { 6 / 2) and hence from 
equation 2.19
n \  =  2dsin(0/2)  (2 .2 0 )
and only when this condition is satisfied will the scattered waves from all atoms in 
the  crystal m utually reinforce to  produce constructive interference. This is the well 
known Bragg law for crystal diffraction and the angle of incidence 9 / 2 at which the 
condition is satisfied is known as the Bragg angle.
We have only considered one set of planes and the lines in figure 2.9 indicating the 
planes could have been drawn through any num ber of sets of parallel planes each with 
a different atomic spacing. Consequently for an incident beam  of a fixed wavelength 
A there is a whole range of incident angles, each corresponding to a different set of 
planes, th a t the Bragg condition is satisfied and constructive interference takes place. 
Thus the  diffraction pa tte rn  will consist of a series of peaks at different scattering 
angles 0 each corresponding to a different set of planes. A typical diffraction pattern
of a crystalline m aterial, in this particular case th a t of sodium chloride, is shown in
figure 2.10.
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2 .2 .5 .2  R e la tiv e  in ten sitie s  o f B ragg  d iffraction  lines
The directions at which Bragg diffraction occurs is easily calculated from the Bragg 
law for any particular plane w ith a known atomic spacing. The intensity of the scat­
tered beam  is not so easily calculated and will differ for each angle satisfying the 
Bragg condition. The relative integrated intensity of the diffraction peaks is depen­
dent upon the intrinsic properties of the scatterer rather than  the  system  geometry 
and is given by equation 2.21
1 ( r s m r S m ) '  (M 1 )
where I  is the relative scattered intensity, F sf  is a quantity known as the structure 
factor, p is the m ultiplicity factor and the enclosed term  is the Lorentz-polarisation 
factor.
S tru ctu re  factor The structure factor F sf  describes the resultant wave scattered 
by all of the atoms in a unit cell and is obtained by simply adding together the 
waves scattered from each individual atom. The am plitude of each scattered wave 
is dependent upon the atom ic form factor f 7 and the phase of the scattered wave is 
dependent upon the  plane from which the wave is scattered and the coordinates of 
the  atom  w ithin the unit cell. The wave scattered from an atom  may be described as
scattered wave f r o m  an atom  =  f  e2m (hu+kv+lw)
and thus the  structure factor for a plane, described by the Miller indices h, k , /, in a 
unit cell containing n  atoms is given by
J? j =  f x g27ri (hux+kvi+lwi) _j_ fa  e 27ri (fe«2+kw2+(i«2)_|_
fa  g 2 7 ™  (huz+kv^+lwz) _ | _ ............................_ |_  J  g 2 7 T i(hun+kvn+lwn)
which may in tu rn  more convieniently be w ritten  as
n
F sf  =  y ;  f n (hu,i+kvn+lwn) ^2 22)
7note that the form factor is now represented as a lowercase /  in order to distinguish it from the 
structure factor F.
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Figure 2.11: Electric vector diagram  of elastic scattering from a free electron
The structure factor F  can be seen to be, in general, complex and describes both 
the am plitude and phase of the  resultant scattered wave. The absolute value of F  gives 
the  am plitude of the scattered wave and is expressed as the ratio  of the  am plitude 
of the wave scattered by all the atoms in the unit cell to the am pltude scattered 
by one electron. (This definition is analogous to th a t of the form factor which is 
the ratio  of the  scattered am plitude from one atom  to the am plitude scattered by 
a single free electron). The sum m ation term  in equation 2.22 should be carried 
out over the least number of atoms necessary to properly describe the structure of 
the scattering medium, th a t is the unit cell. The intensity of the diffraction lines, 
being proportional to  the square of the am plitude, is therefore proportional to |F |2 
and is obtained by m utiplying F  by its complex conjugate thus removing the phase 
dependent exponential term .
P olarisa tion  factor The term  ‘polarisation’ factor is ra ther confusingly nam ed 
and in fact takes into account the  unpolarised nature of the incident electro-m agnetic 
wave. Thomson showed th a t the intensity of scattered radiation a t a distance r from 
a free electron is given by
I  =  I0 ^~ s in 2 a  , (2.23)?
where I0 is the incident intensity, K  is a constant and cx is the angle between the 
incident beam  and the scattering direction. Consider the situation in figure 2.11 
where an incident beam  is traveling in the Ore direction. We wish to know the scattered
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intensity a t the point P  in the  x z  plane where OP is inclined at a scattering angle
0. The unpolarised electric vector of the incident beam  E  may be resolved into two 
perpendicular directions E y and E z such th a t
E2 =  Ey2 + E z2 .
However as the direction of E  is on average random  then
Z7I 2 _ p  2 __  ^7712£jy — hjz — ,
and since E  is a m easure of the am plitude of the wave the intensity in the Ox and Oy 
directions is given by
loy =  I qz = 2^0 •
The y component of the incident beam  accelerates the electron in the 0y direction 
and as the angle a  in this case is the angle L yOP = ir/2 then from equation 2.23
r  _ r  K  IPy ~ iQy 2
and similarly the intensity of the scattered £ component is given by
Ipz —  Iqz 2 COS 0
since a  — L zOP — k /2  — 9
The to ta l scattered intensity at P  is simply obtained by summing the two com­
ponent term s and hence
Ip —  Ipy +  Ipz
= ^(Ioy + ^ ^ e )
K  f J° Jo 2 
= ^  U- + T 005
K  (1  +  cos2 v \
=  2 ) ’ (2'24)
and is essentially the Thomson relationship for scattering from a free electron. Here 
however we are describing the scattered intensity and not the differential cross-section 
and hence the inverse dependence upon the  square of the distance from the electron 
r. The term
(1 -f cos2 9)
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is know n as th e polarisation  factor and m ust always be incorporated in any in tensity  
calcu lation  in order to  take into consideration the unpolarised nature o f th e incident 
beam .
M ultip licity  T he m ultip licity  factor p sim ply takes into account that different 
planes m ay diffract at th e  sam e angles hence increasing th e in ten sity  at that par­
ticular angle. For exam ple consider th e set of planes { 100} and { 111} in  a cubic  
crystal. T here are three planes in th e {100} set that w ill diffract at th e sam e angle
i.e . ( 100) , ( 010) , ( 001) and four planes in th e { 111} set i.e. ( I l l ) , ( 111) , ( i l l )  and ( 111). 
H ence, all other th ings being equal, the in ten sity  of the { 111} line w ill be |  th at of the  
{100} line. T he {111} set of p lanes for a cubic crystal is therefore given  a m ultip licity  
factor of 8 and th e {100} set of p lanes a m ultip licity  factor of 6 . M ultip licity  values 
are standard and are available in crystallographic tables [13].
T he Lorentz factor T he Lorentz factor is a three term  factor w hich incorporates 
trigonom etric effects. A rigorous derivation w ill not be included here but can be found  
in standard tex ts  such as C ullity  [13] or Jeffery [46]. T he first term  derives from  the  
fact th a t th e  diffracted in ten sity  is given by a G aussian d istribution  about th e  Bragg  
angle and hence crystals orientated  very close to  but not exactly  at the Bragg angle 
m ay still cause significant diffraction in th is direction. T he to ta l diffracted in ten sity  
is given  as th e integrated  area under th e peak and reasonably sim ple tr igon om etiy  
can show th at th e angular deviation  n ecessa iy  for zero diffracted in ten sity  is given by
/Y  q — ______ ^_______
2Nasin(0/2) 5
where a is th e  atom ic spacing and N is the num ber of atom s in th e crystal p lane and  
hence Na gives th e length  of th e  th e plane. As th e peak diffracted in ten sity  Imax 
is dependant upon th is range w e m ay reasonably conclude th at Imax is proportional 
to 1/sin(0/2). T he breadth of th e G aussian d istribution  can b e show n to vary w ith  
1/ c o s (0 / 2 ) and hence th e integrated  intensity, proportional to  th e area under th e  
peak, is proportional to  1/sin(0/2) x  1/ c o s (0 /2 )  or 1/sinO where 6 is th e  scattering  
angle and (0/2) is th e Bragg angle.
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T he second term  is derived from  th e fact that the num ber of c iy sta ls  orientated  
at or near to  th e Bragg angle is not constant for all angles but can be shown to  be  
given  by
A 0 co s(0 / 2 )/2
and hence th e num ber of crystals favourably orientated for diffraction is proportional 
to  co s(0 / 2 ).
T he third term  considers th e fact th a t th e diffracted intensities are d istributed  over 
an annulus and therefore for two lines diffracting w ith  equal in tensities th e in ten sity  
per unit length  of diffraction ring w ill be greater for the one at th e  sm aller angle as 
th e  in ten sity  is spread over a sm aller area. T he length  of any diffraction line is given  
by 2tt RsinO where R  is th e ta rg et/d etecto r  d istance and hence th e relative in ten sity  
is proportional to  1/sinO.
C om bining these three term s we obtain  th e Lorentz factor given  by
L — ——-  x co s (0 /2 ) xsin 6 sin 0
or
1 4 s i n 2(6 /2 )  c o s ( 0 / 2) ' ^2 '2 5 ^
T his term  is often  com bined w ith  the polarisation  factor to obtain  th e Lorentz- 
polarisation  factor
1 +  cos2 0
P ~ 8 s i n 2(6 /2 )  c o s(0 / 2) ( '
For relative in ten sity  calculations th e |  factor m ay be om itted .
C om bining th e structure factor, m ultip licity  factor and the L orentz-polarisation  
factor in to  one expression yields a relationship which gives th e tota l relative integrated  
in ten sity  for X-ray diffraction from  a crystalline m aterial and is given  by
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2.3 Inelastic (Compton) scattering
In addition  to  elastic  (R ayleigh) scattering, where there is negligib le energy trans­
ferred during th e  scattering process, there is a com peting scatter m echanism , nam ely  
inelastic  or C om pton scatter, whereby a significant proportion of th e  incident photon  
energy m ay be transferred during th e photon-electron interaction  leaving th e resultant 
p hoton  w ith  a reduced energy and random  phase.
In a C om pton scatter process th e incident photon  is scattered  through an angle 
6 w hereby th e  photon transfers a portion of its energy to  an electron, known as the  
recoil electron. T he am ount of energy transferred depends upon th e  angle of scatter  
and is independent of the scattering m edium  for E >• electron binding energy, which  
approxim ates to th e free electron K lein-N ishina case.
F igure 2 .12: Schem atic of a Com pton scatter process.
From th e schem atic in figure 2.12 sim ple conservation of m om entum  and energy  
shows th at th e energy of th e scattered  photon  is given by
[1 +  (lii//moc2(l — cos#))]  ^ ^
In th e lim it as 6 —► 0 there is no energy transferred and the process becom es in  
effect an elastic  interaction. As 0 increases the energy tranfered increases up to  a 
m axim um  at extrem e backscatter (# = 1 8 0 °).
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Figure 2.13: K lein-N isliina free-electron differential cross-section.
T he K lein-N ishina free-electron differential cross-section per electron  is given by
d(7Kiy(Q) _  2 I _______ 1________
dfl 0 Y1 +  ci’ (1 — cos 6)
1 +  cos2 /  a2 (1 — cos Q)2
2 J Y (1 +  cos2 #)[1 +  a (1 — cos 0)]
where a = his/irioc2. T he variation of dcrKN^ O)/dfl w ith  0 for several energies is shown  
in figure 2.13. A t low energies th e  differential cross-section tends to  a sym m etrical 
relationship  about 0= 90° since in th e lim it the K lein-N ishim a case becom es identical 
to  th e T hom som  expression.
C om pton scatter is an e lec tron /p h oton  interaction  effect and consequently  the  
differential cross-section  w ill increase w ith  increasing electron density. H ence the  
C om pton scattering from  an atom  is dependant upon th e atom ic num ber and the  
differential cross-section  per atom  is sim ply given by th e inclusion of a m ultip licative  
Z factor in equation  2.29.
T he K lein-N ishina free-electron approach does not account for electron  binding  
effects w hich  can significantly suppress th e  inelastic  differential cross-section  at low  
energies. It has been shown by Jackson and Hawkes [44] th at even  from  hydrogen  
electron binding effects are significant at energies below  « 5 0  keV and this effective  
lower lim it of the free-electron m odel w ill increase w ith  atom ic num ber.
(2.29)
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To account for th e electron b inding suppression a factor has to  be included into  
th e K lein-N ishina m odel. T his factor is term ed th e incoherent scattering function  
S(x, Z) and is analogous to  th e free atom  form  factor F(x, Z). B oth  factors are 
calcu lated  using sim ilar m odels [43] and are usually  tabu lated  together [43, 42, 74].
T he inelastic  differential scattering cross-section is then  given by
dcrc(S) d<jKN(6)
=  s { x ’ z ) - (2 '30)
T he energy shift equation 2.28 contains no inform ation as to  th e scattering m a­
terial and as such it m ight b e assum ed th at inelastic scattering is a poor too l for 
m aterials characterisation. H owever m uch work has been carried out into th e use of 
C om pton scatter into m aterials characterisation and in particular for th e determ i­
nation  o f electron density. O ne such technique is to  m easure th e ratio of elastic to  
inelastic  scatter, a m ethod  often  used in bone m ineral densitom etry [11, 39, 66 , 5] 
and another m ore com plex technique is C om pton profiling for electron m om entum  
determ ination  [10]. It should also be noted  th at m edical X-ray tom ography effectively  
m aps tissue density  variations v ia  electron density  m easurem ents since C om pton scat­
ter dom inates for b iological m aterials at C T  energies (E mean ^ 7 0  keV ).
2.4 Contributions of single and multiple scatter
In addition  to  single elastic and inelastic scatter there is also th e effect of m ultip le  
scatter to  be considered. T he scattered  photons reaching a d etector orientated  at 
som e non-zero angle w ith  respect to  the p rim aiy  beam  could thus be due to  one 
of four possib le com binations of th e scattering m echanism s. T he contribution  we 
are particularly interested  in  to  obtain  atom ic structural inform ation is that due to  
single ela stic  scatter. Inelastic scattered  photons (single or m ultip le) are essentia lly  
random  in phase and as such contain no useful diffraction inform ation. M ultip le  
elastic  scattered  photons w ill reach th e detector from  an undeterm inable angle and  
likew ise w ill y ield  no useful inform ation.
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M ultip le e lastic  scatter does not really present itse lf as a problem  as th e m ean free 
path  for elastic  scatter of th e  incident photons in a low-Z m atrix  is large com pared  
to  th e  size o f th e sam ples investigated . For exam ple, 22 keV photons in a typ ical 
polym er m atrix  have a m ean free path  for e lastic  scatter of 15-20 cm  which is far 
greater than  the typ ical sam ple th icknesses used.
T he m ean free path  for inelastic  scatter is m uch sm aller (typ ica lly  5-7 cm  for the  
exam ple given  above) and consequently th ese effects are far m ore apparent. Johns 
and Yaffe [47] suggest th at w ith  a 30 kV p X -ray source and a 4.5 cm  thick perspex  
test sam ple e lastic  scatter w ill contribute approxim ately 40% of th e to ta l scatter  
fluence, th e  rem ainder being due to inelastic  events. However elastic  scatter is a 
predom inantly sm all angle phenom enon, th e  very region where single inelastic  scatter  
is suppressed due to electron b inding effects. Consequently even w hen th e  tota l 
ine lastic  cross-section  is greater than th e to ta l e lastic  scatter cross-section elastic  
scatter m ay still dom inate at sm all angles, particularly at low energies and high  
atom ic num ber. A  M onte Carlo sim ulation  stud}' by N e itze le t  al. [64] o f th e scattering  
processes o f 60 keV photons in w ater dem onstrate th is suppression of inelastic  scatter  
and th e  sm all angle peaking of e lastic  scatter. As the sam ple th ickness is increased the  
am ount o f m ultip le scatter increases significantly and for particularly thick sam ples 
th is eventually  leads to serious degradation of th e diffraction inform ation available. 
A nother M onte Carlo study by Felsteiner and P attison  [18] concluded th at for low-Z  
m aterials m u ltip le  scatter contributes at m ost 10% of th e to ta l scatter regardless of 
photon  energy.
T he am ount of energy lost by a low energy photon in an inelastic  scatter event 
is sm all. T he energy transfer can be calculated  from equation 2.28 and at 22 keV  
can b e seen  to range from  0 keV  for 0 = 0 ° up to  1.7 keV for 0 = 1 8 0 °, In th e angular 
range of interest up to , say, 30° th is energy transfer is at m ost 0.13 keV. Thus it 
is apparent th a t even w ith  present high energy resolution detectors th e  elastic and 
inelastic  scatter events are to ta lly  ind istinguishable 8. In one sense th is sm all energy
s Recent advances in micro-calorimetry have produced detectors will resolution of 17 eV a t 6 keV 
[62] and so extraordinarily high energy resolution detectors are potentially in prospect.
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transfer is advantageous. If we are using a characteristic X-ray line from  an X-ray  
tu b e th en  th e  higher energy brem sstrahlung continuum  radiation cannot easily  be  
ine lastica lly  scattered  down to th e  energy of th e characteristic radiation. T his then  
elim inates th e need to  filter th e tu b e output, a process which w ould reduce the useful 
flux.
It does however m ean th at a significant proportion of the counts d etected  will 
be due to  inelastic scattering of th e characteristic radiation lead ing to  a degrada­
tion  of diffraction inform ation. T he single inelastic  scattering contribution  could be  
accounted  for using th e inelastic  scattering factor m odel d iscussed previously. T he  
m u ltip le  inelastic  scatter generally has a fairly broad, even d istribution  and, to  a 
reasonable approxim ation, it would be sufficient sim ply to  subtract an em perically  
derived background signal to  account for th is effect. In any case it should be noted  
that even  at very sm all scattering angles a proportion of the d etected  flux is due to  
inelastic  scatter events.
2.5 Total scattering cross-section
T he to ta l scattering cross-section is related to  the differential cross-section (derived  
experim entally  or theoretica lly) by an integration  process. H owever th e angular de­
pendent differential cross-section is differential in solid angle Cl rather than  scattering  
angle 9 and so th e integration  m ust be m ade over Cl (see equation 2.31).
=  ( 2 .3 1 )
In practice a su bstitu tion  is m ade for dCl in term s of d9 and the integration  performed  
over th e  scattering angle 9.
Consider th e situation  in  figure 2.14 whereby a photon is scattered  by the target 
at a scattering angle 9 in to a solid angle defined by the shaded region dCl. Sim ple  
geom etry shows th at th e ratio of the solid angle, dCl, to  th e  to ta l solid angle, 47r, is 
equal to  the ratio of the area of the shaded region to that of the sphere upon which
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Figure 2.14: Solid angle dfl subtended by an angular scattering range d9 at the target, 
it rests. H ence
dfl 2ir(r sin(O)) x r d9 
4;r 4tj- 7’2
and thus
dft = 2tt sin(O) dO. (2.32)
S ub stitu tin g  for d6 into 2.31 gives
<7tot = 27r J  —J jp  sin(O) d6. (2.33)
T hus the tota l cross-section can be derived from the differential cross-section by
m ultip lication  of 2tt sin(O) and integrating over the angular scattering range.
2.6 Experimental derivation of differential scat­
ter cross-section
To derive th e differential scatter cross-section from experim ental data  we need an 
expression which will give the fraction of photons scattered into unit solid angle. 
T his, along w ith other factors, will depend upon the total differential scatter cross- 
section. Consider the situation  in figure 2.15 where N0 is the num ber of photons
incident upon the sam ple, dt is th e length of the scattering elem ent and A  H is the
solid angle subtended by zth detector situated  at an angle 0 to  the prim ary beam .
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Figure 2.15: E lastic scattering of a photon from  elem ent dl in to solid angle A fl
If we consider th e scattering from elem ent dt only, then
dNi =  No Tp n„ A f i  T, dt , (2.34)
w here dN, is the photon flux reaching detector z, No is th e prim ary photon flux  
incident on th e  scattering elem ent, Tv is th e transm ission factor for th e prim ary beam  
to  dt, — ^ ° ,tnt is th e to ta l single scatter differential cross-section (cm 2 a tom -1 unit 
soild angle-1 ), na is th e atom ic density  (atom s cm -3 ) and Ts is th e transm ission factor  
for th e  scattered  beam  to  detector z. M onte Carlo calculations have shown that the  
m ultip le scatter com ponent has a rather broad featureless response independent of 
scattering angle and m ay be accounted for by a subtraction of a constant background  
from  th e  scatter pattern  [64].
A vogadro’s num ber N av is in  units of atom s per m ole, m olecular m ass M  in units  
of gram s per m ole and m ass density  p in units of grams per unit volum e and hence  
n a =  N avP / M .
If w e assum e sm all scattering angles th en  we maj' approxim ate th at No Tp Ts — 
No e“ Mt where ft, is th e linear attenuation  coefficient and t is th e to ta l thickness of the  
scatterer. Thus now
dN; = No e"'*1 (N avP / M ) A f i  dt.
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Integrating along t gives
Nt =  N0 e -**1 j f ‘ (Navp/M) An dt,
where TV* is the scattered  flux reaching detector i from all scattering elem ents along 
th e p ath  t. If w e now approxim ate th at for a th in  scatterer
d(J (9) total _ , do(9)totalr ^ h ^ A n d t  =  ^ h ^ i A a t
Jo ail ail
where t is th e  to ta l length  of sam ple through which the beam  passes then
Nt = N01~" 1 ^  AQ t .
In order to  relate th e flux d etected  at i to  the differential cross-section we need to  
introduce a detector efficiency term  such th at
Ni =  iVoee- " 1 (NAvp/M)Ant, (2.35)
where Ni is now th e d etected  flux at i and e is th e intrinsic full energy peak efficiency  
of th e detector at th e  energy of interest. A ll other term s retain  their definitions.
If a radionuclide source is used then  Nq m ay be known to a high degree of accuracy  
however if an X-ray tu b e is used then  No w ill vary w ith  tube param eters and as such  
m ust be m easured under norm al operating conditions. If N0 is m easured w ith  th e  
sam e detector as used for th e experim ent then  No e m ay be m easured as a single  
param eter elim inating th e need for an independent efficiency m easurem ent. T his is 
acceptab le for elastic  scatter m easurem ents as th e energy of th e photons (and hence  
th e detector efficiency) is equal for b oth  incident and scattered  photons.
2.7 Conclusion
R ayleigh  scatter, th at is th e elastic and coherent scatter of e lectro-m agnetic radi­
ation  from  bound atom ic electrons, has been discussed in som e detail. Particular  
atten tion  has been paid to  th e  free atom  form  factor approxim ation m odel for the
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d eterm ination  of R ayleigh  scatter cross-sections as it is th is m odel th at has been used  
throughout th is study. It is possib le th at slightly  more acurate theoretica l predictions  
w ould have been  m ade using th e m odified form  factor m odel which accounts, to  som e  
ex ten t, for anom olous K shell resonance effects as the photon energy approaches the  
K shell b inding energy. For the energy principally used throughout th is work, th at is 
22 keV , th is w ill occur for elem ents above about Z =40. However a com parison has 
been m ade betw een  the form  factor m odel and quantum  electro-dynam ic S-m atrix  
calcu lations for low-Z m aterials [49] w hich reveals discrepancies only of th e order of 
a few percent suggesting th at, for low-Z m aterials, th e  relatively  sim ple form fac­
tor approxim ation is adequate. N one of th ese m odels account for th e inter-atom ic  
and inter-m olecular interference effects, m anifesting itse lf in Bragg diffraction, char­
acteristic of the m aterial; this provids detailed  structural inform ation and a m eans of 
m aterials identification  in b oth  a reflection and transm ission geom etry.
It should be rem em bered th at the differential cross-section derived from  the ex ­
perim ental data  using equation 2.35 w ill be the to ta l scatter differential cross-section  
and w ill include b oth  elastic  and inelastic scattering. However th e  on ly  significant 
scattering at th ese energies is by R ayleigh (e lastic) and C om pton (inelastic) inter­
actions, and at sm all angles where R ayleigh  scattering is m ost significant C om pton  
scattering is supressed by electron b inding effects. Taking oxygen (Z = 8) as an exam ­
ple of a typ ical low-Z m aterial and an arbitary scattering angle of 8°, R ayleigh scatter  
dom inates C om pton scatter for energies up to  87 keV and at 22 keV com prises som e  
97% of th e to ta l scattering cross-section. T his dom inance of R ayleigh  scatter in  the  
forward direction and th e unique angular distribution  of scattered  photons m ake this 
in teraction  process, a phenom enon! often  overlooked in the past, an excellent m eans 
of m aterials analysis, particu larly for low-Z m edia where conventional techniques are 
unsuitable.
Chapter 3 
Experimental rig: design and 
operation
3.1 Introduction
T his chapter is concerned w ith  th e  design and operation of the experim ental rig. T he  
rig w ill b e d iscussed in  general but w ith  particular reference to  th e characteristics  
of th e  key com ponents. A lternative designs for experim ental system s w ill also be  
discussed.
3.2 Rig design
For th e applications of th is study a rig was required which would characterise thick  
sam ples in term s of their angular d istribution  of elastic  scattered  X -rays. As such the  
photons would have to  p en etrate th e sam ple, be elastically  scattered  by th e atom s  
w ith in  th e sam ple and re-em erge for detection . T his is in contrast to  conventional 
X -ray diffractom etry operated  in reflection, or surface analysis m ode, whereby the  
photons only interact w ith  th e surface layers of atom s and do not s ig n ifica n t^  pene­
trate th e sam ple. In either case th e fundam ental physics rem ains the sam e although
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amplifier counter/ stepper motor
timer control
Figure 3.1: Schem atic of experim ental rig.
different considerations such as photon energies m ust be taken in to  account.
T he general features of th e  experim ental rig are shown in figure 3.1. A mono- 
energetic source was used and the scattered  photons m easured as a function  of scat­
tering angle rather than using a pofy-energetic beam  at a fixed scattering angle and  
deconvolving to  derive th e spatia l structure. To this end the rig was designed such  
th a t th e  angle betw een the source and detector about th e sam ple could be varied. 
In th is system  it was the source rather than th e detector w hich was rotated  as the  
detector was too  heavy to  easily  be m oved. In itia lly  the source used was a 100 m Ci 
(3,700 M Bq) A m  241 radioisotope, th e energies of interest being either the 17.6 keV  
N p Kp X -ray or th e 59.5 keV  gam m a. To obtain  greater in ten sity  th is source was 
changed to a silver anode X -ray tu b e u tilising th e 22 keV  K Q. characteristic X-ray  
line. A ll th e useful results were obtained w ith  this source.
3.3 Source
T he A m  241 source, although being ideal in  th at it was essentia lly  m ono-energetic, had  
an unpractically  low flux m aking scanning tim es prohibitively long. It was apparent
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th at a m ore intense source w ould be necessary in order to  generate sufficient scattered  
flux. T he on ly  practical solution  was therefore to  use an X-ray tube. T his has two  
disadvantages over a radioisotope. F irstly, even when u tilising a characteristic X-ray  
line, th e source w ill not be truly m ono-energetic due to  the brem sstrahlung continuum . 
T he second and m ore im portant consideration, especially  for q uan titative work, is 
th at neither th e  flux in ten sity  nor th e stab ility  would be as accurately known as for 
a radioisotope.
T he tu b e used had a stationary silver anode w ith  a beryllium  end w indow . T he  
tu b e m easured approxim ately 20 cm  in length  and was housed in an oil bath  for 
electrical insu lation  and cooling. A n im portant design consideration w hen choosing  
a source for e lastic  scattering work, particularly in transm ission m ode, is th e photon  
energy. As high  an energy as possib le was required to  penetrate the sam ple w hilst 
a low energy was necessary to  increase th e angular spread of the scattered  photons. 
Too high an energy would result in  th e photons being scattered  into a very sm all 
angular region about the 0° axis m aking differentiation betw een  th e prim ary and  
scattered  beam  difficult. As shown in section  2.2.4.1 the ratio of e lastic  scatter cross- 
section  to  to ta l cross-section for typ ica l low-Z m aterials is m axim ised  at 20-25 keV  
thus presenting th e 22 keV  A g K Q. X-rays as a sensible com prom ise.
T ypical pulse height spectra recorded w ith  a H PG e detector are shown in fig­
ure 3.2 for increasing tu b e  p oten tia l (V p). S ince the full energy peak (fep) intrinsic  
efficiency is close to  100% over th is range the pulse height spectrum  is a close ap­
proxim ation  to  th e incident photon energy spectrum . T he two m ain features are the  
broad brem sstrahlung continuum  and th e sharp characteristic X-ray peaks. T he con­
tinuum  is seen to range in energy from  0 up to  e x V p, th at is th e m axim um  energy  
of th e  accelerating electrons as th ey  h it th e  silver target. T he characteristic X-ray  
lines are o f fixed energy and are due to  X-ray em ission  follow ing d e-excita tion  of inner 
shell electrons subsequent to ionisation  under electron bom bardm ent. In th is case the  
target m aterial is silver and th is gives rise to  K Q. and Kp X-rays of 21.99 and 24.94  
keV  respectively. T he em ission  of characteristic K X-rays is only possib le if  th e in itia l 
excita tion  energy exceeds th e K shell b inding energy. In this case th e K shell binding
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10 kV 20 kV
energy (keV)
30 kV
energy (keV)
45 kV
energy (keV)
55 kV
energy (keV)
40 kV
energy (keV)
50 kV
energy (keV)
60 kV
energy (keV) energy (keV)
F igure 3.2: T ypical A g anode X-ray tu b e spectra as a function  of tu b e p otentia l.
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energy is 25.52 keV  and consequently only when th e applied p oten tia l is in excess of 
25.52 kV  w ill characteristic K X -ray em ission  be possible. It is in teresting to  note the  
sm all b ut discernible peaks occurring at approxim ately 10 keV below  th e silver X-ray  
lines. T hese are germ anium  escape peaks. T he germ anium  atom s in th e detector  
crystal have them selves been stim ulated  to  em it a characteristic K shell X-ray o f 9.2 
keV w hich lias subsequently escaped from  th e detector w ith  th e effect th at only the  
energy d eposited  w ith in  th e  crystal (the incident photon energy m inus 9.2 keV ) is 
d etected . C onsequently som e of th e silver K Q. and Kp photons have been  recorded in  
th ese fluorescent escape peaks.
3.3.1 Tube characteristics
N o specification  data was available for th e  X-ray tu b e and consequently th e tu b e  
characteristics were investigated  to establish  th e best operating conditions. T he high  
voltage was supplied by a Brandenburg M R50 0-50 lcV, 0-1 m A  H .T . unit and the  
filam ent current from  a 0-5 amp 10 volt d.c. supply. Figure 3.3 a) shows th e tu b e  
current as a function  of applied voltage for a range of filam ent currents. T he tu b e  
current is seen to p lateau out after betw een  5-10 kV. T he tu b e current, it, increases 
w ith  increasing filam ent current, if , and is sim ply due to th e increase in therm ally  
excited  electrons ‘boiled  off’ from  the filam ent w ith  increasing if. Under norm al 
operating conditions th e tu b e current is controlled by varying the filam ent current. 
T he variation of it w ith  if at 50 kV  is shown in figure 3.3 b) and dem onstrates an 
exponentia l relationship. T he tu b e was generally operated at 50 kV  and 0.5 m A  
(25 W atts). To further increase th e tu b e current the filam ent current would have 
to  be increased above the order of three am ps which was thought to  cause excessive  
wear on th e filam ent. A ny increase in tu b e current above 0.5 m A  was found to  yield  
l itt le  increase in useful X-ray flux1. T his is dem onstrated in figure 3.3 c) where the  
m axim um  flux in ten sity  for both  th e continuum  and th e 22 keV K a. line (occurring  
betw een  0.8 and 0.9 m A ) is only approxim ately 25% greater than at 0.5 m A . T he  
ratio of 22 keV  K<* to  continuum  is 23% irrespective of th e tu b e current.
1This was thought to be due to either de-focusing or movement of the focal spot
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applied potential (kV)
filament current (amps)
tube current (mA)
Figure 3.3: A g anode X-ray tu b e characteristics: a) tu b e current as a function  of 
applied p oten tia l, b) tu b e current as a function  of filam ent current at 50 kV , c) flux  
in ten sity  as a function  of tu b e current at 50 kV.
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A
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F igure 3.4: Arrangem ent for determ ination  of focal spot position .
3.3.2 Determination of size and position of the focal spot
An X -ray tu b e is not a point source and th e  effective active region of th e anode has a 
fin ite  area. It is often necessary, in order to  specify th e tu b e param eters, to  determ ine  
th e size and position  of th is area, known as th e focal spot. This is a sim ple procedure 
w hereby th e  uncollim ated  beam  is exposed  onto an photographic p late through a p in­
hole collim ator thereby form ing an im age, th e  size and position  of which is related  
geom etrically  to th e actual dim ensions of th e focal spot [45].
To determ ine th e position  of the focus w ith in  the tu b e housing a double pin hole  
arrangem ent was used as illu strated  in figure 3.4. T he tw o p in-hole apertures used  
were 0.75 m m  in d iam eter through a 1 m m  thick  lead sheet. T he tu b e housing to  
aperture separation (D ) was m easured at 123 db 0.5m m , the aperture to  photographic  
p late separation (E ) was m easured a tl2 0  dr 0.5m m  and th e pin hole separation (A) 
was 40 dr 0.25m m . T he depth of th e focal spot inside th e tu b e housing is C and the  
separation of th e im ages on th e  photographic p la te is B.
B y  extrapolating the exposed beam  back to  the point of intersection  th e depth C
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A
B
Figure 3.5: Arrangem ent for determ ination  of focal spot size.
can be determ ined and by sim ilar triangles
B A
C + D + E ~  C + D ’
F ive exposures were m ade and th e separation of th e im ages was m easured at a m ean  
value of 70.8 ±  0.76m m  (lcr). H ence
(243 ±  0.5 x  40 ±  0.25) -  (123 ±  0.5 x  70.8 ±  0.6)
(70.8 ±  0.6) -  (40 ±  0.25)
which gives C = 3 2 .8 m m  w ith  worst case errors of C = 4 0 .1m m  and 25.6m m . Thus
C «  33 ±  7 m m .
T he tu b e focus is therefore positioned  at a depth  of 33 ±  7m m  inside th e tube  
housing.
To determ ine th e size of th e focal spot is an even sim pler procedure and only  
requires a straightforward im age of th e  spot as dem onstrated in figure 3 .5 .
In th is situ ation  sim ilar triangles holds and, using the notation  ind icated  in th e  
figure, th e  size of the focal spot (A ) is related to  the im age size (B ) by th e relationship
A  B 
C + D ~ E '
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In th is case th e  im age to aperture separation was m easured at 120 ±  0.5m m  and the  
im age size produced was 6.4 ±  0.1m m  in d iam eter and thus
(156 ± 7 .5 )  x  (6 .4  ± 0 .1 )
120 ±  0.5
w hich gives A = 7 .2 5 m m  w ith  worst case errors of 7 .80m m  and 6.72m m . Thus the focal 
spot o f th e X-ray tu b e was found to be circular in shape w ith  a diam eter 7 .2 5 ± 0 .5 m m  
under standard operating conditions.
3.3.3 Determination of tube intensity
In order to  quantify th e experim entally  derived data it was necessary to  determ ine  
th e flux N0, or m ore specifically  Not, the incident flux th at would be detected  by a 
detector of intrinsic efficiency e under norm al operating conditions if it were capable 
of recording at sufficiently high count rates. U nfortunately the detector cannot cope 
w ith  th e  usual high in tensities and consequently this value m ust be derived indirectly.
T hree m ethods are available for determ ining N0:
i) m easure the flux as a function  of tu b e current for very low it and extrapolate up 
to  0.5 m A ,
ii) operate the tu b e under norm al conditions but use a much finer detector collim ator  
so as to  lim it the flux incident upon the detector, or
iii) operate b oth  th e tu b e and detector under norm al conditions and m easure th e flux  
w ith  various thicknesses of a ttenuating  m edia in th e path of th e  beam . T his could  
th en  b e extrapolated  back to  zero attenuator to  derive Not.
T he first technique is im practical as it is difficult to m easure sufficiently low tu b e  
currents nor are th e tu b e characteristics known w ell enough to  extrap olate accurately  
to  h igh tu b e currents. T he second is also im practical as it would be exceptionally  
difficult to  either m ake a detector collim ator narrow enough to  sufficiently lim it the  
flux or to  accurately m easure such a collim ator. T he third m ethod  has th e advantage  
th at th e sy stem  is operating under norm al conditions and th e characteristics and 
thicknesses of th e  attenuating  m edium  can be known to a high accuracy. It was for
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a) energy (keV)
Figure 3.6: a) T otal photon cross-section for Indium  and b) its effect on the silver 
X -ray spectrum .
th ese reasons th at th is m eth od  was adopted.
A n atten uatin g  m aterial was required which would not cause beam  hardening, th at  
is preferential attenuation  of th e low energies w hilst transm itting th e higher energies 
essentia lly  unattenuated . T his would lead  to  suppression of th e 22 keV  photons 
of interest w hilst still le ttin g  through sufficient higher energy flux to  overload the  
detector. In view  of th is a m aterial was needed whose K absorption edge is close  
to  but above 22 keV  in order to preferentially atten uate those photons of energies 
greater than  th e line of interest. T he m ost readify available m aterial was indium  foil, 
In, (Z = 49) w ith  a Kab edge of 27.93 keV. T he to ta l a ttenuation  coefficient of In is 
show n against a typ ica l Ag tu b e spectrum  (at 50 kV ) in figure 3.6 a). F igure 3.6 b) 
shows th e  actual effect of In filtration  on th e X-ray energy spectrum .
T he In foils used were in 18 m m  diam eter discs w ith  an average m ass o f 0.18235±g*.ooII j 
T he average is over ten  sam ples and th e errors are m axim um  deviations from  the  
m ean. T h e m ass density  of In is 7.310 g cm -3  which im plies an average thickness of 
each foil of 0.0098 cm.
From equation  2.2
and hence
/  —- Iq e ' U m p t
In I = In (Jo ,
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N um ber of 
In foils
thickness
(cm )
counts in 22 keV  
full energy peak (300 s)
counts s 1 Ln ( c s  x)
10
9
8
7
6
5
0.0980
0.0882
0.0784
0.0686
0.0588
0.0490
379 8 +  62 
12709+  113 
3 7 011+  192 
114519+  338 
322307+  567 
748603+  865
12 .6600+0.02054
42.3633+ 0 .3758
123.3700+0.6413
381.7300+1.1280
1074.3567+1.8924
2495.3433+2.8841
2 .5 3 8 4 + 8 3 $
3.7463±85»g
4 .8152+ 0 .0052
5.9447+ 0 .0030
6 .9795+ 0 .0017
7.8222+0.0011
T able 3.1: Transm ission of 22 keV photons through Indium  foil.
=  l n l 0 + ln{e-»mPt),
= lnl0 + (~fimpt). (3.1)
T hus p lo ttin g  In I versus thickness t should give a linear relationship w ith  th e t= 0 
intercept at In 7o, where Io is th e in ten sity  at zero attenuation .
T h e m ass attenuation  coefficient of In at 22 keV is 15.8 cm 2 g _1 and hence the
gradient of th e line, given  by gmp, should equal -15.8 cm 2 g _1 x  7.310 g cm 3 which
equals -115.50 cm - 1 . T he experim ental d ata  is shown in tab le 3.1 and figure 3.7. 
Linear regression, w ith  a correlation coefficient of 0.9994975, gives a slope of -111.41  
w ith  a t =  0 intercept of 13 .5322+0.13317 im plying a detected  flux o f 7 5 3 2 6 3 ± 19°37839381 
counts per second which is w ell beyond count rates for Ge detector system s (although  
m icro-strip  gas proportional counters can operate at such rates).
T h e source (focal sp o t)/d e te c to r  separation was set at 303 m m  w ith  a 1m m  di­
am eter detector collim ator. T he solid angle Q subtended by th e d etector aperture at 
th e  source is given by
o  -  71 (Q-5 ) 2 
(303)2 5
=  8.555 X  10“6 s terad ian s.
H ence th e effective m easured 22 keV  flux under normal tu b e operating conditions is
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given  by
14.0
12.0
'■a
o 10.0o
c/s 8.0CZ)
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linear regression to data
t=0 intercept: 13.5322 
slope: -111.41
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Figure 3.7: Log in ten sity  versus Indium  foil thickness.
Jo = 753263/8.555 x 10"6,
= 8.80 x lO10 ±  «  12% counts second"1 sterad ian"1
In order to  quantify th e scattered  flux d etected  at any given  angle it m ust be  
norm alised by N0e, th at is th e flux incident upon the area of the sample that is 
viewed by the detector. This then  determ ines the fraction of incident photons that 
are scattered  at a particular angle. T he solid angle that th e source subtends about 
th e area of th e sam ple view ed by th e detector, H I, is not th e sam e as Cl above but is 
considerably greater. T his is b etter clarified in a diagram  and is shown in figure 3.8.
0 1  is d ictated  by th e area A at th e  sam ple that is seen by the detector. T his  
area is circular and, as is shown later in section  3.5, has a diam eter o f 3m m  for the  
collim ation  arrangem ent used and a sa m p le /d etecto r  d istance equal to  100m m .
H ence
Q1 =
7T (1.5):
(203)2 5 
=  1.71 x  10~4 steradians
T hus TV0e, the num ber of photons incident upon the area of th e sam ple seen by th e
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collimators
Figure 3.8: Schem atic representation of difference betw een solid angles H and Q1 
subtended  by the photon beam .
d etector, is given by
N0e = 8.80 x  lO10 x  1.71 x  10"4 ,
=  1.5 x  10' counts second -1 . (3-2)
3.4 Detector
T he purpose of this study was to  investigate applications of elastic  scattering, an in­
teraction  w hereby the energy of the photons are essentially  unchanged. T he detection  
efficiency of the detector is therefore th e sam e for both the prim ary and scattered  pho­
tons and as such it is not str ictly  necessary to  know the absolute num ber of primary 
and scattered  photons but sim ply their relative intensity. As a consequence of this 
a full characterisation of the H PG e detector was not m ade at th e beginning of the  
study but was postponed  until later. U nfortunately due to  an F E T  failure during the  
la tter stages of the study this was not possible. However the energy resolution and 
d etector efficiency of the Si (Li) detector also used were m easured. Energy resolution  
m easurem ents of th e H PG e detector were possib le from spectra recorded during the  
earlier stages of th is work.
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3.4.1 Si(Li) detector
T he Si (Li) d etector used was a Link A n alytica l 400T m odel w ith  an optica l feedback  
pre-am plification stage. A n optical feedback amplifier is essentia lly  a charge sensitive  
am plifier in which th e feedback resistor from  th e RC circuit has been  rem oved in  
order to  reduce th e noise associated  w ith  the resistor. W ith  th e rem oval of this 
resistor th e charge from  the detector pulses accum ulate on the capacitor and a m eans 
of discharging th is capacitor m ust be introduced. T his is often done by m om entarily  
illum inating the drain gate o f th e field effect transistor (F E T ) w ith  a light pulse from  
a light em ittin g  diode and this system  is known as optical feedback am plification. 
T he detector was operated  under th e m anufacturer’s recom m ended bias of -400 volts. 
T he original 8 pm b eryllium  w indow  had been replaced w ith  a 6 pm M ylar window  
and th is has been  shown to  m ake no significant difference in a tten uation  of X-rays 
greater than  10 keV  [56].
In order to  investigate the energy resolution and detection  efficienc}' characteristics 
in  th e region 0-60 keV  a variable energy X-ray source was used. T his consisted  of a 
sealed  ceram ic prim ary source of 10 m Ci Am 241 used to  ex c ite  characteristic X-rays 
from  a series of m etal foil targets. T he X-ray em ission data for th e source is shown  
in tab le 3 .22.
E n e r g y  r e s o lu t io n  T he energy resolution is defined here in the conventional m an­
ner of full w idth  at half th e m axim um  height (F W H M ). T hat is, the w idth  of the  
peak in energy units betw een  th e two channels corresponding to half th e  peak height. 
Table 3.3 shows th e m easured FW H M  values.
A ccurate values of F W H M ’s were obtained  b}' linearly interpolating betw een adja­
cent channels. T he results are shown grap h ica l^  in figure 3.9 w ith  th e corresponding  
energy resolution  m easurem ents of th e  LIPGe detector. Each data  set has had a lin ­
ear least squares fit to show the general trend of decreasing FW H M  w ith  decreasing  
energy. T h e m anufacturers quote a FW H M  of 360 eV  at 5.9 keV  but the present
2D ata supplied by m anufacturer’s, Amersham International pic.
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target energy (keV) photon yield  
(sec -1 steradian-1 )K„ K/j
Cu 8.04 8.91 2.5 x 103
Rb 13.37 14.97 8.8 x 103
Mo 17.44 19.63 2.43 x 104
A g 22.10 24.99 3.85 x 104
B a 32.06 36.55 4.65 x 104
Tb 44.23 50.65 7.6 x 104
Table 3.2: V ariable energy X-ray source em ission  data.
X -ra y e n e rg y FW H M re la t iv e
(k eV ) (k eV ) FW H M
Cu K a. 8.04 0.29 3.6 x 10-2
Cu K p 8.91 0.27 3.0 x 10"2
R b  K q, 13.37 0.30 2.2 x 10-2
R b  l i p 14.97 0.30 2.0 x 10-2
M o K q. 17.44 0.32 1.8 x 10-2
Mo l ip 19.63 0.34 1.7 x 10-2
A g K q. 22.10 0.40 1.8 x 10-2
A g  l i p 24.99 0.39 1.5 x 10-2
B a  l i p 36.55 0.45 1.2 x 10"2
T b  K q 44.23 0.46 1.0 x 10-2
T able 3.3: E nergy resolution  of the Si(Li) detector.
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data suggests a value of about 250 eV . F igure 3.10 shows the relative energy resolu­
tion , i.e . th e  resolution relative to  th e photon  energy. In this case a curve fit of th e  
form  w = ciEb has been  applied where a and b are 1.517 x  10"1 and —7.190 x  10-1 
respectively.
D e t e c t io n  e f f ic ie n c y  In order to  calcu late the intrinsic full energy efficiency of 
th e  detector th e exact num ber of photons falling on the active region of th e detector  
had to  be ascertained. T he to ta l ou tput rates of K Q, and X -rays were taken from  
A m ersham ’s data. T he relative proportion o f K a. to  X-rays was taken from  the  
experim entally  derived data of Iiansen  et al. [28] who m easured th e K/j to  K G. ratio  
for th e elem ents Z = 17  up to  Z =82. T he sou rce/d etector geom etry was left constant 
throughout th e  experim ent. T he source was positioned  60m m  from  the 5m m  diam eter  
d etector window. T he solid angle Q that the detector subtends at the source is given
by
* (2 .5  )2 
(60)2
=  5.45 x  10~3 steradians
T he intrinsic full energy peak efficiency is then  sim ply given by th e  num ber of 
d etected  photons d ivided  by th e num ber incident upon th e detector. As an exam ple, 
th e intrinsic efficiency at 13.37 keV (Rb K a ) is given by
m easured count rate in full energy peak
6 —   —   — —-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
em ission  rate of Rb K a -f Kp X  — rays x  fraction of K a. X  — rays x  solid angle fl ’
34.507 ±  0.48  
8.8 x 103 x 0.8560 x 5.45 x 10~3 ’
=  0.840
T he data  for all of the energies of interest is shown in tab le 3.4 and th e  intrinsic  
full energy peak efficiency is p lotted  as a function  of photon energy in figure 3 .11.
T he response is typ ical of a Si(L i) detector, showing an increasing efficiency w ith  
decreasing energy and a sharp decrease in efficiency below  about 10 keV as dead  
layer and w indow  attenuation  effects becom e apparent. Several physical m odels for
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Figure 3.10: Relative energy resolution of the Si(Li) and HPGe detectors.
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X-ray fractional em ission photons incident count rate intrinsic
transition yield rate on detector in f.e.p . f.e.p .
energy (keV ) (sec- 1 s t- 1 ) (sec-1 ) (sec- 1 ) efficiency
Cu Ka 8.04 0.8977 2244 12.24 5 .008± 0 .0071 0 .4 0 9 ± 5 .8  x  10-4
Cu Kfi 8.91 0.1022 255 1.39 1 .16± 0 .0034 0 .832± .0024
Rb Ka 13.37 0.8560 7533 41.09 3 4 .507± 0 .48 0 .840±0 .011
Rb Kp 14.97 0.1440 1267 6.91 5 .02T 0.18 0 .850± 0 .026
M o K q. 17.44 0.8382 20368 111.09 8 5 .9 3 ± 0 .9 3 0 .773± 0 .0084
M o K p 19.63 0.1618 3931 21.44 1 6 .68±0 .41 0 .778± 0 .019
Ag K a 22.10 0.8258 31793 174.40 130 .57± 1 .14 0 .753± 0 .0066
A g Kfi 24.99 0.1740 6699 36.54 2 2 .6 9 ± 0 .4 7 0 .621±0 .013
B a K q 36.55 0.8084 37591 205.02 1 08 .4± 1 .04 0.529T 0.0051
B a Kp 36.55 0.1916 8909 48.59 2 1 .2 5 ± 0 .4 0 0 .437± 0 .02
Tb K q 44.23 0.8001 60808 331.66 68 .9 6 ± 0 .8 3 0.208T 0.0025
T b I<p 44.23 0.1999 15124 82.49 7 .8 2 ± 0 .2 8 0 .095± 0 .0034
Table 3.4: Intrinsic full energy peak (f.e .p .) efficiency of th e S i(L i) detector.
th e  efficiency response o f a Si (Li) detector have been developed, th e  best probably  
b eing th at of G allagher and C ipolla  [22] who fitted  a sem i em pirical five param eter 
relationship  of th e form  e =  Clexp(aE^ )[ 1 — exp© Es)]. In the response shown  
in figure 3.11 a sim pler fit of th e form e =  aexp(bEc) has been m ade over the  
energy range above th e sharp drop in energy efficiency. T he param eters of this fit are 
a = 8 .5 6  x  10—1, 6 = —9.247 x  10-6 and c= 3 .141 . T he derived intrinsic fu ll energy peak  
efficiency of th e Si(Li) detector at 22 keV  is 0.75.
3.4.2 High Purity Germanium detector
T he d etector used for th e  bulk of the work was a DSG  high purity germ anium  detector  
(IIP G e) typ e P G P  500-10. T his consisted  of a large volum e germ anium  crystal in a
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F igure 3.11: Intrinsic full energy peak efficiency for th e Si(L i) detector as a function  
of energy.
planar configuration. T he c iy sta l itse lf m easured 25.7m m  in d iam eter and 10m m  thick  
and was position ed  5m m  behind a 0.12m m  thick beryllium  window . A m anufacturer’s 
recom m ended operating bias of -1000 volts was used throughout.
E n e r g y  r e s o lu t io n  T he energy resolution m easurem ents reported here are taken  
from  an Am 241 spectrum  recorded during th e  course of th e study. T he energies range 
from  th e Np La X-ray at 13.9 keV  up to  th e  59.5 keV gam m a line. T h e to ta l energy  
resolution , w hich is th e  quadrature sum  of the com ponents due to  inherent sta tistica l 
noise in th e  charge carrier concentration , incom plete charge collection  and electronic  
noise can only be m easured here as a single com bined param eter. T h e overall energy  
resolution  is shown in tab le 3.5 and p lo tted , w ith  the Si(Li) response, in figures 3.9 
and 3.10. A fit of th e form w = a Eh has been applied to  th e relative resolution  where 
a and b are 1.091 x  10-1  and —6.599 x  10-1 respectively. T he m anufacturers quote  
an energy resolution  of 360 eV  at 5.9 keV w hich is rather higher than this present 
data suggests.
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energy FW H M relative
(keV ) (keV ) FW H M
13.9 0.257 1.8 x  10-2
17.4 0.316 1.8 x  10"2
20.7 0.300 1.4 x  10“2
26.3 0.311 1.2 x  10 -2
59.5 0.449 7.5 x  10"3
Table 3.5: E nergy resolution of th e H PG e detector.
Detection efficiency N o direct m easurem ents of the intrinsic full energy peak  
efficiency were possible. However th e m ass attenuation  coefficient for germ anium  at 22 
keV  is 32.5 cm 2g -1 (com pared w ith  3.39 cm 2g -1 for silicon) w hich gives a transm ission  
ratio through the crystal of 6 x  10“77. In view  of this very sm all transm ission and  
th e fact th at a m uch thinner silicon  crystal has an efficiency of 75% w e are justified  
in  assum ing a nom inal 100% efficiency at 22 keV.
3.5 Source and detector collimation
T h e source co llim ation  is shown in figure 3 .12 . T he collim ator is p laced against the  
end window of th e  X-ray tu b e w ith  th e 7m m  diam eter focal spot 33m m  from  the  
back face. T he collim ator is m ade from  brass and 125m m  in length  and 25m m  in  
diam eter. T he collim ation  is form ed by a 3m m  diam eter hole 100m m  in length  and  
an ex it aperture of 1m m  diam eter 25m m  in length . T he field o f v iew  of th e  source is 
thus d ictated  by th e collim ator rather than  th e size of th e focal spot. Trigonom etry  
shows th at th e angle of acceptance of this collim ator is 1.8° leading to  a field of view  
at th e sam ple 2 .8m m  in diam eter.
T he d etector collim ation  arrangem ent is shown in figure 3.13. G enerally the de­
tector was collim ated  w ith  a 1 m m  diam eter aperture 10m m  thick brass collim ator
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Figure 3.12: Source collim ation.
at th e  face (D l)  w ith  a 2m m  diam eter aperture 10m m  thick brass slid ing collim ator  
(D 2 ) set at a variable d istance of betw een  20-75m m  from the face. T he angle of 
acceptance of th e detector therefore ranged from  0= 8 .5° for D 2 at 20m m  down to  
0 = 2 .3 °  for D 2 at 75m m . T he sam ple was situ ated  100m m  from  th e detector endcap  
and sim ple trigonom etry yields th at the angle of acceptance gives rise to  a field of 
view  of d iam eter varying betw een  3m m  and 14m m  at the sam ple.
scattering 
sample
detector
10mm 10mm
3mm 14mm
20-75mm
100mm
Figure 3.13: D etector collim ation .
T he collim ation  was required to  be as tight as practicable such th at th e system  
w ould have a high angular resolution  but w ithout reducing the d etected  flux to  such a 
degree as to  require excessively  long count tim es or bad sta tistics. A fter experim ental 
trials it was decided to  p lace th e collim ator D2 at its m axim um  separation from  D l  so 
as to m in im ise th e  angle of acceptance. A cceptab le sta tistics could still be produced
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Figure 3.14: T he effect of detector collim ation  on a P T F E  scatter pattern .
in count tim es of th irty  seconds per point w ith  this arrangem ent. T his led to to ta l 
count tim es of betw een  30-50 m inutes for typ ica l ranges of scattering angles which  
was deem ed satisfactory.
T he use of tighter collim ation  was considered and figure 3.14 shows th e scatter  
patterns obtained  from  a 4m m  thick P T F E  sam ple w ith  detector collim ators of i) 
D 1 = 0 .5m m , D 2 = lm m  and ii) D l= lm m  and D 2 = 2 m m  separated by 75m m . T he  
tighter collim ator results in no significant increase in angular resolution  w hilst de­
creasing th e d etected  flux by a factor of six . In order to obtain  sim ilar sta tistics to  
th e  m ore relaxed collim ation  acquisition  tim es of five hours would be needed. T his 
was deem ed unacceptab le, particularly in th e light of little  gain in resolution  w hich  
was probably lim ited  by th e source collim ation .
3.6 Sample thickness considerations
T he effective volum e of interrogation w ith in  th e sam ple is defined by th e  intersection  
of tw o cones, these being form ed by th e collim ated  source and collim ated  detector. 
T his is dem onstrated  in figure 3.15 w here th e shape of this volum e form s a trapezoid  
through a central plane. T he m axim um  thickness of the sam ple th a t can be used, 
allow ing com plete interrogation of a line through the sam ple, is defined by th e length  t 
ind icated . T he value of t ranges from th e sou rce/d etector separation at 0° to  th e beam  
w id th  at 90° (3m m  under th e present g eom etry ). T he m axim um  angle investigated
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detector
Figure 3.15: Trapezoid intersection  of cone beam s and effective length  t of intersection  
volum e.
throughout th is stu d y was typ ica lly  25° and by trigonom etry or scale diagram  this  
can b e shown to correspond to a t value of «  25mm . T he trapezoid  shape of the  
interrogated  region leads to  a relatively  high  sensitiv ity  in the central area reducing  
towards th e  edge of the sam ple as the region tapers towards a point. R elaxing either  
source or detector collim ation  w ould reduce th e effect of this tapering.
For any given scattering angle 0 there is a fin ite range of angles th at m ay be  
d etected  owing to  th e  geom etric constraints of th e collim ation. P roviding the sam ple  
is s itu ated  w ith in  th e region of intersection  of th e source and d etector collim ation  
th en  th is angular range is d ictated  by the thickness of the sam ple. T he scatter from  
a sam ple of arbitrary th ickness is shown in figure 3.16. It is apparent th a t, at a 
scattering angle 0 , th e  range of d etectab le scatter angles is given by (6i — S2) w hich  
increases w ith  increasing sam ple th ickness. If we choose a scattering angle of, say 10° 
(being th e  region where diffraction structure is m ost apparent for 22 keV photons), 
and tw o arbitrary th icknesses, say 2m m  and 20m m , then by sine and cosine rules we 
m ay calcu late th e angular spread (5i — £2). For a 2m m  thick sam ple th is corresponds 
to  a value o f 0.20° and for a 20m m  sam ple a value of 0.97°. If w e define th e  angular 
resolution  as th e fractional value of th is range w ith  respect to  th e scattering angle 
then  th is corresponds to  an angular resolution of 2% for a 2m m  thick  sam ple and  
10% for a 20m m  thick  sam ple. T he angular resolution is, as exp ected , degraded w ith
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source
F igure 3.16: Sam ple thickness dependence upon angular resolution.
increasing sam ple thickness. A n investigation  into th e effect of sam ple thickness on  
th e R ayleigh  scatter patterns is reported in chapter 4.
In th e system  used th e source and detector geom etry are sim ilar, b oth  subtending a 
field of v iew  ~ 3 m m  in d iam eter at the sam ple. In such a case it m atters litt le  w hether  
it is th e  source or detector w hich rotates about th e sam ple. Should th e collim ation  
differ significantly then  th e orientation  of th e sam ple w ith  respect to  the source and  
d etector w ill have a considerable bearing on th e effective length  of intersection  t and  
th e  angular range (Si — S2). T his geom etrical factor should be considered carefully in  
any sy stem  design such th at th e  sam ple is sited  w ith in  th e field of view  of the system  
and that th e  angular blurring is m aintained  w ith in  acceptable lim its.
3.7 Electronics
T h e ou tp ut signal from  the H P G e detector pream plifier was shaped and linearly  
am plified w ith  an O rtec 575 spectroscopy amplifier before being pulse height d is­
crim inated  w ith  a Canberra 2031 single channel analyser (SC A ). T he single channel 
analyser ou tp uts a logic pulse if th e input signal from  the detector falls w ith in  a de­
fined pulse height window. T his w indow was set to correspond to  th e energy range of 
interest such th at only events w ith in  that range would be detected . T h e logic pulse
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ou tp ut o f th e SCA was input to  a Canberra 2071A cou n ter /tim er w ith  an IEEE 488 
interface. A fter a preset counting tim e th e  d ata  was transferred v ia  th e IEEE 488 bus 
to  a personal com puter (P C ). T he detector bias was provided by a Canberra 3105 
high voltage supply.
In order to  accurately set th e window of th e  SCA about th e energy peak of interest 
th e detector output was fed to both  the SC A and a Canberra, series 35 m ulti-channel 
analyser (M C A ). T he logic ou tp ut from  th e SCA was then  fed into th e  gate input 
of the M C A so th at a count would on ly  be recorded in th e  energy spectrum  if the  
pulse was received  in coincidence w ith  an output pulse from th e SCA. As th e SCA  
only ou tp uts a pulse if th e original event fell w ith in  its energy w indow  settings then  
th e  only pulses recorded in  th e  M C A  energy spectrum  were those falling w ith in  the  
SC A energy window. C onsequently any change in SCA settings w ould result in the  
corresponding energy region being recorded by the M CA, m aking it very sim ple to  
adjust th e SCA until th e correct region of the energy spectrum  was v isib ly  selected .
3.7.1 Stepper motor
T he rotational m ovem ent of th e source was performed using a Shinkoh A strosyn  
m iniangle stepper m otor, typ e 23PM  CH302, controlled by a D igiplan  CD20 stepper  
m otor drive and a D igiplan  PM 1200 power supply m odule. T he data  flow to  and  
from  th e D igiplan  stepper m otor drive was controlled v ia  the IE EE  488 bus.
3.7.2 Packard Bell PC controller
T h e sy stem  was centrally controlled by a Packard B ell 386 Suprem e PC  fitted  w ith  
a Brain B ox IEEE488 interface card and th e associated  P R 0 4 8 8  device driver soft­
ware. T h e program s w ritten  to  control th e running of a scan were all in M icrosoft 
G W -B A SIC . T his software controlled th e com m unication betw een  th e P C , th e data  
acquisition  system  and th e stepper m otor drive and enabled th e transfer of data from  
th e  cou n ter /tim er to a file. T he software was w ritten  such th at th e d ata  acquisition
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tim e, th e  angular range of a  scan and th e angular increm ent betw een  each m easure­
m ent was controlled by th e operator at th e  beginning of a scan. A graph p lotting  
routine was w ritten  and incorporated into th e program such th at th e data was auto­
m atica lly  p lo tted  as a function  of scattering angle. A lternatively  th e data could be  
transferred to the departm ental U n ix  sj^stem, operating an X  w indow  environm ent, 
where m ore sophisticated  graph p lo ttin g  packages were available.
3.8 Reproducibility and tube stability
It is of great im portance for quantitative anafysis that the experim ental data is repro­
ducible. As such both  th e short term  and long term  reproducibility, i.e . th e stab ility  
of th e  sy stem  over a period of a few  hours and over several m onths, was evaluated.
In order to c a n y  out routine m easurem ents to  m onitor reproducibility a sim ple  
standard sam ple was needed. T he m aterial used was polycarbonate, an amorphous 
polym er known to give a broad but w ell defined diffraction peak at a m om entum  
transfer value of w O .lA ”1 (corresponding to  a scattering angle of f«6.5° at 22 keV ). 
T he sam ple used was 4m m  thick corresponding to 0.2 m ean free paths of the incident 
radiation.
F igure 3.17 shows four patterns m easured at one hour intervals over a four hour 
period. T he scans were m ade betw een scattering angles of 0° and 25° w ith  data  
acquisition  tim es of 30 seconds per point and angular increm ents of 0.25° per point. 
T h e to ta l acquisition  tim e per scan was therefore fifty m inutes. T he scatter patterns 
have been  integrated  betw een  2° and 25° and give integrated count rates ranging from  
257 counts per second up to 288 counts per second. T his corresponds to a difference 
in  to ta l scattered  flux betw een th e h ighest (run 2) and the low est (run 4) of 10%.
Figure 3.18 shows four scatter patterns of the polycarbonate standard m easured at 
intervals over a six m onth period. It is apparent that the system  produces consisten tly  
reproducible data over a long period of tim e ind icating that the source, detector and  
geom etric arrangem ents have rem ained constant.
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Figure 3.17: 4m m  polycarbonate m easured in one hour intervals over a four hour 
period.
Figure 3.18: 4m m  polycarbonate m easured at intervals over a six  m onth  period.
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For m easurem ents requiring long scan tim es, and in particular for scatter im ages 
where sm all changes in  contrast are investigated  over com paratively long periods of 
tim e, it is im portant that th e  tu b e in tensity  rem ains constant. T he tu b e stab ility  
needed to  be investigated  under norm al operating conditions (50 kV  0.5 m A ), al­
though  th e  detector could not operate under th e intense flux w ith  th e detector in  
direct alignm ent w ith  th e prim ary beam . In itia lly  th is was resolved by offsetting th e  
source very slightly  so as to  reduce th e effective detector area and hence reduce the  
dead tim e to  a negligible level. T he beam  intensity  was m easured in th irty  second  
intervals over a period of tw o hours and the resulting response ind icated  an increase 
in in ten sity  for five m inutes after th e tu b e was sw itched on followed by a constant 
decrease over th e rem aining tim e. A fter two hours the detected  in ten sity  was approx­
im ate ly  80% of th e m axim um . T his response was in contrast to  th e reproducibility  
m easurem ents shown in  figure 3.17 above and required further investigation .
A m eans of ind irectly  m onitoring th e tu b e output was required which w ould cause  
m inim al disruption to  th e prim ary 22 keV  photons. A 12.5 pm silver foil was placed  
over th e  source collim ator at 45° to  th e  beam  such that the 22 keV A g K Q. X-rays were 
transm itted  w ith  a ratio of 85% which was considered acceptable. T he photons in the  
brem sstrahlung continuum  of energies above the 25.5 keV K absorption edge would be 
significantly atten uated , m any of which would undergo photo-electric absorption in 
th e  foil w ith  th e em ission of secondary 22 keV  fluorescent X-rays. T he production of 
th e  X -rays is d irectly  proportional to  the prim ary beam  in ten sity  and m easurem ent 
w ith  a N a l(T l)  scintillator detector positioned  at 90° to  th e prim ary beam  (figure 
3.19) provided th e necessary m eans o f m onitoring th e beam  intensity.
T he stab ility  m easurem ents were repeated, sim ultaneously m onitoring th e 22 keV  
prim ary photons w ith  the off-set Si (Li) detector and the X-ray fluorescence photons 
w ith  th e N a l(T l)  detector. T he results are shown in figure 3.20 a). W hilst th e primary 
photons appear to  be decreasing over tim e, consistent w ith  the earlier m easurem ent, 
th e fluorescent X-rays rem ain constant. T his suggests th at either th e 22 keV  K Q. 
X -rays are not varying in th e sam e m anner as th e continuum , which is unlikely, or 
th at th e effective position  of th e source is changing w ith in  th e tu b e, and by so doing
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Figure 3.19: P osition  o f silver foil and N a l(T l) detector for sim ultaneous m easurem ent 
of transm itted  and fluorescent flux.
changing th e num ber of photons reaching the Si (Li) detector. If the la tter is indeed  
th e case then  this would have litt le  effect on the fluorescent photons reaching th e  
N a l(T l) detector as the collim ation  was such that it view ed the w hole foil. However 
due to th e very sm all effective area of the Si(Li) detector (caused b}' th e angular offset) 
even  slight variation in source position  would seriously effect the photons reaching  
th is detector. W e therefore needed to  m easure the stab ility  at 0° (i.e. no offset) so 
that th e detector field of view  is the sam e as under normal experim ental conditions.
In order to  lim it the flux reaching th e Si (Li) detector a 0.7m m  thick indium  
attenuator was used. T his has a K absorption edge of 27.9 keV  and so preferentially  
attenuates th e  energies w ell above th e 22 keV  K Q. line. It should be noted  that 
th e  brem sstrahlung continuum  photons reaching the silver foil are unaffected as the  
ind ium  is p laced betw een  th e foil and th e Si(Li) detector. T he stab ility  m easurem ent 
was repeated  again and is shown in figure 3.20 b). T he detected  flux is far m ore stab le  
and quite consistent w ith  th e X-ray fluorescence flux. T he variation betw een the  
m axim um  in ten sity  and th e final in tensity  is 4% and com pares Avith a 20% variation  
m easured previously. T he d etected  flux, w ith  the collim ation  used during th e scatter  
experim ents, is stab le w ith in  a 4% variation over a two hour period. T his fluctuation
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Figure 3.20: Prim ary and X -ray fluorescence beam  stab ility  m easurem ents. T he  
prim ary beam  flux has been lim ited  w ith  a) offsetting the Si (Li) d etector from  th e  0° 
axis and b) introducing an indium  attenuator betw een source and detector.
appears to  be prim arily due to  a m ovem ent of the effective source position  over 
the period  of operation. T his m ovem ent should be considered for any long running  
experim ents, particularly where tigh t collim ation  is used, however for the geom etry  
used in th is study th e  source is sufficiently stab le, as indicated  by th e reproducibility  
of th e  scatter data. T he silver fluorescence foil m onitor was not required for th e  
m easurem ents presented.
transmitted primary beam intensity 
X-ray fluorescence intensity
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3.9 Alternative designs
T he elastic  scatter from  am orphous m aterials is generally isotropic about the axis 
of th e prim ary beam  and as such gives rise to  an annular d istribution  of scattered  
photons in the detector plane. T he rig described uses a point detector which tra­
verses through each of the diffraction rings to produce a one d im ensional profile of 
th e  scattered  radiation. T his m eans th at m ost of the useful scattered  flux is w asted  
and for a scan of betw een  2° and 25° th e arrangem ent described only actually  inter­
cepts betw een  3.5% and 0.27% of th e scattered  radiation. T his is unfortunate but 
nonetheless acceptab le for man}' purposes and is often the technique adopted  because  
of its  relative sim plicity  [16, 25, 63, 73]. If m aterials analysis is being carried out 
or a q uan titative com parison betw een  theory and experim ent then high speed data  
acquisition  is not an im portant consideration and this is a perfectly  viable technique. 
T he advantage this m eth od  has over annular collim ation  is th e ease w ith  which the  
scatter angle m ay be altered. T his sim ply requires either a m echanical m ovem ent of 
th e detector about th e sam ple or a one dim ensional fan shaped array of detectors. 
T his second approach m ay be prohib itively  expensive if h igh resolution  detectors 
are required but is quite conceivable if cheaper low resolution scintillators are used  
[30, 32, 34, 53]. T he m echanical constraints of an annular detector collim ator make it 
very difficult to  carry out angular dispersive m easurem ents but are superior in term s 
of acquisition  tim es for fixed angle m easurem ents.
A situ ation  where an annular detector can be em ployed w ith  great effect is in 
energy dispersive techniques. T his is in contrast to  angular d ispersive m ethods where 
a m ono-energetic source is used and th e scattering angle varied. In th is technique  
a p oly-energetic source (typ ica lly  th e  continuum  radiation from  an X-ray tube) is 
used and th e  scattered  flux d etected  at a fixed scattering angle. T he energy spectral 
inform ation  detected  at a fixed angle m ay then  be norm alised against the transm it­
ted  prim ary beam  and transform ed to m om entum  space to determ ine th e structural 
inform ation. T he distribution  of elastic  scattered  photons is, as discussed in section
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2 .2 .1, a function  of th e  m om entum  transfer param eter x , defined as
sin(6/2)
x=  A
and hence rather than using a fixed  w avelength  (energy) and varying 0 we m ay in  
principle vary A at a fixed scattering angle. T his is the principle of energy dispersive  
m ethods although in practice A is not varied but a poly-energetic source consisting of 
a continuum  of energies is used. T his is a technique that has been  used successfully  
by H arding et al. and is th e basis of their novel tom ographic system , nam ely th at of 
energy dispersive X-ray diffraction tom ography (E X D T ) [35, 33].
A drawback of th e annular collim ator m ethod  for fixed angle m ono-energetic work 
is th e  n ecessity  for a large surface area detector. T he angle th at the collim ator  
m ust subtend  about th e sam ple w ill depend upon th e energy of th e  source and th e  
m om en tum  region to  be investigated . As an exam ple, a m om entum  transfer value of 
0.3A -1 at energies of 22 keV  and 60 keV would lead to scattering angles of 19.5° and  
7.2° respectively. In order to  increase the m om entum  resolution th e angular range 
subtended  by th e collim ator m ust be m inim ised  and as such th e sa m p le /d etecto r  
spacing w ould ideally  be as large as possib le. If th is d istance was nom inally 10cm  
then  th e necessary size of th e  detector face would be 70m m  and 25m m  diam eter  
respectively  for th e tw o energies. A n a lternative technique whereby a point detector  
m ay still be em ployed is where th e  annular collim ator is used at th e surface of the  
sam ple, a technique used by B radley et al. in  their investigation  of sm all angle elastic  
scattering [4]. R ather than  d etectin g  all of the scattered  flux at a particular angle from  
a sm all volum e w ith in  th e sam ple a fraction of th e scattered  radiation is intercepted  
from  a large volum e of th e  sam ple. T he advantage of this technique is th at a cheaper 
sm all area detector m ay be used. It does, however, have the p oten tia l d isadvantage  
that a w hole area of the sam ple has to  b e investigated  m aking it im possib le to  d irectly  
interrogate a very sm all volum e, although a tw o dim ensional d istribution  could be  
de-convolved  from  th ese  ring shaped line integrals. T he annular d etector collim ator  
and annular sam ple collim ator geom etries are shown in figure 3.21.
An alternative m ethod  of perform ing elastic  scatter m easurem ents is in reflection  
m ode, as used in conventional X -ray diffractom etiy. In this case b oth  th e source and
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Figure 3.21: A lternative annular collim ator geom etries.
th e  detector are m ounted on th e sam e side of th e sam ple and consequently d etect 
th e scattering from the surface layers. T his technique is often  em ployed for scatter­
ing m easurem ents from  high-Z m aterials, particularly m etals, where transm ission of 
th e  prim ary and scattered  beam s through th e sam ple is m in im al [8]. T his particu­
lar technique is not applicable to  this study as th e interrogation of bulk sam ples is 
required.
M ost system s designed for e lastic  scatter work em ploy high resolution  sem i-conductor  
detectors. For energy dispersive work th is is essential as it is necessary to  resolve the  
energy spectrum  of th e scattered  beam  in order to transform  the data  to determ ine  
th e structural inform ation. Such a detector is also often required in  angular disper­
sive work, firstly to p o ten tia lly  separate th e elastic from inelastic C om pton events 
but m ore im portantly  to  resolve th e  energy of interest when th e source used is not 
str ictly  m ono-energetic. T he use of the high resolution detector and su itab le electron­
ics ensured that th e 22 keV  line of interest could be isolated  from  th e brem sstrahlung  
continuum  thus producing a m ore defined diffraction pattern.
annular detector 
sample collimator
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For low energy work th e first factor regarding the separation of th e  e lastic  from  
inelastic  events is not really an issue. T he energy lost at sm all angles through a 
low energy C om pton event is very sm all and even  a high resolution  detector cannot 
adequately  differentiate betw een  th e  two. C onsequently if  a pure m ono-energetic  
source was available cheaper and m ore convenient low resolution detectors could be  
em ployed. O ne possib le source of m ono-energetic radiation is a radionuclide source 
although th ese are usually  inherently weak com pared to  X-raj^ sources and are lim ited  
in  in ten sity  by self absorption effects. A n alternative technique is X -ray fluorescence 
using a secondary target to  stim u late characteristic X-rays of a su itab le energy. T irsell 
et al. [87] used a range of m eta l foils from Sn (Z = 50) to  Pb (Z = 8 2 ) to  produce  
characteristic K a X-rays ranging from  25 keV  up to 75 keV in their investigation  of 
th e elastic  scatter cross-sections of high-Z m etals. R ecently  Garg et al. [23] used a Ce 
secondary target to  produce 34.6 keV  X-rays for an investigation  of b oth  the elastic  
and inelastic  cross-section  for elem ents ranging from  C (Z = 6) up to  P b (Z = 82).
A new  p oten tia l source of h igh in ten sity  m ono-energetic X-rays is th e novel X-ray  
fluorescence tu b e (F luorex) currently being developed by P hilips [29]. T his consists 
of an interchangeable fluorescence target situ ated  on th e axis of a conical anode X- 
ray tube. T he geom etric arrangem ent has been designed so as to  m axim ise th e area 
of th e  secondary target irradiated by the prim ary source in order to  m axim ise the  
production  o f characteristic X -rays w hilst m in im ising the em ission  of prim ary X-rays. 
T he fluorescence target m aterial m ay be interchanged to  change the energy of X-rays 
produced -  in essence producing a source of m ono-energetic variable energy X-rays. 
T h e flux in ten sity  possib le, w hilst less than a conventional poly-energetic X-ray tube, 
is reported to be a factor of 500 tim es greater than the brightest available radionuclide  
source.
3.10 Conclusion
T he silver anode tu b e used for th is stu d y  em its a broad brem sstrahlung continuum  
and in tense characteristic X-ray lines. A s such it was su itab le for both  energy dis­
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p ersive and angular d ispersive m easurem ents. S ince high spatia l resolution  two di­
m ensional d etector arrays are under developm ent it was decided th at the angular 
dispersive technique was th e m ost practical long term  solution  for an industrial ap­
p lication .
T h e sy stem  has been  designed around a  22 keV source w hich is rather fortu itously  
th e energy at w hich th e R ayleigh  scatter cross-section is m axim ised  w ith  respect to  
th e to ta l scatter cross-section  for th e low-Z polym ers and biological sam ples. T he  
use o f higher energy X-rays, w h ilst not being the ‘op tim u m ’ energy in  term s of the  
num ber of R ayleigh  scatter interactions, w ould suffer less a tten uation  and perm it 
interrogation  o f larger objects.
T h e geom etrical constraints were th e key design features of th e rig. T he source and 
d etector collim ation  arrangem ents m ust be sufficiently relaxed so as to  provide th e  
required d etected  scattered  flux and such th at, for the detection  of inclusion  m aterials, 
th e  w hole th ickness of th e ob ject is being m onitored. Too relaxed a collim ation , 
however, w ill result in  a reduced angular resolution  and a consequent blurring of th e  
scatter (diffraction) pattern .
T h e electron ics used were all standard item s, the only ded icated  feature being the  
softw are controlling th e rig and data acquisition  via  an IEEE-488 interface.
T he experim ental rig proved to be a su itable tool for exam ination  of th e  angular 
distribution  of R ayleigh scattered  photons for extended  ob jects in a transm ission  
geom etry. T he experim ental results for both  q u an titative analysis and th e detection  
of inclusive m edia  are reported in the follow ing two chapters.
Chapter 4
Results I: Quantitative 
measurement of Rayleigh scatter
4.1 Introduction
T his chapter is concerned w ith  th e characterisation and quantification of the e lastic  
scatter properties of m aterials in  general rather than specifically  for th e purposes of 
d etection  of a m aterial w ith in  a bulk m atrix. A s such th e elastic  scatter d istributions 
of a variety of m aterials have investigated  using an 8 keV  reflection diffractom eter, 
com parisons have th en  been  m ade betw een th e reflection and transm ission  m ode  
techniques and the transm ission m ode data quantified in term s of the differential 
scatter cross-section. A n investigation  into th e effect of sam ple thickness on the  
in ten sity  of th e scattered  flux has also been carried out.
4.2 Justification of Rayleigh scatter techniques
T he use o f R ayleigh  scatter techniques for substance identification  purposes m ust first 
be justified  as there is litt le  poin t in developing a new m eans of m aterials inspection  if 
th e  end results could be obtained  m ore easily  w ith  ex isting  technology. C onventional
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ionising radiation  techniques for m aterials inspection  purposes include th e w ell es­
tab lished  m eth ods of transm ission radiograph}' and X-ray fluorescence. W hilst th ese  
techniques are w ell su ited  to  certain  applications th ey  are lim ited  in th e range of 
m aterials th ey  can b e used to  investigate. X-ray transm ission radiography is ideal 
for th e  d etection  of com paratively high-Z m edia  in a low-Z m atrix and as such has 
been  used in fields such as m edicine and security screening for m any years. T he  
technique however is lim ited  in  its ab ility  to  differentiate betw een m aterials of sim ilar 
atom ic con stitu tion  as it is dependent upon differences in atten uation  of the prim ary  
beam . C onsequently low-Z m aterials, for exam ple biological tissu e, p lastics e tc ., al­
though  q u ite different in term s of m olecular structure are often ind istinguishable w ith  
conventional X-ray radiography. X-ray fluorescence, w hilst an excellen t m eans of e l­
em ental analysis o f high-Z m aterials is not applicable to low-Z m edia  as both  the  
fluorescence y ield  and th e energy of th e characteristic radiations fall o f rapidly w ith  
decreasing atom ic num ber m aking b oth  th e production and d etection  o f characteristic  
X -rays very difficult. It is apparent th at for the detection  of low-Z m edia w ith in  a 
low-Z m atrix  an alternative process of identification  is necessary.
T he partial differential scattering cross-sections of typ ical low-Z m aterials at 22 
keV have been  investigated . Four such exam ples of im portance in biological, food  
and industrial applications are shown in figure 4.1. T he elastic  R ayleigh  scatter  
cross-sections have been calcu lated  from  form  factor theory according to  equation  
2.9. For th e case of th e m olecular com pounds th e form factor has been  calcu lated  by 
a w eighted  m ixtu re rule [47]. T he inelastic  C om pton cross-section has been  calculated  
w ith  equation  2.30 w hereby th e inelastic  atom ic scatter function  is used to  correct 
th e  K lein-N ish ina  differential cross-section for electron binding effects at sm all values 
of m om en tum  transfer. In th e case of oxygen  this suppression of th e  inelastic  scatter  
cross-section  has been  dem onstrated  by th e inclusion  of the K lein-N ishina free atom  
differential cross-section.
In th e forward scattering region, 0 = O °-25°, th e elastic  R ayleigh cross-section  dom ­
inates th e  to ta l scatter cross-section . T he integrated  cross-section for any angular
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Figure 4.1: D ifferential scatter cross-sections for various m aterials at 22 keV. 
dependent scattering m echanism  is given by
<W e,. = 2 IT J  sin{0) d e , (4 .!)
and th e ratio of R ayleigh  to  to ta l scattering cross-section integrated  over 0=O°-25° for 
elem ents in  the range Z = l- 8 2  is shown in figure 4.2. It is apparent th at for m aterials 
greater than  about Z= 6  m ore than  80% of th e scattering is due to  th e  R ayleigh com ­
ponent. N ot on ly  is R ayleigh  scattering th e  dom inant m echanism  of photon  scattering  
from  low-Z m aterials but due to  the interference effects the angular d istribution  of 
scattered  photons is h igh ly  dependent upon the structure of th e  scattering  m aterial. 
T his is a phenom ena th at has been  exp lo ited  in conventional X -ray diffractom etry  
for analysis of th e  atom ic structure of m aterials and presents a m eans of m aterials 
characterisation  in either transm ission or reflection m ode geom etry.
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Figure 4.2: R elative contribution  of R ayleigh  scattering to  th e to ta l scattering
differential cross-section at 22 keV  as a function  of atom ic num ber.
4.3 8 keV reflection diffractometer measurements
T h e d istribution  of R ayleigh  scattered  photons is dependent upon th e e lastic  scatter  
differential cross-section  which is in  turn dependent upon th e free atom  form  factor  
discussed  in chapter 2 . T he form  factor is a function  of both  the scattering angle 0 
and th e  energy of the incident photons E. C onsequently th e angular d istribution  of 
e lastica lly  scattered  photons from any given m aterial w ill vary depending upon th e  
energy of th e photons used to  probe th e sam ple. From B ragg’s law nX  =  2 d s i n ( 9 / 2 ), 
defined in section  2.2.5, it is apparent th a t for any given m aterial
s i n ( 9 / 2)
   =  constant.
A
T he energy E is related  to  th e w avelength  A by the relationship
where h  is P lan ck ’s constant and c is th e  speed  of light in vacuo. H ence th e scattering  
angle is related to  th e photon energy by th e relationship
Ei sin(0i/2) = E2 sin(92/2) (4.2)
where 9\ is the Bragg scattering angle of photons of energy Ex and 92 is th e Bragg 
scattering  angle of photons of energy E 2.
In light of th is relationship th e results of a stu d y m ade at one energy are d irectly  
transferable to  another energy. A feasib ility  study was carried out using a reflec­
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tion  diffractom eter operating w ith  8.04 keV Cu K a X-rays to  assess th e  poten tia l of 
differentiating betw een th e low-Z m aterials of interest by their angular d istribution  
of ela stic  scattered  photons. T he results at 8 keV are related to  th e higher energies 
needed for transm ission m easurem ents by th e relationship in equation  4.2. It m ust be  
noted  th at in practice th e scatter pattern  w ill b e further com plicated  for transm ission  
m easurem ents due to the thickness of th e  sam ples leading to  m u ltip le  scattering and  
consequent degradation of angular resolution  of th e patterns.
T he m aterials studied  fell m ain ly  into three broad categories, th at of polym ers, 
food products and fabrics. T hese are all m aterials of interest in  such applications  
as m edicine, m aterials recycling and baggage security, each of which have been  tra­
d itionally  served by transm ission  radiography but which ma}' benefit from  R ayleigh  
scatter techniques.
A range of com m only available polym ers are shown in figure 4.3 w here each sam ­
ple can be seen  to  g ive a unique e lastic  scatter or diffraction pattern . Several of the  
patterns, those of nylon, p olyethylene, P T F E  and polypropylene, are strongly struc­
tured w ith  sharp peaks ind icative of a crystalline structure. Each peak corresponds 
to  an atom ic spacing easily  determ ined from  B ragg’s law. T he patterns from  polycar­
b onate and perspex in contrast show broad d istributions characteristic of am orphous 
m aterials. T his would ind icate no structured arrangem ent of the long chain polym er  
m olecules but m erely a sta tistica l preference for a particular atom ic spacing. T hese  
effects are quite understandable in v iew  of th e chem ical form ulae of th e m aterials 
(see tab le  4 .1 , section  4 .6). T he m olecules w ith  th e sim plest com position , those of 
P T F E , polypropylene and p olyethylene, g ive th e m ost structured patterns as it is 
easier for these m olecules to  form  close packed arrangem ents. T he larger m olecules of 
nylon, perspex and polycarbonate, increasing in size resp ective^ , give progressively  
less structured patterns as it becom es difficult for th e long chains to  arrange them ­
selves in to  a regular array. It is evident that these m aterials are easily  d istinguishable  
by their X -ray diffraction patterns.
T h e food sam ples have been  chosen so as to  include representatives of sugar, m eat, 
dairy and cereal products. T he m eat based products are shown in figure 4.4. T he two
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F igure 4.3: R eflection  X-ray diffraction patterns of som e polym ers at 8.04 keV.
m eat sam ples are pork and turkey and give closely sim ilar diffraction patterns. T hese  
are in  fact very sim ilar to  th at of w ater and are typ ical of soft b iological m aterials 
where w ater is a m ajor com ponent. W hilst th is makes it v e iy  difficult to  distinguish  
betw een  soft tissue it helps considerably in th e differentiation betw een  tissue and 
m ore structured m aterials as polym ers. T his suggests a m eans of d etectin g  certain  
contam inant m aterials in food  products where their sharp diffraction peaks w ill be  
m ost apparent superim posed on th e featureless food pattern. T he m eat patterns are 
in  contrast to  th at obtained  from  fat (rem oved from  the pork sam ple) w hich shows a 
series of unresolved peaks at around 20°-24°; th is suggests a degree o f ordering sim ilar
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Figure 4.4: R eflection  X -ray diffraction patterns of som e m eat products at 8.04 keV.
to  th at of th e polym ers which ind icates a partial periodic arrangem ent of the long  
chain fat m olecules. T he tw o bone sam ples have been  taken from th e hard cortical and  
th e soft trabecular regions and are identical in  their scattering d istributions. There is 
a relatively  in tense peak at 32° am ongst a series of sm aller less w ell defined peaks and  
th is w ould again stand out from  th e rather structureless am orphous patterns of water 
rich m eat products. T he marrow, rem oved from th e centre of th e  bone, is com posed  
of ad ipose tissu e and can be seen to  be alm ost identical in structure to  th at of the  
fat. T he on ly  difference betw een the tw o is th e sm all but well defined peak at 38° 
from  th e marrow th at is on ly  w eakly present in the fat.
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A n exam ple of a d a iiy  product is the cheese sam ple shown if figure 4.5. T his 
rather featureless gently  undulating pattern  is in fact a com bination  of th e fat and  
w ater d istributions. A ll th e features seen  in th e fat pattern  are present as w ould be 
exp ected  w ith  th e high fat content o f cheese but th e response has been, in  effect, 
dilu ted  by the high w ater content also present in cheese. T his pattern  is in contrast 
to  th a t from  another m ilk  product, th at of chocolate, w hich can be seen  to  g ive a 
very h igh ly  structured pattern  typ ica l of a crystalline m aterial. In th is case th e struc­
ture com es from  neither th e  fat nor th e  water but rather from th e sugar content. A 
com parison betw een  th e  chocolate pattern  and th at obtained w ith  pure cane sugar, a 
high ly  crystalline m aterial, shows a high degree of correlation w ith  significant peaks 
at 13°, 19° and 25° present in both  patterns. T he structure in th e chocolate pattern  
is seen to  be sittin g  upon a broad continuum  sim ilar to th at of th e  cheese, again  
representative of th e  fat content w hilst th e sugar pattern , by contrast, has no un­
derlying continuum . T he toffee pattern  shows a response consistent w ith  th e general 
form  of th e  sugar but contains no sharply defined peaks. To em phasise th is th e two  
patterns have been  superim posed in figure 4.5. W hilst th e pattern  from  the toffee 
is consisten t w ith  its h igh sugar content the definition has been lost and is probably  
due to th e  caram elisation  process w hereby the high  crysta llin ity  is broken down to  a 
m ore am orphous sta te .
T he cereal products are b iscuit and p asta  and are both  flour based. T he dry pasta  
displays a reasonably high crystallinit}' ind icated  by the series of five sharp peaks in 
th e 15°-25° region. T he cooked p asta  on th e other hand shows no such structure due 
to  th e relaxation  of th e m atrix  and the uptake of water during th e  cooking process. 
O nce again th e  diffraction pattern  is essentia lly  that o f water. T he b iscuit has a very  
ind istin ctive  diffraction pattern  w ith  a rather broad peak at around 22° covering the  
sam e region as th e structure in th e pasta.
W h ilst th e diffraction patterns of all th e foods investigated  exh ib it structure gener­
ally over th e  angular interval 15°-40°, differentiation betw een the different food types  
is often  possib le. T he crystalline m aterials such as sugar and bone have very dis­
tin ctiv e  patterns w hilst the other food types have decreasing structure as the atom ic
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Figure 4.5: R eflection  X-ray diffraction patterns o f som e food products at 8.04 keV.
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arrangem ent becom es m ore disordered. It is not a realistic proposition  to  differentiate  
b etw een  produce contain ing a high w ater content but their featureless patterns m ake 
it easier to  differentiate betw een  water based products and dry contam inant m aterials 
which are likely to  d isplay m ore d istin ctive diffraction patterns.
T here are m any p oten tia l contam inant m aterials which m ay be accidentally  in­
troduced  to  a food product during th e m anufacturing process. M any of these such  
as p ieces of m achinery, nuts and bolts e tc ., are m etal and m ay be identified  by con­
ventional X-ray a tten uation  m ethods. H owever, th e contam inants are often  p ieces of 
polym er from  m oulding or wrapping m aterials or various fabrics which are not de­
tecta b le  w ith  ex istin g  techniques. T he polym er diffraction patterns have been shown  
earlier and typ ica l fabric m aterials including th e relatively com m onplace contam inant 
of an elastop last dressing are shown in figure 4.6. T he cotton  fabric and th e corduroy 
and denim  (m ade predom inantly from  cotton) all show essentially  th e  sam e diffraction  
p attern  w ith  a sharp peak at 22° and a broader, less intense peak at 16°. T hese peaks 
are sim ilarly present in th e elastop last dressing pattern  together w ith  a w hole series 
of peaks out to  scatter angles of 80° and are possib ly due to the zinc oxide com pound  
used in such dressings. T he m anm ade fibres also exh ib it d istin ctive patterns w ith  
th e nylon fabric g iv ing  a sim ilar but slightly  broader pattern  to  solid  nylon  and the  
other unknow n m anm ade fabric show ing three d istin ct peaks betw een  18°-30°. A ll of 
th ese  m aterials are quite d istin ctive in term s of their elastic  scatter properties and  
are easily  differentiated from  th e  food  products, particularly th ose w ith  a high water 
content.
4.4 Transmission geometry scatter measurements
4.4.1 Radionuclide source
In itia lly  a 100 m C i (3,700M B q) A m ericium  241 radionuclide source was used as this 
gave a constant supply of m ono-energetic 59.5keV  gam m as. For scattering studies  
th is y ielded  a rather low prim ary flux in ten sity  and necessitated  scan tim es in the
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Figure 4.6: R eflection X -ray diffraction patterns of som e fabrics at 8.04 keV.
order of days and even then  produced sta tistica lly  poor data. To com pensate for the  
low flux wider collim ation  arrangem ents could have been used but th is gave rise to  
further lim ita tion s. D ue to  th e com paratively high energy of th e 59.5 keV gam m as 
th e  e lastic  scattered  photons were restricted  to  a sm all angular region about th e 0° 
axis and w ide collim ation  caused th e scattered  photons in th is region to  be m asked  
by th e  transm itted  prim ary beam . F igure 4.7 shows a  59.5 keV  scan of polycarbonate  
com pared w ith  a sim ilar scan at 22 keV. T he data is displayed in term s o f m om entum  
transfer and as such th e patterns should be identical along th e x-axis, however it is 
apparent th at th e structure at about 0.1 A -1 is com pletely  m asked at 59.5 keV  m aking
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Figure 4.7: P olycarbonate scatter pattern  at 59.5 keV and 22 keV.
discrim ination  betw een the e lastic  scattered  and transm itted  flux im possib le. It was 
apparent th at a source of h igh in ten sity  and preferably lower energy photons was 
required and as such a silver anode X-ray tu b e, em itting  a high in ten sity  characteristic  
line at 22 keV , was considered ideal.
4.4.2 22 keV X-ray source
T he m easurem ents where m ade w ith  a one d im ensional angular scan through the  
diffraction pattern  although  it should be noted  th at for an am orphous or polycrys­
ta llin e  structure the d istribution  of scattered  photons is isotropic about th e central 
axis. T his gives rise to  a circularly sym m etric pattern  about th e d irection  of th e  
prim ary beam  and is represented in figure 4.8 where the effective tw o dim ensional 
scatterin g  from  polycarbonate is shown as an isom etric p lot. B oth  th e forward peaked  
elastic  scattering and the zero degree transm itted  com ponent are dem onstrated . It 
should  be noted  th at th is is not an actual three dim ensional m ap but sim ply a two 
dim ensional profile rotated  through 360° for dem onstration purposes.
To show m ore exp lic itly  th e sym m etric  distribution  and characteristic scattering  
patterns several m easurem ents were m ade using X-ray film. E xposure onto a pho­
tographic p late has no energy resolution  and th e entire energy spectrum  is observed  
rather than  ju st th e energy of interest. T his inevitab ly  leads to  a degradation in  
im age structure although  it was still anticipated  that d istinctions w ould be observed
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Figure 4.8: R epresentation  of sym m etric scattering around the prim ary beam  for 22 
keV photons on polycarbonate.
betw een different m edia. T he sam ples ranged from water, a m olecularly free and 
sim ple com pound, to  crystalline m aterial such as alum inium  and sugar. Each m ea­
surem ent was recorded w ith  an acquisition  tim e of five hours (except alum inium  where 
an exposure tim e of fifteen hours was required) and have the com m on feature of the  
high in ten sity  central spot caused by th e direct transm ission of the prim ary beam .
Figure 4.9 shows th e d istribution  of the scattering from water and oil. In each  
case th e sam ple was contained in a th in  walled 13mm diam eter polyeth ylen e vessel 
and in each pattern two faint but d istin ct diffraction rings are observed consistent 
w ith  the R ayleigh scattering of 22 keV photons from polyethylene. T he scattering  
from th e w ater is broad and structureless, a consequence of th e low level ordering of 
the w ater m olecules and the use o f a w ide energy spectrum . T he oil pattern  suggests 
a m ore intense lower angle scattering consistent w ith single energy scatter profiles re­
ported later in this section. T his suggests that even w ith a continuum  energy source 
am orphous m aterials such as oil and water m ay be differentiated by th e position  and 
in ten sity  of the scattered  photons. F igure 4.10 shows the scattering from  nylon and 
carbon. B oth  of th ese m aterials are solid sta te  w ith  nylon being form ed of long chain  
polym er m olecules and carbon from single atom s. T he scattering patterns from these  
m aterials exh ib it d iscrete diffraction rings consistent w ith  reflection diffractom etry
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and highlight th e p oten tia l of substance identification  in a transm ission geom etry by 
m onitoring th e  scatter d istribution . F igure 4.11 shows th e scatter patterns of alu­
m in ium  and sugar, tw o h ighly crystalline structures. T he alum inium  pattern  shows 
th e  classic Bragg diffraction for 22 kev photons even  though the 22 keV  K a. line only  
contributes ss 25% of th e photon  flux. E vidence is also shown of von Laue diffrac­
tion  spots ind icating a preferred orientation  of the crystallites. T his effect is more 
noticeab le in  th e scatter pattern  from  sugar where although th e ind ividual crystals 
are orien tated  in a random  fashion there are not a sufficient num ber to  produce con­
tinuous rings and consequently result in  large num ber of individual diffraction spots. 
T he m aterials investigated  were chosen to  be a selection  of different typ e of m edia  
in  term s of sta te  and m olecular structure and th e scatter patterns are found to  be  
characteristic of th e specific m aterial even when using a continuum  source. A lthough  
th is has been  produced sim ply  for dem onstration  purposes it is clear evidence of th e  
p oten tia l for substance identification  in a transm ission geom etry.
T he characteristics o f th e X-ray tu b e have been  described in chapter 3 and the rig 
operated  w ith  d ata  acquisition  tim es of thirty^ seconds per point and angular incre­
m ents of 0.25°. A series of 22 keV scatter patterns obtained from  sim ple substances, 
includ ing th e m aterials investigated  in the reflection m ode geom etry, are shown in  
figures 4.12-4.15. It is apparent that th e structure in the reflection m easurem ents 
is also present in th e transm ission scans, although th e  reduction in angular resolution  
results in  a loss of som e of th e finer detail. N evertheless th e physical phenom ena  
responsib le for the Bragg diffraction effects in  traditional X-ray diffractom etry are 
equally  valid in a transm ission geom etry and thus analysis of bulk sam ples, and m a­
terials included  w ith in  bulk m atrices, maj' be interrogated and quantified in the sam e  
m anner. S trictly  it is a loss in m om entum  resolution which causes th e blurring of the  
m om en tum  space diffraction patterns. T he m om entum  transferred during a scatter  
process is a function  of the photon  energy and the scattering angle. In an angular 
dispersive system  such as th e one used in this study the energy is w ell defined and the  
blurring effects are therefore due to  th e  angular resolution lim ita tion s of the system . 
In an energy d ispersive system  it is the scattering angle th at is defined w ith in  a sm all
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F ig u re  4 .9: P h o to g ra p h ic  e x p o s u re  o f  p h o to n  s c a t te r in g  fro m  a ) w a te r  a n d  b )  oil.
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F igure 4.10: P ho tograph ic  exposure of photon scattering  from a) nylon and  b) carbon.
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Figure 4.11: Photographic exposure of photon scattering from a) alum inium  and b) 
sugar.
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Figure 4.12: T ransm ission Rayleigh sca tte r  p a tte rn s  a t 22 keV.
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Figure 4.13: Transm ission Rayleigh sca tte r  p a tte rn s  a t 22 keV.
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Figure 4.15: Transm ission R ayleigh  scatter patterns at 22 keV.
range and it is the energy resolution of th e  detector which determ ines th e m om entum  
resolution  and therefore the spectral blurring. T he structure in th e scatter patterns 
occurs at different angles w ith  th e tw o system s for any given m aterial and is due to  
th e  energy dependence of X-ray diffraction described in equation 4.2.
4.4.2.1 Collimation effects
In order to  im prove th e resolution of th e structure in th e scatter patterns a more 
restrictive detector collim ation  arrangem ent was tested . T he 1m m  and 2m m  diam eter
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collim ators were replaced w ith  0.5m m  and 1m m  diam eter collim ators and the two  
arrangem ents com pared. W hilst th e d etected  flux was decreased in  accordance w ith  
th e  reduced detector area there was no significant change in th e spatia l resolution  of 
th e  patterns. T his suggests th at even for th e coarsest collim ation  used th e resolution  
is dependent m ore upon sam ple th ickness or m ultip le scatter effects than  th e degree 
of detector collim ation . In fact th e collim ation  could probably have been relaxed  
further to  increase th e  scattered  flux d etected , however data acquisition  tim es of th irty  
seconds per point necessary to  obtain  good  sta tistics were considered acceptable for 
research purposes.
4.4 .2 .2  Effect of energy discrim ination and X-ray filtration
T he sy stem  utilises the 22 keV  characteristic X -ray line and d iscrim inates w ith  a sin­
gle channel analyser (SC A ) against th e brem sstrahlung continuum . It is im portant 
to  know to  w hat exten t th e  continuum  effects th e  diffraction pattern  and, if energy  
discrim ination  is necessary, w hether it is best applied electronically  or by X-ray filtra­
tion. T h e benefit of filtration  is th at there w ould be no need for an energy resolving  
detector w hich w ould m ake th e system  both  cheaper and m ore robust. A test sam ple  
was chosen of 10m m  thick pure graphite (carbon), a low-Z m aterial known to  give  
a w ell defined diffraction peak at 9.5° w ith  22 keV X-rays. F igure 4.16 shows the  
effect o f filtration  and energy d iscrim ination  on the transm ission scatter pattern . A  
0.025m m  pallad ium  filter w ith  a  K absorption edge of 24.3 keV  was used to  lim it the  
high energy X-rays reaching th e sam ple and th e resultant scatter pattern  is shown  
in 4.16 b). In term s of th e structural deta il it is alm ost identical to  the unfiltered  
response in  4.16 a) and confirms th e cla im  m ade in chapter 3 that th e  higher energy  
X -rays w ill not effect th e  scatter pattern  as they  cannot be inelastica lly  scattered  
down to  th e  22 keV  window . T h e only effect of the filter is to  reduce th e flux reach­
ing th e  sam ple w hich in turn  reduces th e scattered  flux. Providing th e  detector has 
sufficient energy resolution it is perfectly  acceptable to  use a p oly-energetic source 
w ith ou t th e  need for filtration.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of X -ray filtration  and energy d iscrim ination on th e  R ayleigh  
scatter pattern  from  pure carbon.
F igure 4.16 c) shows the effect of no energy discrim ination in w hich b oth  th e char­
acteristic and continuum  X-rays are accepted. T he three peaks in th e 22 keV  pattern  
are still discernible although th ey  now sit on a background due to  th e scattering from  
th e  less intense continuum  X-rays. It is interesting to  note th at th e  to ta l count rate 
in  th e  9.5° peak is unchanged by rem oving th e energy d iscrim ination and th is effect 
can b e easily  explained. From th e 22 keV pattern  it is apparent th a t there are three  
m ain atom ic spacings in carbon, each of which will scatter a particular energy at 9.5°, 
and it can be shown from  equation  4.2 th at these energies are 22 keV , 36 keV and  
43 keV. T he intensities at 36 keV  and 43 keV are m uch lower than  th e  22 keV  line  
and th is, coupled w ith  th e fact that th ese planes scatter at a lower intensity , m ean  
th a t the contribution  of th ese  energies to  th e 9.5° peak is m in im al. A lthough the  
undiscrim inated  pattern  is degraded in d etail it is still characteristic of th e carbon  
and it is possib le th at a sy stem  sim ply looking for th e presence of a m aterial rather
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than  carrying out q uan titative analysis m ay use a detector w ithout energy resolu­
tion  w ith  a polyenergetic X-ray source providing there is an intense characteristic  
lin e  present in  th e  spectrum . T he shoulder on the left of th e  m ain  peak is due to  
th e  scattering from  the 25 keV  A g Kp peak and is m ore apparent in  figure 4.16 d) 
w here pallad ium  filtration  has been  used to  rem ove som e of the high energies w ith  
th e  result of a slightly  cleaner pattern . T his option  of a filtered beam  w ith  no energy  
resolution  is not a practical option  as it results in both  a reduction in  scattered  flux  
and a degradation in detail.
4 .4 .2 .3  Liquid and powder sam ples
Problem s arose w hen using liquid or powder sam ples as th is necessita ted  th e  use of a 
contain ing vessel w hich would also produce elastic  scattering. T his was unavoidable 
and m eant th at a technique to com pensate for th is ‘background’ signal m ust be used. 
T he vessels were either 6m m  or 13m m  diam eter polyethylene cylinders w ith  approx­
im ate ly  1m m  thick walls. P olyeth ylen e gives a well defined reproducible diffraction  
pattern  w ith  a sharp peak occurring at a m om entum  transfer value of 0 .12A -1 (cor­
responding to  8° at 22 keV ). It is not sufficient to  sim ply subtract th e  em pty vessel 
scatter pattern  from  th e sam ple pattern  as th is neglects attenuation  effects o f th e scat­
tered  photons through th e sam ple. T he num ber of scattered  photons from  th e vessel 
w ill be considerably less in  th e sam ple pattern  than in th e em pty vessel pattern  as 
m any o f th e  photons scattered  from  th e vessel walls w ill be a tten uated  by th e  sam ple  
under investigation . Instead a fraction of th e vessel pattern is subtracted  depend­
ing upon th e transm ission ratio o f th e prim ary beam  through th e sam ple alone. For 
exam ple if  th e  transm ission ratio of th e  prim ary and scattered  photons through th e  
sample is 0.6 then  only 60% of th e photons scattered  from  th e vessel can be assum ed  
to  reach th e detector, th e rem ainder being attenuated  in the sam ple, and so 0.6 of the  
em pty  vessel scatter in ten sity  is rem oved from  th e sam ple scatter pattern . T his point 
is dem onstrated  in figure 4.17 where a) and b) show the m easured scatter patterns  
from  a w ater filled vessel and an em pty vessel respectively. A direct subtraction  of 
b) from  a) is m ade in  c) w here it can be seen to  result in a sta tistica lly  significant
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Figure 4.17: C om pensation  for containing vessel b}' partial subtraction .
negative count. T h e linear attenuation  coefficient of water at 22 keV  is 0.656 cm -1 
giving a transm ission  ratio of 0.350 through a 13m m  sam ple. Therefore 35% of the  
scattering  from  th e vessel is present in th e water scatter pattern , the rem aining 65% 
being a tten uated  in  th e water. T he pattern  in d) is th e water scatter pattern  w ith  
a subtraction  o f 0.35 of the vessel pattern  and shows a resultant scatter pattern  for 
w ater consistent w ith  other reflection and transm ission m easurem ents [54, 4]. T his  
technique was therefore used for any m aterial that required the use of a containing  
vessel.
4.4 .2 .4  Preferential orientation
A n additional problem  encountered when m easuring th e diffraction pattern  from pow ­
der sam ples was th at of a preferred orientation1 of the crystals. M any m aterials, par-
1also referred to as ‘texture’ in reflection diffractometry terminology
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F igure 4.18: T hree 22 keV scatter patterns from  a NaCl sam ple dem onstrating pre­
ferred orientation.
ticu larly  m etals or powders, are prone to  take up a non-random  orientation  of crystal 
structure. T his is often  due to  th e production  process such as rolling and drawing or 
to  a sam ple preparation process such as tigh tty  packing a powder in  a sam ple holder. 
If th e crystals exh ib it a preferred orientation  then  th e D ebye diffraction rings w ill no  
longer be continuous and of equal in ten sity  but w ill vary in intensity , possib ly even  
disappearing altogether as the orientations necessary to diffract to  those parts of the  
rings are not present in th e  sam ple. T his could give rise to  difficulties in  quantifying  
m aterials, particularly powders such as drugs, which have not been carefully prepared  
for analysis. A  dem onstration  of th is problem  is shown in figure 4.18 where th e sam e  
sam ple o f sod ium  chloride (tab le salt) has been analysed three tim es w ith  th e trans­
m ission  system  from  different orientations w ith  respect to th e incident beam . W hilst 
th e m ain peaks are present in all three patterns the relative in tensities varies consid­
erably m aking it im possib le to  identify  th e  m aterial sim ply by th e  relative intensities  
of th e  diffraction lines. A m ore sophisticated  analysis is necessary to  consisten tly  
identify  a bulk pow der m aterial by its R ayleigh  scatter or diffraction pattern  than  
sim ply peak in tensities particularly if th e  sam ple is contained w ith in  a m edium  such  
as an item  of baggage.
4.5 Comparison between reflection and transmis­
sion geometries
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T he reflection and transm ission  experim ents were carried out at different energies and, 
by v irtue of th e energy dependence of R ayleigh  scatter, are not d irectly  com parable. 
T he d ata  from  th e tw o system s m ust either be transposed to  a com m on energy or 
displayed in  term s of an energy independent variable. Such a variable ex ists in  th e  
m om entum  transfer param eter x, where x — sin(9/2)/X and is m easured in units of 
inverse length  (A-1).
E xperim ental data  from  th e tw o system s are com pared in figure 4.19 for a variety  
of sam ples. M aterials were se lected  which gave scatter patterns ranging from  broad  
peaks typ ica l of am orphous structures to th e w ell defined Bragg diffraction peaks 
of h igh ly  ordered atom ic structures. In th e case of th e polycarbonate sam ple th e  
m om entum  transfer resolution  of th e transm ission system  is quite adequate to  m atch  
th e deta il achievable w ith  reflection diffractom etry and produces essentia lly  identical 
patterns. T h e reduced resolution of th e  transm ission system  becom es apparent in the  
m ore structured m aterials, for exam ple th e p olyethylene and th e P T F E , where the  
diffraction peaks are d etected  w ith  a m uch reduced m om entum  resolution  w hich has 
th e  effect of blurring the diffraction peaks. N onetheless these peaks are detectab le  
in  the transm ission  geom etry, as can be seen in th e case of th e alum inium  w here all 
of th e peaks in  th e reflection pattern  are present in the transm ission data (although  
th e  peak at £30.55A -1 is not as intense in th e transm ission d ata  due to preferred  
orientation  effects).
T he m om entum  transfer resolution of th e transm ission system  is b etter for the  
alum inium  sam ple (0.2m m ) than  th at of th e P T F E  (6m m ) due to  the sm aller sam ­
ple thickness. A t a scatter angle of 13° (corresponding at 22 keV  to  a m om entum  
transfer of 0.2A-1) th e detector collim ator arrangem ent would v iew  an angular range 
of 13± 0 .40° for a 6m m  sam ple com pared to  13±0.01° for a 0.2m m  sam ple. In m o­
m entum  transfer term s th is corresponds to  0 .2 ± 0 .0 0 6 A _1 for th e  P T F E  com pared to
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0 .2 + 5  x lO -5  A -1 for th e  alum inium  foil and is effectively a two orders of m agnitude  
increase in  m om entum  resolution  for th e thinner sam ple. It is ev id en t that th e ge­
om etric effects o f sam ple th ickness play an im portant part in  the resolution  of the  
experim ental data w ith  considerable reduction  in resolution for th ick  sam ples.
T his reduction  in resolution  is m ost apparent in h ighly structured m aterials such  
as th e elastop last dressing or th e chocolate. In the dressing pattern  th e tw o broad  
peaks at around 0.1 A -1 are d etected  w ith  sim ilar resolution in b oth  system s but the  
sharp high m om entum  peaks are not separately resolved and sim ply follow  th e form  
of th e  B ragg diffraction lines. T his is m ost evident in the chocolate pattern  where  
th e 13m m  thick sam ple prevents any fine resolution of th e peaks but nevertheless  
follows th e form  of th e diffraction peaks to  result in a blurred version of the reflection  
pattern .
4.6 Quantification of transmission data
It is th e  R ayleigh  or elastic  atom ic scattering which is of interest in  th is study as it is 
th is w hich gives rise to  th e  useful structural inform ation in th e angular d istribution  
(diffraction) of scattered  photons. T he scattered  flux however w ill be com prised of 
photons scattered  by all of the possib le scatter m echanism s. E lastic  processes besides 
atom ic scattering  are due to  nuclear scattering effects (nuclear T hom son scatter­
ing, nuclear resonance scattering) and scattering of virtual electron-positron  pairs 
(D elbriick scatterin g), although these are only significant above energies of th e order 
of M eV  and m ay be regarded as insignificant at X-ray energies [48]. Inelastic atom ic  
(C om pton) scattering is not insignificant at these energies and m ust be included in  
any quantification of th e experim ental data. T he scattered  flux then  m ay be consid­
ered to  be com posed of e lastic  and inelastic atom ic scattered  photons and th e to ta l 
differential scatter cross-section is then  given  from  theory the direct sum m ation  
of th ese m echanism s such that
d(T total [0 )  dtJThomsoniP) 2 , d<7KPf(Q) f  ^ ( ^
=  — m— [ F ( * ’ 2)1  +  - n r ~ s { x ' (4 -3)
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A t low  energies th e K lein-N ishina free electron differential cross-section  reduces to
d o I<N(9 )  2 f l  +  c o s 2 9 \
=  )  ( 4 ' 4 )
and equation  4.3 becom es
d<Ttoial{0)  2 ( I  A  COS2 9  ^ 2
dQ,
r02   [F(x, Z)2 + S(x, Z)). (4.5)
E xperim entally  th e differential scatter cross-section per scattering centre (ie cm 2 
sr-1 a tom -1 or cm 2 sr-1 m olecu le-1 ) m ay be determ ined from
Ni =  N0t e"" * M b h t i  (nAvP/M)AQ. t , (4.6)
at I
derived in  section  2.6 w here Nj is the scattered  flux detected  at z, N0e is th e prod­
uct of th e  incident flux in ten sity  and the detector efficiency m easured to be 1.5 x  
107 counts second- 1 , p, i, p and M are th e linear attenuation , th ickness, m ass den­
sity  and m olecular m ass of th e  scattering m edium  respectively. Nav is A vogadro’s 
constant and A H  is the solid angle subtended  by th e detector at th e sam ple.
In som e situations it m ay be m ore sensible to quantify m aterials in  term s of 
th e differential scatter cross-section  per unit volum e rather than per scattering centre 
particularly in th is case w here th e sam ples are m acroscopically thick. T his is certain ly  
m ore convenient w hen considering m aterials w hose com position  is not accurately  
known as no a priori know ledge is required except th e  linear attenuation  coefficient 
which m ay be m easured w ith  a sim ple transm ission experim ent. In th is case th e  
atom ic d ensity  term  NavP/M is unnecessary and equation 4.6 becom es
Ni = Not e~“t d<7(0j° tal Atl t , (4.7)dtl
w here th e differential cross-section is now m easured per unit v o lu m e .
T he m aterials o f known com position  exam ined  in the transm ission m ode geom etry  
have been  quantified in term s of th e tota l differential scattering cross-section per 
atom  or m olecule. A selection  of th e results com prising known elem ental or m olecular  
structures are shown in figures 4.20 and 4.21 w ith  th e theoretical free atom  predictions 
at 22 keV. T he food sam ples, being of unknown exact elem ental com position , have
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Figure 4.20: E xperim ental and theoretical differential scatter cross-sections per stera- 
dian.
been quantified in th e  m ore general term s of differential cross-section per unit volum e  
and are shown in figure 4.22 w ith  th e equivalent per volum e cross-sections of som e  
of th e known m aterials for com parison. Table 4.1 gives th e inform ation necessary for 
quantification of each sam ple. T he linear attenuation  coefficients have been  calculated  
using XC O M  for th e m aterials of known com position  and m easured experim entally  
for th e others.
T hese experim entally  derived differential cross-sections per scattering centre are 
con sisten tly  lower than  th e theoretical free atom  prediction suggesting that th e dif-
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Figure 4.21: E xperim ental and theoretical differential scatter cross-sections
per steradian.
ferential cross-section, w hen considering inter-atom ic and inter-m olecular interference  
effects, lies w ith in  th e envelope of th e  com paratively sim ple theoretical m odel. This 
however goes against an in tu itive  opinion th at th e differential scatter cross-section  
should oscilla te about th e theoretical line on the exp ectation  th at th e  to ta l cross- 
section  is not actually  changed by th e inter-m olecular interference but is sim ply re­
distributed  by v irtue o f th e constructive and destructive interference to  form a series 
of m axim a and m inim a. Table 4.2 shows th e integrated cross-section in th e range 
2.5°-25° for b oth  th e  theoretical (<t t )  and experim ental (erg) results and th e ratio  
v t I ° e -
T he discrepancy betw een  th e  integrated  experim entally  derived differential cross- 
section  and th e  theoretical prediction  is generally of th e order o f four tim es giving a 
m ean value and standard deviation  of 3.60 and 0.55 respectively. A lthough  this value  
varies for th e m aterials considered, ranging from  2.39 for a lum inium  to  4.23 for gold, 
it is nonetheless reasonably consistent when we consider the w ide range of cross-
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Figure 4.22: E xperim ental differential scatter cross-sections per unit volum e
per steradian.
sections (from  6.62 barns a tom -1 for carbon up to  2322.0 barns a tom -1 for gold). 
W h ilst w e w ould perhaps exp ect a discrepancy betw een theory and experim ent due 
to  geom etric or incident flux in ten sity  errors th ese are system atic  (and as such should  
be consisten t) and therefore accountable by an appropriate norm alisation. However 
th e observed variations around th e average ctt/ve value suggest th at th e free atom  
prediction  and th e actual differential cross-section of condensed m atter, w hen taking  
into account low m om entum  transfer inter-atom ic interference effects, are not d irectly  
related  and th at th e ordering of the atom ic/m olecu lar m atrix into a structured array 
m ay have a significant effect on th e resultant to ta l scatter cross-section.
T h e degree of agreem ent betw een  m easured elastic scatter cross-sections and th e­
oretical values by workers in th e field is m ixed. Casnati e t al. [8] have m easured  
R ayleigh  scatter differential cross-sections to  accuracies of 2% for pure elem ents in  
th e range Z = 1 3 -8 2  at angles of 60°, 90° and 120° w ith  59.5 keV photons. T hey  
report excellent agreem ent betw een their m easurem ents and th e theoretical calcula-
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m aterial com position g @ 22keV  
(cm -1 )
m ass density  
(g cm -3 )
atom ic /  m olecular  
m ass (g m ole-1 )
thickness
(cm )
nylon C6H n NO 0.501 1.15 113.16 1.2
perspex c 5h 8o 2 0.568 1.19 100.11 1.2
polycarbonate G16H 14O3 0.523 1.20 254.27 1.2
polyethylene C2H4 0.345 0.92 28.03 1.5
P T F E c 2f 4 1.685 2.20 100.01 0.6
carbon c 0.988 2.62 12.01 1.0
alum inium A l 7.071 2.70 26.98 0.02
gold Au 1188 19.30 196.97 0.0006
nickel N i 219.8 8.90 58.69 0.01
w ater h 2o 0.656 1.00 18.02 1.3
Table 4.1: P hysical param eters of quantified sam ples.
tions of K ane et al. [48]. T hese m easurem ents however correspond to relatively  high  
m om entum  transfer values of betw een  2 .4A -1 and 4.1 A -1 w here th e  free atom  ap­
proxim ation  is known to  be valid. M easurem ents have recently been  m ade by Garg 
et al. [23] o f e lastic  and inelastic  cross-sections of elem ents in the range Z = 6 -8 2  at an 
energy of 34.6 keV. T hese m easurem ents were m ade at a scattering angle of 90° (corre­
sponding to  a m om entum  transfer of 2 .0A ” 1) and resulted in differential cross-section  
m easurem ents w hich were 30%-50% greater than  theoretical predictions. T here are 
few  q uan tita tive m easurem ents available at low m om entum  transfer values where in­
terference effects are m ore apparent although Bradley et al. [4] have m easured the  
sm all angle scattering from  water, nylon and perspex w ith  59.5keV  photons (up to  
a = 0 .4 2 A - 1 ) and report good agreem ent w ith  form  factor predictions.
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sam ple
integrated  cross-section  
(barns a tom -1 or m olecu le-1 
steradian-1 )
vt/ce
experim ent oF theory cry
nylon 72.72 271.58 3.73
perspex 43.61 177.75 4.07
polycarbonate 160.83 623.92 3.88
p olyethylene 16.59 55.70 3.36
P T F E 123.55 412.51 3.34
carbon 6.62 26.92 4.07
alum inium 79.56 190.46 2.39
gold 2322.0 9814.5 4.23
nickel 225.83 857.97 3.80
water 20.16 64.20 3.18
T able 4.2: Com parison betw een  experim ental and theoretical integrated  scatter cross- 
section  in th e  range 2 .5°-25°.
4.6.1 Possible source of experimental error
From equation  4.6 th e  possib le sources of error in the calculation  of differential cross- 
section  are th e  incident flux intensity , th e  solid angle subtended by th e detector at 
the target and th e sam ple thickness.
E f fe c t iv e  in c id e n t  f lu x  iV0e T he incident flux in tensity  under norm al operating  
conditions has been  calculated  w ith  an accuracy of 12% (see chapter 3). It is possib le  
th at there is a significant error in th e calculation  of the solid angle subtended by the  
source at th e sam ple. T his is dependent upon area of the circular field of view  at the  
sam ple as seen by th e detector and any error in th e size of th is area w ould lead to  an 
increased error in  solid angle. A ny overestim ate of th e size of th e area of the sam ple  
seen by th e detector would lead to  an overestim ate of the flux in ten sity  and hence a
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decreased value for th e m easured differential scatter cross-section.
Solid  angle AO  T he solid  angle A H  is a sim ple m easurem ent dependent upon  
th e sam p le /d etector  separation and th e collim ator diam eter at th e detector endcap, 
both  of w hich were m easured accurately. N o significant error is exp ected  in th is  
m easurem ent.
S am p le th ick n ess t  T he thickness param eter t  is a m easure o f th e  sam ple th ick­
ness along th e  incident beam . For a parallel sided sam ple norm al to  th e beam  this 
is the m in im um  distance th e photons pass through th e sam ple and for all non-zero  
scattering angles th e actual d istance is greater than t .  T his discrepancy m ay lead  
to  errors in th e experim entally  derived differential cross-section at large scattering  
angles. A t a scattering angle of 9 th e  actual distance a photon travels w ith in  the  
sam ple depends upon th e point o f interaction  but the average d istance can be shown  
by a sim ple integration  to be
[ i  1 
[2  +  2 cos(9)
and at 25° th is corresponds to  1 .0 51. T he effective thickness t ‘ over a scan 0°-25°  
therefore lies betw een t  and 1 .0 51. For sam ple thicknesses less than one m ean free 
path  (m fp), th at is th e average d istance a photon w ill travel in th e  m aterial betw een  
interactions, th e use of t  rather than  t '  would result in an overestim ate o f the differen­
tia l cross-section  and th icknesses greater than 1 mfp result in an under estim ate. T he  
sam ples used  were less than  1 mfp thickness and any error caused by approxim ating  
t ' to  t  w ould therefore increase th e differential cross-section. T he experim ental results 
ind icate that th e  differential cross-section is sm aller than exp ected  and it is therefore 
apparent th at th e m ajor source of error is not due to  th is th ickness approxim ation, 
w hich in any respect would be sm all.
It is concluded th e m ost probable source of error is in the calcu lation  of the flux  
incident upon th e sam ple. It would seem  this is due more to  geom etric effects than in  
th e calcu lation  of th e prim ary flux in ten sity  and it is suggested th at th is is th e area 
given  further consideration in any subsequent quantitative m easurem ents.
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Figure 4.23: E xperim ental differential cross-sections (barns a tom -1 sterad ian”1) for 
nylon  norm alised to  free atom  prediction  at large m om entum  transfer.
4.7 Solid state effects on Rayleigh scattering
M easurem ents of R ayleigh  scattering at 22 keV have been m ade for m etals by G ongalves 
et al. in their recent stu d y in to  th e  lim itation s of th e  form  factor approxim ation due to  
solid sta te  effects [25]. A s th ey  were not concerned w ith  th e absolute quantification of 
th e data th ey  norm alised their results to  th e free atom  prediction  at high m om entum  
transfer values where th e free atom  hypothesis is known to  be valid [48]. B y  applying  
th is norm alisation  process to our experim ental data the results were consistent w ith  
G ongalves et al. w hereby th e m easured data oscillates about th e free atom  predic­
tion  at sm all m om entum  transfer. T his is dem onstrated  in figure 4.23 for th e case of 
nylon. T he differences betw een  th e theoretical predictions and th e  experim ental data  
is now due, not to  system atic  error, but rather to  th e lim itation s o f th e  free atom  
m odel to  account for th e inter-atom ic and inter-m olecular interference effects at low  
m om entum  transfer leading to  X-ray diffraction.
A m odel th at w ill accurately predict differential scatter cross-sections m ust take  
in to  account inter-m olecular interference effects at sm all m om entum  transfer. No  
such m odel ex ists  at present and even th e m ost sophisticated  approach, th at of the  
second order S-m atrix, is still essentia lly  a free atom  m odel. In condensed m atter th e  
ordering of th e a tom ic/m olecu lar structure can m anifest the R ayleigh  scattering into
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th e  w ell know n Bragg diffraction discussed in chapter 2. Bragg diffraction is a solid  
sta te  effect whereby th e ordering of th e atom s or m olecules into a period ic array leads 
to  th e  characteristic interference peaks and a breakdown of th e free atom  prediction. 
To describe th e resultant diffraction effects it is th e com bined scattering from th e unit 
cell, th at is th e  sm allest unit of atom s necessary to describe th e structure, th at m ust 
be considered rather than treating th e  structure as a collection of free atom s.
A com paratively sim ple com putational m odel has been developed w hich, at present 
on ly  for a cubic typ e crystal structure, gives both  the position  and relative in tensi­
ties of th e Bragg diffraction lines for any given  incident photon beam  energy. T he  
theory upon which th is m odel is based has been discussed in chapter 2 and w ill not 
be considered in any great depth  here.
T h e m odel is com posed of several consecutively  run d istinct programs the first of 
w hich is th e  m ost com plicated  and w ill, for any given elem ent and atom ic position , 
calcu late all possib le directions of Bragg diffraction and th e corresponding structure  
factor associated  w ith  each atom ic plane. T he second program assigns a m ultip licity  
factor to  each p lane, th e  third program calculates the L orentz-polarisation factor, 
being dependent entirely upon th e  scattering angle 0 , and finally th e  last program  
brings all th is data together to calcu late th e  relative integrated in ten sity  from  each  
plane producing diffraction.
T he structure factor program  requires th e following input param eters: energy of 
incident radiation, th e  num ber of elem ents in th e scattering m edium , th e  position  of 
each atom  w ith in  th e  unit cell and th e size of th e unit cell and calcu lates th e atom ic  
form  factor of each elem ent for each of th e possib le scattering angles. T his is done by  
accessing a data base contain ing th e atom ic form factor data o f H ubbell et al. [43] 
and linearly interpolating betw een  th e data poin ts to  find th e atom ic form  factor for 
th e exact Bragg angle. T his inform ation is then  used to  calcu late th e structure factor  
of each atom ic p lane using equation  4.8
n
Fsf = fne (^kun+kvn+lwn)
1
where (un, vn, ion) are th e coordinates of th e nth atom  in the u nit cell, (h, k, I) are
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p lan e a n g le F**2 P IP i n t .  in t e n s i t y
111 0 .0 8 6 6 2 326 .11569 8 264 .24747 0 .0 7 9 6 0
200 0 .1 0 0 0 6 7310 .17822 6 197.45578 1 .00000
220 0 .1 4 1 7 5 5296 .00000 12 9 7 .26154 0 .71371
311 0 .1 6 6 4 2 118.01245 24 69 .96030 0 .0 2 2 8 8
222 0 .1 7 3 9 0 4220 .03857 8 6 3 .88899 0 .24 9 0 5
400 0 .2 0 1 1 4 3554 .76440 6 47 .21854 0 .1 1 6 2 9
331 0 .2 1 9 4 7 117 .15273 24 39 .32823 0 .0 1 2 7 7
420 0 .2 2 5 2 7 3 015 .90210 24 37 .22513 0 ,31 1 1 1
422 0 .2 4 7 2 0 2675.01782 24 30 .57278 0 .2 2 6 6 3
333 0 .2 6 2 5 4 133.81450 8 26 .88265 0 .0 0 3 3 2
511 0 .2 6 2 5 4 133 .81450 24 26 .88265 0 .00 9 9 7
440 0 .2 8 6 4 4 2140 .28174 12 22 .28089 0 .06 6 0 7
531 0 .2 9 9 9 7 149 .23610 48 20 .15477 0 .01 6 6 7
442 0 .3 0 4 3 6 1961.77380 24 19 .52599 0 .10 6 1 5
533 0 .3 3 3 6 8 159.40573 24 15.95341 0 .00 7 0 5
444 0 .35 3 3 5 1531.16589 8 14.04902 0 .0 1 9 8 7
551 0 .36 4 7 2 161.46864 24 13 .08996 0 .0 0 5 8 6
553 0 .3 9 3 7 4 159.52893 24 11 .02050 0 .0 0 4 8 7
555 0 .4 4 7 3 2 144.09056 8 8 .2 4 9 5 4 0 .0 0 1 1 0
Figure 4.24: C om putational m odel diffraction data for N aC l at 22keV
th e M iller indices of th e  p lane under consideration and fn is th e atom ic form  factor  
of th e atom s at th e Bragg angle d ictated  by th e plane.
T he data generated  w ith  th is m odel is shown in figure 4.24 for th e  sim ple case  
of N aC l at 22 keV . A ll of th e planes capable of diffraction (up to  (555)) are calcu­
la ted  w ith  their associated  scattering angle (radians), structure factor, m ultiplicity, 
L orentz-polarisation factor and relative integrated  peak intensity. It is quite possib le  
th at th e structure factor for a particular p lane m ay be equal to  zero and hence that 
plane w ill not contribute to  th e  Bragg diffraction. It should be noted  th at th is m odel 
predicts th e  to ta l integrated  peak in ten sity  not th e peak am plitude in ten sity  and thus 
th e  m odel could go further by fittin g  th is in ten sity  data to a G aussian distribution , 
thus m odelling m ore closely th e true Bragg diffraction pattern.
Figure 4.25 shows th e  p red ic ted  positions and rela tive in tensities of th e  Bragg
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Figure 4.25: T heoretically  predicted  diffraction patterns (im pulse) and experim ental 
transm ission  patterns (d otted ) for som e m id- to  high-Z cubic structures at 22 keV.
peaks for several m id- to  high-Z m etals. T he m aterials are all of single elem ental 
com position  but the m odel works equally w ell for m olecular com pounds. T he pre­
d icted  patterns are shown w ith  th e experim entally  derived transm ission  patterns at 
22 keV  and give excellent agreem ent for both  th e positions and the relative in tensi­
ties o f th e diffraction peaks. There is som e evidence of preferred orientation  effects 
in  th e  case of th e alum inium  and nickel which exh ib it a m ore in tense diffraction of 
som e planes than predicted  theoretica lly  ( (200) plane in th e alum inium  at 16° and  
th e (200) and (311) planes in th e nickel at 18° and 31° respectively).
W h ilst th is sim ple m odel only calculates th e position  and relative in tensities of 
th e Bragg diffraction peaks it is clear that any theoretical m odel developed  to  predict 
th e  differential R ayleigh  scatter cross-section for condensed m atter m ust incorporate 
a description  of th e  com bined scattering from  th e unit cell. A lthough the free atom
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form  factor approxim ation breaks down for ordered atom ic structures where Bragg  
diffraction effects becom e apparent th e  structure factor, w hich is in  turn based upon  
th e  atom ic form  factors, does give an accurate description of th e diffraction effects.
4.8 Normalisation of experimental data
4.8.1 Theoretical Rayleigh scatter differential cross-section 
at high momentum transfer
O ne m eans o f scaling th e experim ental data is to norm alise to  th e  theoretical R ayleigh  
scatter cross-section  at high values of m om entum  transfer. U sing low energy 22 keV  
X-rays th e largest value of m om entum  transfer investigated  is of the order of 0 .5A -1 
w hich, w hilst perhaps not being considered particularly high, is generally large enough  
to  be beyond th e range of th e inter-m olecular interference effects. T his norm alisation  
procedure has been  dem onstrated  for the case of nylon in section  4.7 and is typ ical 
of all th e m aterials whereby th e low  m om entum  differential cross-section  is seen to  
oscilla te about th e free atom  prediction.
W h ilst it is accepted  th at th e free atom  approxim ation breaks down at low m o­
m entum  transfer, particu larly for ordered atom ic arrays, and is no longer able to  ac­
curately predict th e  differential cross-section, it has yet to be established  w hether the  
integrated  cross-section  differs significantly from  the free atom  theory. A fter applying  
th e h igh  m om entum  norm alisation  procedure th e experim entally  derived differential 
cross-sections have been integrated  over th e angular range 2 .5°-25° and com pared  
w ith  th e free atom  theoretical values from  tab le 4.2. T he integrated  cross-section of 
th e norm alised d ata  (<j£?n) is shown in tab le 4.3 w ith  the ratio <7t/<7s„. W hilst the  
experim ental scatter patterns are very different from th e free a tom  predictions due 
to  th e solid  sta te  interference effects th e  integrated  cross-sections are sim ilar w ith  a 
m ean ratio betw een  theory to  experim ent of 0.99 and a standard deviation  of 0 .11. 
T he perspex is not included in  th is process as th e pattern was only recorded to 15°
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sam ple
c r integrated  norm alised  
cross-section (barns atom -1 
or m olecu le-1 steradian-1 )
°Tl°En
nylon 295.15 0.92
polycarbonate 610.76 1.02
p olyethylene 52.06 1.07
P T F E 426.52 0.97
carbon 26.62 1.01
alum inium 220.23 0.86
gold 10867.2 0.90
nickel 706.05 1.21
water 69.59 0.92
Table 4.3: Integrated scatter cross-sections for norm alised experim ental data  in  the  
range 2 .5°-25° and a com parison w ith  free atom  theory.
and not of a sufficiently h igh m om entum  transfer to  allow norm alisation. T he largest 
discrepancies are for th e  m etals and is alm ost certain ly due to  th e  preferred orien­
tation  effects dem onstrated  above. T hese results then  give clear ev idence th at even  
when solid sta te  effects are m ost apparent (for exam ple in the carbon scatter pattern) 
th e to ta l integrated  cross-section is not actually  changed but the differential scatter­
ing cross-section  is sim ply redistributed  as a series of m axim a and m inim a. It should  
be poin ted  out th at th is does not m ean that the areas under th e experim ental and 
theoretica l scatter patterns are equal as there is a sin(0) term  introduced into the  
integration  relating differential and to ta l cross-sections (see section  2 .5).
4.8.2 Compton scatter differential cross-section
A n alternative m eans of determ ining the R ayleigh  scatter differential cross-section  
from  th e experim ental data  is to  norm alise to  th e inelastic C om pton scatter cross-
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section. T his has th e benefit that th e  Com pton differential cross-section  can be  
calcu lated  accurately and does not suffer th e sam e departure from  theory at low  
m om entum  transfer th at R ayleigh  scatter does. For low-Z m aterials (of particular  
in terest in  th is stu d y) and at large scatter angles th e K lein-N ishina form ulae can  
b e used to  give reliable cross-sections, i.e. even at 22 keV th e electrons in low-Z  
atom s m ay be considered alm ost free and consequently b inding effects are negligi­
ble. N onetheless C om pton scatter differential cross-sections where calcu lated  using  
th e incoherent scattering function  to  correct for any binding effects. P roviding the  
sam e sam ple is used  to m easure b oth  th e C om pton and R ayleigh scattering then no 
know ledge of th e  system  geom etry or th e sam ple is required other than the elem ental 
sam ple com position  necessary to  calcu late th e  C om pton differential cross-section.
E quation  4.6 is equally valid for any scatter m echanism  and hence for C om pton  
scattering
Nc = A'0e e - '“  ^  (4.9)dil
where Nc is th e d etected  C om pton scattered  flux at scatter angle 0, dac{0)/dfl is the  
C om pton differential cross-section at 0 and th e other param eters retain  their defini­
tions. For any given sam ple and experim ental arrangement jV0€ e “ At< (NavP/^AIH 
is a constant and equation  4.9 m ay be re-w ritten
Nc = t!, (4.10)dil
where th e  value of 4/ is equally valid for either elastic  or inelastic  scatter.
B y  selecting  a sufficiently large scattering angle it is possib le to  resolve th e  elastic  
R ayleigh  and the inelastic C om pton peaks and by m easuring th e  integrated  counts 
in th e C om pton peak and calculating th e  Com pton differential cross-section at that
angle we m ay use equation  4.10 to  derive th e value of 4/ for any given  sam ple. T his
value can then  b e used in th e relationship
N r  =  $  , (4 .1 1 )
Clu u
to  norm alise th e  experim ental R ayleigh  scatter data.
M easurem ents of th e  C om pton  sca ttering  were m ade a t 90° w here th e  energy lost
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Figure 4.26: Scattered  energy spectrum  form 10m m  carbon at 90°.
by a 21.99 keV  photon in  an ine lastic  scatter event is 0.91 keV. F igure 4.26 shows 
th e  pulse height energy spectrum  of th e scattered  X-ray flux from  a 10m m  carbon  
sam ple at 90°. T he elastic  and inelastic  peaks resulting from  th e 21.99 keV  K q X-rays 
are clearly v isib le and quite d istin ct. T he higher energy 23.80 kev peak is due to  the  
inelastic  scattering of th e 24.94 lceV K/j X-rays. Table 4.4 shows th e  integrated  counts 
in th e inelastic  scatter peak, th e  calcu lated  differential Com pton scatter cross-section  
at 90° and th e resulting values o f T  for th e  sam ples considered previously. F igure  
4.27 shows th e e lastic  R ayleigh  scatter differential cross-section derived from  equation
4.11 using th e  values o f T  in tab le 4.4 and com pares these values w ith  th e free atom  
form  factor prediction.
For th e m ost part th e  R ayleigh  scattered  differential cross-section m easured using  
th e  C om pton scatter norm alisation are consistent w ith  th e high m om entum  R ayleigh  
norm alisation. T he experim ental and theoretical differential cross-sections becom e  
com parable at large scattering angles where th e inter-atom ic and inter-m olecular  
interference effects no longer dom inate. M ost of the sam ples suggest differential cross- 
sections greater than th e  theoretical prediction  and this is particularly true of water 
(a lthough th is m ay in part be due to  th e effects of th e polyethylene v ia l). T he notable  
excep tion  to  this is gold w hich ind icates a differential cross-section less than  theory  
and is likely  to  be due to th e very low count rate in th e C om pton peak (51 counts in  
1500 seconds) and consequently th e high sta tistica l error.
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Figure 4.27: E xperim ental R ayleigh differential cross-section per scattering centre 
norm alised to C om pton scatter cross-section at 0= 90° (dotted  line - free atom  pre­
diction) .
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sam ple
integrated  
C om pton peak  
(1500 secs)
C om pton differential 
cross-section at 
90° (barns s t -1 )
nylon 3774+ 61 .4 0.6793 3 .704+ 0 .060
polycarbonate 3715+ 60 .9 1.080 2 .293+ 0 .038
p olyethylene 4 5 72+ 67 .6 0.3261 9 .347+ 0 .138
carbon 4765+ 69 .0 0.2350 13.518+ 0 .196
alum inium 4 3 3 + 2 0 .8 0.4463 0.647+ 0 .031
gold 51 + 7 .1 1.753 0 .019+ 0 .003
nickel 8 2 + 9 .0 0.8428 0 .065+ 0 .007
water 3429+ 58 .5 0.3661 6 .244+ 0 .106
T able 4.4: D eterm ination  of sam ple and geom etry param eter 4/ from  C om pton scatter  
m easurem ents.
4.9 Effect of sample thickness on scattered flux 
intensity
T he m ain  difference betw een conventional reflection diffractom etry and th e transm is­
sion technique is that th e sam ples are m acroscopically thick and th e  photon inter­
actions take p lace w ith in  th e bulk of th e  sam ple rather than  at th e  surface. T he  
th ickness of th e  sam ple w ill therefore have a significant effect on th e  in ten sity  of the  
elastic  scattered  photons.
T he num ber of d etected  photons scattered  into a solid angle Afl is given  by  
equation  4.6 and hence th e to ta l d etected  photons in a scan through 9° is given by
N0 = Noee->‘t [" A O (NAvp/m) , (4 . 12)
J 0 Uu u
where Nq is th e  integrated  counts in th e range 0° — 9°. For any given  sam ple m aterial 
and geom etric arrangem ent th e  only variable is the thickness param eter t and equation
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4.12 m ay be re-w ritten
Ng = Ae-m t,  (4.13)
where A is a constant (dependent upon th e  physical param eters of th e sam ple) and B 
is th e  linear attenuation  coefficient (cm - 1 ). T here is thus a linearly increasing depen­
dence (reflecting th e increase in  scattering centres) and an exp on en tia lly  decreasing  
dependence (reflecting th e  increased attenuation  of th e incident and scattered  beam s) 
on sam ple th ickness.
A stu d y has been  conducted  to  com pare th e theoretical responses, to  experim en­
ta lly  derive th e  constants A and B for various m aterials and to  em pirically derive a 
relationship  for the ‘op tim u m ’ sam ple th ickness, th at is the thickness for w hich the  
greatest y ield  of scattered  photons is d etected  [57]. Sam ple thicknesses in th e range 
l -4 0 m m  were stud ied  and th e counts integrated  betw een 2.5° and 25°. A t scattering  
angles below  2.5° no differentiation betw een  th e  transm itted  and scattered  flux was 
possib le and at angles above 25° (0.38 A -1 ) no significant characteristic structure was 
generally observed.
T he m aterials investigated  were th e polym ers (nylon, polycarbonate and p o lyeth y­
len e), food  products (chocolate and cheese) and alum inium . Figure 4.28 shows the  
effect of sam ple thickness on th e scatter patterns and dem onstrates th e increasing  
and subsequent decreasing of th e scattered  flux giving credence to  th e  concept of an 
optim um  thickness.
E xperim ental results are com pared w ith  theory in figure 4.29. A curve of the  
form  y — A e~Bx x has been fitted  to th e  experim ental data and th e  theoretical 
d ata is shown for com parison on a norm alised intensity  scale. W h ilst th e general 
form  of th e relationship is valid, experim ental results differ from  theory in th at the  
param eter B, th e  ‘effective’ linear attenuation  coefficient, is con sisten tly  higher than  
th e actual coefficient p (cm -1 ). T his increase in ‘effective’ linear attenuation  results 
in  a reduction  in th e optim um  thickness suggested  from theory.
To com pare each m aterial we have considered the sam ple th ickness in term s of 
m ean free paths (m fp) w here 1 m f p = l/p. S ub stitu tion  into equation  4.13 shows th at
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F igure 4.29: Integrated counts betw een  2.5° and 25° as a function  of sam ple thickness 
(theoretica l relationship  shown as broken lin e ).
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F igure 4.30: Integrated count rate as a function  of m ean free path  th ickness.
M aterial A B
(c7?Z—1) (cm-1)
optim um  
thickness (m fp)
polycarbonate 828.0 0.701 0.523 0.743
polyethylene 593.5 0.635 0.345 0.543
nylon 992.0 0.927 0.501 0.542
chocolate 966.7 1.04 0.697 0.669
cheese 767.5 0.991 0.702 0.710
m eat 836.6 1.016 0.644 0.635
T able 4.5: E xperim entally  derived param eters of sam ple m aterials.
the theoretical optim um  thickness occurs at 1 mfp irrespective of sam ple m aterial. 
F igure 4.30 shows th e  integrated  experim ental data in term s of m fp. T he optim um  
th ickness, w hilst varying in term s of physical length , is seen to  b e consistent in  th e  
region o f 2 /3  mfp. Table 4.5 shows the experim entally  derived param eter A, the  
‘effective’ and actual linear attenuation  coefficients B and g and th e  optim um  sam ple  
th icknesses (m fp) for each m aterial.
T his d iscrepancy betw een experim ental and theoretical results, caused by an ap­
parent over attenuation  of th e beam , possib ly arises because we are considering th in  
sam ples ( t « l  m fp). For th ick  sam ples ( t> T  m fp) we could be justified  in assum ing  
th at a  photon  travels 1 mfp betw een interactions. However for th in  sam ples, although  
p hoton  interactions m ay occur at distances less than  1 m fp, interactions cannot occur
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at d istances m uch greater as th is would be beyond th e sam ple. H ence th e average 
distance betw een  single photon interactions within the sam ple m ust be less than  1 
m fp. A ll of th e  photons d etected  have undergone scattering interactions w ith in  the  
sam ple and therefore th e effective m ean free path  of th ese  photons is less than the  
actual physical m ean free path. T he linear attenuation  coefficient is given  by th e re­
ciprocal of th e  m ean free path  and thus th e  effective reduction in  mfp would explain  
th e apparent increase in th e attenuation  param eter B com pared w ith  p. For th e low- 
Z m aterials considered th e optim um  thickness has a m ean value of 0.640 mfp w ith  
a standard d eviation  of 0.084. T his stu d y suggests th at th e  ideal size for a sam ple  
m aterial, in  order to  m axim ise th e scattered  photon  flux, w ould be o f th e order of 
|  x  1 m fp, that is 2 /3 p (cm ), corresponding to  approxim ately 10m m  at 22 keV for 
th e  low-Z sam ples considered.
4.10 Conclusion
A stu d y  has been carried out using a conventional 8 keV  X-ray diffractom eter to  
in vestigate  th e  diffraction properties of ‘unusual’ m aterials. B y ‘unusual’ we refer to  
m aterials not generally anafysed by X-ray diffraction techniques such as th e rather 
am orphous biological and food  sam ples. It has been  successfully dem onstrated  th at 
th ese m aterials m ay be differentiated by their diffraction effects. A s th e relative  
features o f th e diffraction patterns rem ain constant regardless of the photon  energy  
differentiation is possib le, in  principle, at higher m ore penetrating photon  energies 
thus p erm itting  interrogation of extended  objects in a transm ission geom etry. T he  
m easurem ents have been repeated  and extended  using a 22 keV  transm ission system  
to  investigate  low-Z m aterials of thicknesses up to  several centim etres. T he phe­
nom enon of R ayleigh  scattering dem onstrated  in reflection m ode has been  shown to  
be equally applicable to  transm ission m easurem ents. T he two system s have been  
directly  com pared in m om entum  space m easurem ents w hereby th e  m om entum  (an­
gular) resolution  o f th e transm ission system  has been shown to  be degraded due to  
sam ple thickness and collim ation  effects. N evertheless R ayleigh  scatter patterns ob­
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ta ined  in  transm ission  are h igh ly  representative of th e  m aterial and can even detect 
th e sharp Bragg diffraction peaks characteristic of crystalline m aterials (eg. sugar, 
m etals e tc .) .
T he experim ental d ata  has been  quantified in term s of the differential scatter  
cross-section  from  first principles and found to  be consisten tly  in th e region of four 
tim es less than the free atom  prediction. T his error is probably due to  system atic  
errors in th e  system  geom etry rather than a fundam ental breakdown of th e free atom  
approxim ation. T he experim ental data  has been  norm alised to  both  th e  theoretical 
predictions at high m om entum  transfer and to  th e experim entally  derived C om pton  
cross-section  at 90°. T he C om pton cross-section can be calcu lated  accurately from  
theory and therefore allows reliable evaluation  of th e  system  source and geom etry  
param eters. B oth  of these norm alisation  procedures ind icate th at th e R ayleigh sca t­
ter pattern  from  bound atom ic structures oscillates about th e free a tom  prediction, 
suggesting th at th e to ta l cross-section is not changed by th e interference effects but 
is sim ply redistributed  into a series of m axim a and m inim a. A ssum ing th e high  
m om entum  norm alisation to  be valid th e ratio of the theoretical to  experim ental 
cross-sections over th e  angular range 2 .5° to  25 0 has been found to  be on average 
0.99 w ith  a standard d eviation  of 0.11 for n ine m aterials ranging from  carbon (Z = 6) 
to  gold (Z = 7 9 ).
A n investigation  in to  th e effect of sam ple thickness on th e R ayleigh  scatter pattern  
shows th at th e optim um  thickness of th e sam ple to  yield  the m axim um  scattered  flux  
is in  th e order of 2 /3  of one m ean free path. W h ilst the angular blurring of th e system  
increases w ith  increasing sam ple thickness th e scattering pattern  is still characteristic  
of th e  sam ple to  th icknesses of at least 3 mfp. B eyond th is it is th e reduction in  
flux in ten sity  rather than  th e angular blurring which is th e lim iting  factor. Providing  
sufficient flux is available low-Z m aterials of thicknesses 40-50 m m  could readily be  
interrogated  at 22 keV  and the use of higher energy photons (eg. 59 keV W  K a 
X-rays) w ould perm it investigation  of b oth  higher Z and thicker sam ples.
Chapter 5
Results II: Rayleigh scattering for 
materials inspection
5.1 Introduction
W e have so far discussed th e design and application of a transm ission m ode X-ray 
scattering system . T he scattering properties of sam ples of low- and high-Z m edia  have 
been  investigated  and th e results quantified and com pared w ith  theoretical m odels. 
T his chapter considers a m ore practical dem onstration  of ela stic  R ayleigh  scatter­
ing for th e  detection  of inclusion  m aterials. R ayleigh scattering is h igh ly  dependent 
upon th e atom ic and m olecular arrangem ent and not sim ply th e atom ic constitu tion  
and consequently sim ilar m aterials, such as low-Z p lastics, have been  shown to  give  
unique patterns thus enabling eas}^ differentiation. Liquids, although giving m uch  
m ore am orphous patterns, can also be differentiated to  som e ex ten t enabling, for 
exam ple, d iscrim ination  betw een  oil and water. Even given m aterials w ill behave  
differently depending upon their physical state; for exam ple, w ater and ice, although  
having an identical m olecular com position , have very different scatter patterns w ith  
ice  exh ib itin g  th e w ell known Bragg diffraction ind icative of a h ighly structured la t­
tice. X-ray scattering techniques in a transm ission m ode geom etry enable non-invasive 
structural analysis and thus substance identification  of inclusions w ith in  an extended
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object.
5.2 Rayleigh scattered X-rays for the detection 
of food contaminants
5.2.1 Introduction
H aving already dem onstrated  the ab ility  of R ayleigh scatter analysis to  differentiate  
betw een  low-Z m aterials (chapter 4), and in particular betw een foodstuffs and plastics  
it was proposed to  carry out a stu d y into th e d etectab ility  of p lastic  contam inants in  
food. O n-line radiography has been  used for m any years in quality control m onitoring  
of food  products and is ideal for th e detection  of so called ‘hard5 contam inants such as 
m etal or stone where th e m ass density  is far greater than th at of th e  surrounding food  
m atrix . T his technique however is lim ited  in its ab ility  to  detect inclusions of low  m ass 
density, and w ith  th e increasing use o f p lastics in th e food industry for production  
and packaging purposes th ese so called ‘so ft’ contam inants are becom ing an increasing  
problem . It is recognised bj' m any m anufacturers w ith in  the food industry th at a non- 
invasive system  for soft contam inant detection  is needed.
5.2.2 Experimental study
A n in itia l dem onstration  of the use of R ayleigh  scattering for th e d etection  of low-Z  
inclusions in food  is shown in figure 5.1 w here the elastic  scatter patterns from a 
chocolate bar (16m m  thick) and for the sam e bar w ith a 4m m  inclusion  of nylon are 
shown. T he chocolate patterns are consistent w ith  previous m easurem ents w hilst the  
contam inated  sam ple clearly ind icates th e presence of the nylon w ith  th e characteristic  
peak at 8.5°. Even by sim ply taking th e  ratio of the scattered  in ten sity  for the  
contam inated  and uncontam inated  sam ples at 8.5° the contrast betw een  th e tw o is 
far above th at of conventional transm ission m easurem ents. T he sim ple transm ission
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F igure 5.1: C om parative scatter patterns for pure and nylon contam inated  chocolate.
ratio through th e  chocolate and nylon  relative to th e pure chocolate at 22 keV (Icn/ I c) 
is 1.08 and defining the contrast as th e relative difference in transm ission  ratios
Contrast =  — g% jn this case.
T he ratio of scattering in ten sities at 8.5° is Scn/ S c is 1.95 thus, by a sim ilar definition, 
giving th e  m uch larger contrast of 95%.
In light of th is result a stu d y was carried out into the detection  of a p lastic  contam ­
inant w ith in  a food  product and th e results com pared w ith  conventional transm ission  
m ethods. T h e food product used was a Mars bar; being a representative sam ple in 
term s of com position  (chocolate and caram el) and thickness (35m m ). O ther possib le  
food products such as m eat or vegetab le could have been used but since th ey  have 
a h igh  w ater content would have resulted  in a broad featureless scatter pattern  en­
abling relatively easy identification  of a contam inant. T he m ore structured pattern  of 
chocolate w ould m ake identification  m ore difficult. T he contam inant used was nylon  
ranging in  th ickness from  l - 6m m .
W h ilst, as we have dem onstrated , sim ply considering the relative scattering  through  
contam inated  and uncontam inated  sam ples at an appropriate angle yields far greater 
contrast than  conventional transm ission techniques th e contrast m ay be enhanced sig­
n ificantly  further by use of a ratio m eth od  w hereby th e ratio of th e  scattered  intensity
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at tw o angles is taken as th e scatter param eter.
5.2.3 Ratio method
W hen a contam inant is present w ith in  a sam ple th e volum e of th e  sam ple m aterial 
is necessarily  decreased sim ply by d isp lacem ent. Therefore th e additional scattering  
from  th e  contam inant inclusion  is observed in association  w ith  a reduced scattering  
from  th e  m atrix. If tw o m easurem ents are m ade at scattering angles corresponding  
to  significant peaks in the diffraction patterns of the contam inant inclusion S; and  
th e  m atrix  Sm th en  as th e in ten sity  of th e former increases due to  th e presence of a 
contam inant th e latter w ill decrease. T he resultant change in th e relative scattering  
at th ese tw o angles S*/Sm is th en  greater than  sim ply m easuring at one angle and  
therefore leads to a further significant increase in contrast.
5.2.4 Experimental Results
Transm ission and scatter m easurem ents were m ade w ith  acquisition  tim es of th irty  
seconds per point. T he sam ples used was a Mars bar firstly w ith  no contam inant 
and th en  successively  w ith  1m m , 2m m , 4m m  and 6m m  thick nylon  inclusions, the  
to ta l sam ple thickness being constant. In th e scatter m easurem ents th e  tw o angles of 
interest were th e 8.25° nylon peak and th e 7° chocolate peak, which were shown to  
be prom inent in figures 4.12 and 4.13. T he integrated  counts were m easured over an 
angular range of 0.5° centred on th e peak positions and the ratio S ;/S m m easured as 
a scatter param eter R. Contrasts in  b oth  th e scatter and transm ission  experim ents 
are m easured relative to th e uncontam inated  sam ple.
Table 5.1 com pares th e results of th e transm ission and scatter m easurem ents and 
clearly dem onstrates th e increased contrast w ith  the scatter technique. T he results 
are shown graphically in figure 5.2. T he increase in contrast using th e R ayleigh  scatter  
technique is consisten tly  of th e order of 5.5 over the range of contam inant thicknesses  
considered and would suggest a sim ilar gain in contrast for thinner inclusions although
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C ontam inant Transm ission Scatter
I—
I 
O contrast C ratio R R /R o contrast C
none 1 0 0.68 1 0
1m m  nylon 0.93 0.07 0.94 1.38 0.38
2m m  nylon 0.88 0.12 1.13 1.66 0.66
4m m  nylon 0.80 0.20 1.49 2.19 1.19
6m m  nylon 0.72 0.28 1.73 2.54 1.54
Table 5.1: C ontrast w ith  transm ission  and scatter m ethods betw een  contam inated  
(nylon  inclusions) and uncontam inated  Mars bar.
th is was not investigated . T he increase in sta tistica l error in the scatter data is due  
to  th e com bined effect of a reduced count rate and th e m easurem ent of a ratio of 
counts.
F igure 5 .2 : Contrast for transm ission  and scatter techniques for nylon  contam inated  
Mars bar.
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5.2.5 Minimum counts necessary for decision making
In order for th e system  to  decide w hether a sam ple contains a contam inant th e con­
trast betw een th e  sam ple and th e uncontam inated  product m ust be in  excess of the  
inherent sta tistica l error of th e m easurem ent. In a recent paper by M artens et al. 
[59] a system  was assum ed to  be able to  successfully identify a contam inant if th e  
contrast C was in excess of th e relative error ( 1<t) of the m easurem ent. In a single  
m easurem ent of N counts th e standard d eviation  is given by \/~N/N and thus at th e  
d etection  lim it
G = VN/ or N =  2 . (5.1)
In th e  case o f th e scattering m easurem ents where a ratio of two counts N i and N 2 is 
m ade th e relative error is given  by
/X X
V ^  +  N2 ’
however in th e case described N i and N 2 were approxim ately equal and thus
C =  j l /N  or N = 2 /C 2 . (5.2)
Taking th e 1m m  thick  nylon inclusion  as an exam ple, the contrast in the trans­
m ission  m easurem ents was 0.07 thus requiring, from  equation 5.1, at least 204 counts 
to  have a chance of m aking a reliable decision. T he scatter m ethod  gives a contrast 
of 0.38 and therefore, from  equation  5.2, requires only 14 counts to  m ake a decision  
w ith  sim ilar sta tistica l confidence.
W ith  th e system  geom etry and tu b e conditions used approxim ately 250 counts 
were d etected  in  th e  scatter m easurem ents in a th irty second period thus ind icting  
an acquisition  tim e of 1.6 seconds necessary to  detect the 1m m  inclusion . T he ad­
vantage of th e  scatter m eth od  is that since the d istribution of scattered  X-rays are 
sym m etric about th e prim ary beam  th is enables an annular detector collim ator to  
be used which for a scattering angle of 8° would give an increase in d etected  flux in  
excess o f tw o orders of m agnitude and hence a necessary acquisition tim e of less than  
15 m illiseconds.
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In th is exam ple the scatter m eth od  m ay not have a significant advantage over 
transm ission techniques as th e photon source in tensity  has been reduced (estim ated  
to  be by two orders of m agnitude) for transm ission m easurem ents to  prevent over­
loading th e detector. If a detector was used capable of m easuring such a high flux  
th en  w hilst th e contrast w ould not im prove th e tim e required to  m easure th e nec­
essary counts, in th is case 204, would be reduced accordingly thus reducing even  
further th e sta tistica l error. However m easurem ents are fundam entally  lim ited  by  
th e  electron ic noise and for ex istin g  system s th is is at best ~1% . W hen the greatest 
achievable transm ission contrast due to  the physical processes falls below  th e noise  
level transm ission  techniques are no longer viable. In such a case it  is an increase  
in  contrast rather than  a reduction  in acquisition  tim e that is required and it is this 
situation  where th e scatter technique, w ith  its inherent high contrast, is superior to  
conventional transm ission m easurem ent.
5,3 Differentiation between plastics by Rayleigh 
scatter methods
A sim ilar stu d y to  th e food  contam inant detection  has been carried out to  determ ine  
w hether p lastics majr be differentiated using R ayleigh scatter m ethods. T his is po­
ten tia lly  of great im portance to  the recycling industry to  enable th e rapid separation  
of w aste products. For this study polycarbonate and nylon were chosen although the  
unique characteristic scatter patterns from  plastics suggests that com parable con­
trasts w ould be obtained from  other p lastics.
T he bulk m atrix was a 16m m  thick parallel sided block of polycarbonate. Succes­
sive nylon inclusions of thicknesses of 1m m , 2m m , 4m m , 6m m  and 8m m  were used. 
T he experim ent was carried out in an identical fashion to  th e food contam inant study; 
scattering angles of interest were 6.25° for th e polycarbonate peak and 8.25° for th e  
nylon peak. F igure 5.3 shows how th e scatter patterns change w ith  increasing nylon  
inclusion  thickness, ind icating both  the gain in signal from the increasing inclusion
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scattering angle (degrees)
Figure 5.3: Scatter patterns for increasing th ickness nylon inclusions in a polycar­
bonate m atrix. Thick solid line - 16m m  pure polycarbonate, th ick d otted  line - 8m m  
polycarbonate, 8m m  nylon inclusion.
and th e  loss of signal from  th e  decreasing m atrix. T he resulting contrasts from  both  
th e  scatter and transm ission m easurem ents are presented in tab le 5.2 and shown  
graphically  in figure 5.4.
T he gain in  contrast using th e R ayleigh  scatter over conventional transm ission  
techniques is consistent w ith  the food contam inant study w ith  an approxim ate five  
fold increase in contrast. T he inclusion  of 1m m  thickness of nylon in to  the p o ly ­
carbonate m atrix  gives a contrast of less than  4% using X-ray transm ission which  
im proves dram atically  to  21% contrast using th e scatter ratio m ethod . A lthough the  
contrast for th e detection  of nylon inclusions is rather less in th e  case of a p lastic  
m atrix  com pared w ith  th at for food th e  increase in scattered  flux m eans th at sta tis­
tica lly  reliable results m ay b e atta in ed  in a sim ilar tim e. A pplying th e sam e criterion  
for decision m aking described previously (section  5.2.5) th e 1m m  inclusion  could be  
d etected  above photon  sta tistics in w l .7  seconds, which could be reduced by a factor  
of 100 using annular detector collim ators.
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Inclusion Transm ission Scatter
I/Io contrast C ratio R R /R o contrast C
none 1 0 1.88 1 0
1m m  nylon 0.96 0.04 1.48 0.79 0.21
2m m  nylon 0.93 0.07 1.33 0.71 0.29
4m m  nylon 0.91 0.09 0.94 0.50 0.50
6m m  nylon 0.87 0.13 0.62 0.33 0.67
8m m  nylon 0.81 0.19 0.50 0.26 0.75
Table 5.2: Contrast w ith  transm ission and scatter m ethods betw een  polycarbonate  
and nylon included  polycarbonate.
Figure 5.4: Contrast for transm ission and scatter techniques for nylon /  polycarbonate  
com bination.
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5.4 Rayleigh scatter radiography
5.4.1 Introduction
T he advantages of R ayleigh  scatter techniques over conventional X -ray m ethods for 
th e d etection  of low-Z m aterials w ith in  a low-Z m atrix have been  dem onstrated . T he  
su itab ility  of elastic  scattered  photons for th e im aging of low-Z m aterials has been  
dem onstrated  in th e techniques developed by Harding et al. of X -ray diffraction com ­
puted  tom ography [34] and energy dispersive X-ray diffraction tom ography (E X D T ) 
[35]. R ayleigh  X -ray scattering however p oten tia lly  lends itse lf to  a sim pler m eans of 
rapid discrim ination  of low-Z m aterials, th a t o f e lastic scatter radiography whereby  
a tw o dim ensional im age is produced based on th e elastic  scattering properties of the  
m edium  rather than, as in  th e case of conventional transm ission radiography, on th e  
linear attenuation  of th e prim ary beam . T he results of th is stu d y have been  accepted  
for publication  [58] and are described in th e follow ing sections.
5.4.2 Experimental procedure
T he experim ental rig has been described previously (chapter 3). T he sam ples were 
traversed horizontally  and vertica lly  through a plane perpendicular to  th e prim ary  
beam  in  2 .5m m  steps w ith  acquisition  tim es o f 15 or 30 seconds at each position . A two 
dim ensional im age was then  constructed  based upon the scattering properties, th at 
is th e R ayleigh  differential scatter cross-section , of a sm all region through th e object. 
T he detector was either a H P G e or Si(L i) h igh resolution device. A n independent 
m onitor described in  chapter 3 was placed on the prim ary beam  to norm alise against 
tu b e fluctuation  as th e tu b e was operated continuously for reasonably long periods of 
tim e, but th is was found to  be unnecessary as th e tu b e rem ained sufficiently stable.
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5.4.3 Scatter radiography
To com pare th e  elastic scatter technique w ith  the conventional transm ission  m ethod  
radiographic scatter and transm ission im ages have been produced for various test  
ob jects. T he first such phantom  consisted  of a 10m m  thick perspex (lucite) block  
w ith  2m m  th ick  inclusions of nylon, polycarbonate, polyethylene, polypropylene and  
polytetrafluoroethylene (fluon). T he perspex m atrix  m easured 110m m  by 20m m  and  
th e  inclusions 10m m  by 10mm . T hese m aterials were chosen as th ey  are quantifiable  
in  term s of linear a tten uation  and represent an application such as th e sorting of plas­
tics for recycling discussed previously where conventional transm ission techniques are 
lim ited . T he second phantom  was of direct relevance to  th e food industry application  
and consisted  of a 16m m  thick  chocolate phantom  w ith inclusions o f several possi­
b le contam inant m aterials. T he “contam inants” used were 2m m  th ick  sam ples of 
p olycarbonate and nylon , a 1.5m m  thick glass fragm ent and an elastop last (bandaid) 
dressing.
B y  choosing appropriate scatter angles selected  regions of m om entum  transfer were 
investigated  where R ayleigh  scattering from  th e inclusions was either m axim ised  or 
m inim ised  w ith  respect to  th e scattering from  th e bulk m atrix.
5.4.4 Results
T he p lastic  phantom  im ages are shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6. F igure 5.5 shows a 
schem atic of th e ob ject, a 22 kev transm ission radiograph sim ulation  and th e raw 
transm ission  and scatter im ages. T he sim ulated  im age was generated  w ith  a program  
incorporating X C O M  such th at th e transm ission radiograph of any extended  object 
m ay be calcu lated  at any chosen photon  energy. T he im ages c)-f) are th e  experim en­
ta lly  derived transm ission and scatter radiographs and are w indow ed such th at the  
255 greyscale levels range only over th e p ixel densities w ith in  the ob ject. Im age c) is 
a 0° m easured transm ission im age and com pares well w ith  th e sim ulation; th e denser 
P T F E  and, to a m uch lesser ex ten t, th e  polyethylene and polypropylene are distin-
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Figure 5.5: P lastic  phantom  radiographs - raw data.
a) phantom  schem atic (P  - perspex, N - nylon, PC - polycarbonate, P T H  - p o lyeth y­
lene, P P R  - polypropylene, P T F E  - polytetrafluoroethylene), b) 0° transm ission sim ­
u lation , c) 0° transm ission, d) 5.25° scatter, e) 6.5° scatter, f) 8.5° scatter.
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Figure 5.6: P lastic  phantom  radiographs - sm oothed data.
a) phantom  schem atic (P  - perspex, N - nylon, PC - polycarbonate, P T H  - p olyeth y­
lene, P P R  - polypropylene, P T F E  - polytetrafluoroethylene), b) 0° transm ission sim ­
ulation , c) 0° transm ission, d) 5.25° scatter, e) 6.5° scatter, f)  8.5° scatter.
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Figure 5.7: In tensity  profiles through im ages in figure 5.5.
guishable from  th e  perspex m atrix but th e  nylon and polycarbonate are “invisib le” . 
T he scatter im ages d ), e) and f) are at 5.25°, 6.5° and 8.5° respectively  and chosen  
such th at th e R ayleigh  scattering from  th e perspex, the P T F E  and polycarbonate, 
and th e  polyeth ylen e and nylon are m axim ised  respectively. F igure 5.6 presents the  
sam e im ages w ith  a sm ooth ing routine applied to  rem ove th e sharp edges to aid v i­
sual exam ination . In tensity  profiles of a horizontal line through th e  im ages are shown  
in  figure 5.7 and th e contrasts, defined here as th e fractional difference betw een  th e  
tran sm ission /scatter  in ten sity  of th e inclusion  to that of th e  surrounding m atrix , are 
com pared in tab le 5.3. C ontrasts are apparent in th e scatter im ages in  excess of those  
in  th e  sim ple transm ission radiographs. T his is particularly true for th e nylon and  
p olycarbonate inclusions, ind istinguishable from th e m atrix at 0°, w hich  are detected  
w ith  28% and 12% contrasts respectively. B y  selecting an angle such th at the scat­
tering from  th e surrounding perspex m atrix  is m axim ised  (5.25°) all of th e  inclusions 
are sim ultaneously  revealed.
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plastic
inclusion
contrast %
transm ission scatter
nylon 0 28.3 @ 8.5°
polycarbonate 0.2 11.5 @ 6.5°
p olyethylene 6.1 37.4 @ 8.5°
polypropylene 7.9 15.1 @ 8.5°
P T F E 15.9 17.4 @ 5.25°
T able 5.3: C om parative contrasts betw een  perspex m atrix and p lastic  inclusions for 
attenuation  and scatter techniques.
T he im ages of th e food  contam inant phantom  are also shown as raw and sm oothed  
d ata  in figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively. In each case the im ages show n are for the  
sim ple transm ission case and four scattering angles. T he angles selected  were at 6°, 
7.25°, 8.25° and 9° where th e scattering from  th e polycarbonate, chocolate, nylon and  
glass is m axim ised  respectively. W hilst th e fragm ent of glass and to  a lesser exten t  
th e  elastop last dressing are visib le in th e transm ission im age there is no sign of the  
p lastic  contam inants. T he scatter im ages at 6° and 8.25° however clearly ind icate th e  
presence of th ese foreign bodies. In addition  to th e p lastics becom ing m ore apparent 
due to  a higher scattering in ten sity  than  th e chocolate at th ese angles th e dressing  
and the glass are also m ore apparent by v irtu e of a reduction in scatter in tensity  
w ith  respect to  th e chocolate m anifesting itse lf in  darker regions in th e im age. T his 
effect is noticeab le in the 7.25° scatter im age w hich has been specifically  selected  to  
m axim ise th e  scattering from  th e chocolate w ith  respect to  th e  contam inants. T his 
increases th e contrast for th e glass and elastop last but has th e effect of bring the  
scatter in ten sity  of th e  chocolate up to  th at of th e p lastics and therefore m asking  
their presence. N o im provem ent in contrast is achieved by m axim ising th e scattering  
from  th e  glass (9°) as even under th ese conditions the scattering from  th e bulk m atrix  
still dom inates.
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Figure 5.8: C hocolate phantom  radiographs - raw data
a) phantom  schem atic (C - chocolate, E - e lastop last, G - glass, N - nylon, P - 
p olycarbonate), b) 0° transm ission, c) 6° scatter, d) 7.25° scatter, e) 8.25° scatter, f)  
9° scatter.
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b)
Figure 5.9: C hocolate phantom  radiographs - sm oothed data
a) phantom  schem atic (C - chocolate, E - e lastop last, G - glass, N - nylon, P - 
polycarbonate), b) 0° transm ission, c) 6° scatter, d) 7.25° scatter, e) 8.25° scatter, f) 
9° scatter.
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5.4.5 Contrast enhancement
5.4.5.1 M atrix subtraction
T he im ages shown represent th e com bined scattering from both  th e inclusion  and the  
surrounding m atrix , however by subtraction  of th e  scattering from  th e  uncontam i­
nated  m atrix  th e im ages m ay b e constructed  from  th e inclusion  m aterial alone. In 
figures 5.10 and 5.11 th e p lastic  phantom  is shown for scatter angles o f 6.5° and 8.5° 
and th e  chocolate phantom  for scatter angles of 6° and 8.25°, w ith  a subtraction  of 
th e  average scatter in ten sity  through th e uncontam inated  m atrix . S trictly  this is an 
over correction as th e scattering from  th e m atrix , in th e presence of a contam inant, 
w ill be reduced sim ply due to  th e displaced volum e. T he subtraction  in  effect places 
a threshold  on th e scatter in ten sity  above w hich the counts are considered signifi­
cant and th e increase in contrast possib le by th is technique is clearly dem onstrated. 
P rovid ing th e scatter from  th e  bulk m atrix  is known reasonably accurately th is is a 
sim ple procedure to  apply to  an on line detection  system .
5.4.5.2 R atio  m ethod
B y  sim ultaneously  m easuring th e  scattering at the optim um  angles for both  the inclu­
sion and th e  surrounding m atrix  and taking the ratio of these two values the contrast 
m ay be enhanced. As th e contam inant peak is increased by the inclusion  th e m atrix  
peak is correspondingly decreased and by considering the ratio th e com parative differ­
ence betw een  th e m atrix  and inclusion  region w ill be increased. Figure 5.12 com pares 
th e 8.5° profile through th e  p lastic  phantom  w ith  th e 8 .5°/5 .25° ratio profile (5.25° 
being th e  optim um  scatter angle for th e  perspex m atrix). T his shows an increase  
in  contrast for all th e inclusions w hich scatter m ore than the surrounding m atrix  
at 8.5° and has further increased th e contrast for th e nylon, w hich was com pletely  
ind istinguishable in transm ission geom etry, from  28% to  46%.
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Figure 5.10: a) 6.5° and b) 8.5° p lastic phantom  scatter im ages w ith  m atrix subtrac­
tion.
Figure 5.11: a) 6° and b) 8.25° chocolate phantom  scatter im ages w ith  m atrix sub­
traction.
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Figure 5.12: A scatter profile through th e p lastic phantom  based on th e ratio of 
scattering in ten sities at two angles (8 .5 ° /5 .2 5 °) dem onstrating th e increased contrast.
5.4.6 Poly-energetic scatter radiography
W hen im aging onto a photographic p late there is no m eans of photon energy resolu­
tion . However one of the advantages of angular dispersive m easurem ent over energy  
th e dispersive m ethod  is th at it is not fundam entally  dependent upon  th e energy res­
o lution  o f th e detector. N evertheless if  th e source is not purely m ono-energetic but 
contains a continuum  of energies th is w ill inevitab ly  have a bearing on th e  scatter  
distribution . T his effect has been shown for the case of carbon in section  4 .4.2.2  
where the m ain features of th e m ono-energetic scattering pattern  rem ain in evidence  
but suffer significant blurring effects.
R ather than  m easuring m ono-energetic photons by using either energy resolving  
detectors or balanced filter m ethods in a m aterials inspection  sy stem  the w hole of 
th e  energy spectrum  m ay be used in order to  increase the incident flux. T his changes 
th e m easurem ent som ew hat as we are now in  effect carrying out a low  resolution  
energy d ispersive m easurem ent. W ith  a m ono-energetic source at a fixed  angle we 
investigate a sm all region of m om entum  space and m easure th e effective R ayleigh  
scatter differential cross-section of the sam ple. If a poly-energetic source is used  at a 
fixed scattering angle w ith  essentia lly  no energy dispersion one records th e  integrated
r f i
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Figure 5.13: In tensity  profiles through th e p lastic  phantom  using th e 22 keV  K G line  
and th e full energy spectrum .
scattering  cross-section  over a w ide range of m om entum  space.
To com pare th e contrasts ob tainab le w ith  mono- and poly-energetic sources trans­
m ission  and scatter profiles of th e p lastic  phantom  have been m ade using both  th e 22 
keV  K q. line and th e full 0-50 keV  continuum  (figure 5.13). T he contrast variations 
w ith  th e  fu ll energy spectrum  are consistent w ith  those at 22 lceV w hilst providing al­
m ost three tim es the recorded flux in th e sam e m easurem ent tim e. T his suggests th at 
it w ould b e quite v iable to  use a continuum  energy spectrum  in an im aging system  
w hilst m aintain ing a contrast betw een  low-Z m edia  consistent w ith  m ono-energetic  
analysis.
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In the exam ples reported th e  transm ission  and scatter im ages were produced using  
th e sam e acquisition  tim es although th e tu b e current was reduced in the transm is­
sion scans to  prevent th e detector overloading. T he enhanced contrast in th e scatter  
im ages greatly  reduces th e sta tistica l requirem ents needed to d etect th e  inclusions 
and w ould therefore allow a sim ilar reduction of incident flux. T he ratio m ethod  is 
extrem ely  sen sitive to  changes of scattering m atrix com position , w ith  alm ost two fold  
increases in  contrast over single m easurem ent scatter techniques. W ith  the use of 
sim ple enhancem ent procedures th e contrast m ay be increased significantly, partic­
ularly if th e system  is tuned  to d etect a specific inclusion. T he m atrix  subtraction  
procedure em ployed is a rather sim ple exercise and is in essence a straightforward  
thresholding w ith  no further im age processing. T his is certainly an area which could  
be im proved considerably to  further increase the im age contrast and thus reduce th e  
counting tim e necessary to obtain  sta tistica lly  significant im ages.
T his technique has applications in any situation  that currently em ploys X-ray a t­
tenuation  m ethods to d etect inclusions w ith in  bulk m atrices and sim ply  requires off­
settin g  th e  detector such th at th e  R ayleigh  scattered  photons are d etected  rather than  
th e transm itted  prim ary beam . T he evidence suggests that a poly-energetic source 
would give com parable contrasts to  that observed w ith a m ono-energetic source. It 
is therefore quite possib le th at th is technique could be em ployed in tandem  w ith  
transm ission  m ethods such th at both  conventional transm ission and R ayleigh scatter  
radiographs m ay be produced sim ultaneously.
5.5 Oil and water discrimination
5.5.1 Introduction
W hen an oil field is exhausted  of all its  extractab le oil as m uch as 60% can be left 
trapped in  th e  rock form ation. It is of obvious econom ic interest to  th e  oil com panies
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to  develop im proved extraction  techniques. In recent years a considerable am ount of 
scientific research has been carried ou t, both  at th e U niversity of Surrey and else­
where, to  investigate m eans of d iscrim inating betw een oil and water in rock. Such  
techniques have included nuclear m agnetic resonance (N M R ), X- and 7 -ray transm is­
sion tom ography and pulsed fast neutron analysis (P F N A ). R ayleigh  scatter provides 
a com plem entary technique to  X-ray C T im aging and in itia l investigation  suggests 
th at large im provem ents in contrasts betw een oil and water in porous rocks are pos­
sible.
Oil and water are both  low-Z structures and although th ey  are liquids they still 
exh ib it a reasonable degree of ordering 011 a m olecular level. T he rock m atrix  in  
w hich th e  liquid is trapped is generally of a porous sedim entary sandstone typ e w ith  
a reasonably crystalline structure. A ll three m aterials are therefore w ell su ited  to  
R ayleigh  scatter analysis. W hilst it has not yet been possib le to  ob ta in  real sam ples 
of dry rock, oil w et rock and w ater w et rock sam ples for a truly realistic investigation  
th e  elastic  scatter properties of the m aterials have been com pared and th e poten tia l 
of the technique evaluated.
5.5.2 Experimental analysis
T he oil used was a light m ineral oil and th e rock a sandstone sam ple sim ilar to  
th at found in  th e oil fields. An experim ental study was m ade of th e  elastic  scatter  
distributions of 22 keV  photons from  th e  three m aterials. T he w ater and oil sam ples 
were contained in th in  polyeth ylen e vessels 13m m  in diam eter w hilst th e  rock was a 
10m m  th ick  parallel sided section. T he elastic  scatter patterns are displayed in figure
5.14 w ith  th e sandstone d istribution  increased by a factor of four in in ten sity  for ease  
of com parison.
It is q u ite  apparent how different th e  characteristic ‘signatures’ of each m aterial 
appears. T he oil exh ib its a reasonably sharp low angle peak typ ica l o f organic struc­
tures. T his is ev idence o f th e partial ordering of th e long chain polym er m olecules 
into loosely  bound w ide spaced arrays. T he water pattern  is far broader and peaks
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Figure 5.14: Oil, water and sandstone 22 keV scatter patterns.
at a larger scatter angle ind icative of a less structured m olecular arrangem ent and  
a closer atom ic spacing respectively. T he sandstone exh ibits a series of relatively  
sharp diffraction peaks typ ica l of a crystalline arrangem ent w ith  a num ber of differ­
ent inter-planar atom ic spacings. There are regions of scatter angle where both  the  
oil and th e water are significantly different in scatter in tensity  both  from  each other  
and also from  th e p oten tia l rock m atrix. T his is h ighlighted in figure 5.15 where the  
o il/w a ter , o il/sa n d sto n e  and w ater/san d ston e in tensity  ratios are shown as functions  
of scattering  angle. T he in ten sity  of the oil scattering relative to  th at for water ranges 
from  nearly 5 down to  below  0.5 and ind icates a w ide range of contrasts betw een  oil 
and water. To carry out th e ratio m ethod  analysis two sim ultaneous m easurem ents 
w ould b e m ade where th e oil is m axim ised  and m inim ised w ith  respect to  th e water. 
T hese optim um  scattering angles are clearly ind icated  and lie at approxim ately 5° 
and 10° respectively  (if interference from  th e rock m atrix is ignored). T he effect of 
th e  rock m atrix  needs to  be m inim ised  and therefore angular regions m ust be selected  
such th at th e oil and w ater are m axim ised  w ith  respect to  th e rock. A m easurem ent 
of th e oil signal at 5° is ideal as th e rock m atrix is m inim ised w ith  respect to  th e oil 
in  th is region. At 10° however the rock is in  fact m axim ised  relative to  both  oil and  
w ater and as such is not a sensible choice. It can be seen from th e graphs in figure
5.15 th at a far b etter position  to  m easure th e water at is 11.5° where th e w ater is 
m axim ised  (relative to the rock) and varies litt le  relative to  its op tim um  ratio w ith
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Figure 5.15: Scatter in ten sity  ratios of oil, water and sandstone as functions of sca t­
tering angle at 22 keV.
oil at 10°.
W e m ay define th e scatter param eter R as th e  ratio of th e integrated  counts (over 
a range o f 0.5°) at scattering angles of 5° and 11.5°. From th e d ata  in  figure 5.14 this 
yields a scatter param eter of 0.57 for pure w ater, 6.21 for pure oil and 1.00 for rock. 
T his is a difference in a factor of 10.79 betw een  oil and water and is by any standards 
a very large contrast. T his technique then  can provide a large contrast betw een oil 
and w ater sim ply by m easuring the scattered  flux at two d iscrete angular positions  
and m easuring th e ratio of th e two. A value of th e scatter param eter R betw een 0.57  
and 6.21 w ould ind icate an oil and water m ixture and a calibration m ay be applied  
to  quantify th e oil concentration . A lternatively  by using three detectors placed at 5°, 
10° and 11.5° we can sim ultaneously  m easure count rates ind icative of the am ounts 
of oil, rock and w ater and since th e scattering d istributions for each pure m aterial is 
known or m easurable th e counts due to  each com ponent can be deduced and three  
sim ultaneous tom ogram s built up.
T his technique exp loits th e natural contrast betw een m aterials and avoids artifi­
cia lly  doping som e of th e com ponents which is not always practicable. T he lim iting  
factor w ould alm ost certain ly b e th e attenuation  of th e primary and scattered  beam  
w ith in  th e  sam ple. T he sandstone sam ple used was th in  (10 m m ) and even then  
yielded  a rather low scatter intensity. T his however could sim ply b e overcom e by  
m oving to  a m ore penetrating  higher energy photon source.
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scattering angle (degrees)
Figure 5.16: Com parative scatter patterns for gold ore and a pure gold foil.
5.6 Analysis of metallic ores
A p oten tia l application  w orthy of investigation  is the analysis of m eta llic  ores to  
m easure their m etal content. T his is an area traditionally  served by X -ray fluorescence  
techniques owing to  the high fluorescent y ield  (to) for high-Z elem ents (eg. gold  
u) ~95% ) and th e com paratively high energy of th e characteristic photons. It is 
nonetheless interesting to  determ ine th e  p oten tia l of R ayleigh scatter techniques in  
th is field.
Sam ples of gold ore were obtained  from  K X  Technology Ltd. in  a fine powder 
sta te  and investigated  w ith  th e 22 keV  transm ission system . T he exact quantity of 
gold present in th e sam ple was unknown other than it was of th e order of ppm  and 
just w ith in  th e detection  lim its of ex istin g  X -ray fluorescence analysis.
F igure 5.16 shows th e  scatter patterns of a typ ical 6m m  thick  gold ore sam ple and, 
for com parison, a 6/m i gold foil. W hilst th e ore sam ple exh ib its sim ilar structure to  
th at of silica  sand w ith  a d istin ctive scatter peak at approxim ately 10° there is no 
evidence w hatsoever of th e gold content. M easurem ents were repeated  w ith  increasing  
quantities of gold ore but were sim ilarly undetectable.
It w ould seem  th at, w ith  th e geom etry em ployed in this system , R ayleigh scatter
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m ethods do not offer any advantage over ex istin g  X-ray fluorescence (X R F ) tech ­
niques. It is possib le th at a 2-D detector arrangem ent would produce b etter  results 
as th e presence of relatively  few gold crystals would produce von Laue diffraction  
spots rather than th e continuous ring pattern  and a sm all detector aperture inter­
secting  on ly  a sm all area of th e  p oten tia l diffraction region is likely to  m iss such spots  
com pletely. Even w ith  th e use of an optim ised  detector arrangem ent it is unlikely  
th at R ayleigh  m ethods w ould have a superior d etection  lim it over X-ray fluorescence 
for th e d etection  of low concentrations of high-Z m aterials.
T he detection  o f m ineral deposits, and in particular precious gem  stones such as 
diam ond, is w orthy of investigation  w ith  th is technique. T he low effective atom ic  
num ber of such m aterial (eg. d iam ond Z = 6) m ake X-ray fluorescence techniques 
u nsu itab le w hilst the structured crystalline arrangem ent characteristic of m ineral for­
m ations is ideal for d istin ctive and intense diffraction effects. It is also possib le  
th at lower Z m etal ores contain ing high value m etals such as titan ium , chrom ium  
and m anganese m ight y ield  closer com petition  betw een R ayleigh  scattering and X R F  
techniques.
5.7 Conclusion
W e have investigated  several applications of m aterials interrogation by R ayleigh scat­
tering and have dem onstrated  its superiority over conventional transm ission tech ­
niques for discrim ination of low-Z substances. T he p ossib ility  of using R ayleigh anal­
ysis for th e  detection  of ‘so ft’ contam inants in food has been shown not only to  be  
p oten tia lly  v iab le but to  produce far increased contrasts than  is possib le w ith  ex istin g  
technology. T he ratio m ethod  w hereby m om entum  regions corresponding to  struc­
ture in b oth  th e contam inant and m atrix  scatter d istribution  are investigated  gives 
a further increase in contrast, typ ica lly  in  the order of five tim es greater than for 
conventional transm ission m easurem ents.
T h e num ber of counts necessary to  m ake a sta tistica lly  reliable decision  as to the
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presence of an inclusion  m aterial has been  shown to be inversely proportional to  the  
square of th e contrast. Thus even a m odest increase in contrast w ould lead to  a 
su bstantial reduction  in th e required counts and for th e case of p lastic  in foodstuff a 
reduction  factor of 15 has been  dem onstrated.
T he lim iting  factor w ith  scatter analysis is th e com paratively sm all useful flux  
(com pared w ith  transm ission m easurem ents). However even w ith  th e  lim ited  geom ­
etry and low  power X-ray tu b e arrangem ents described detection  of a 1m m  nylon  
inclusion  in a chocolate m atrix  is possib le in  1.5 seconds. If 2-D detector was used to  
record the entire diffraction rings th is would lead typ ically  to a two orders of m agni­
tu d e reduction  in count tim e and any relaxation  of th e angular resolution  would give  
a further corresponding reduction  in m easurem ent tim e. T he use of th e w hole energy  
spectrum , a practical option  dem onstrated  in section  5.4.6, w ould give a factor of 
three reduction and rem ove any necessity  for energy resolution in  favourable cases. 
Thus using th e ex istin g  source it is quite feasib le to  reduce th e acquisition  tim e by 
betw een  two and three orders of m agnitude.
T he X-ray tu b e  in ten sity  per unit current is given by I — kZV2 where k is a 
constant of proportionality [15]. If th e target were changed from  silver (Z = 4 7 ) to  
tu n gsten  (Z = 74) and th e applied voltage V  increased from 50kV to  120kV then  the  
in ten sity  per unit current w ould be increased nine fold. T he high m eltin g  point of 
tu n gsten  allows industrial X -ray tubes to  be operated w ith  tube currents of up to ~ 5  
m A  giving a to ta l increase in prim ary fluence of 100 com pared w ith  th e low in ten sity  
silver anode research device used in th is study. T his coupled w ith  an im proved d etec­
tor geom etry could realistically  reduce acquisition  tim es for accurate decision m aking  
by a factor o f betw een  104-105 and hence from  the order of one second to  less than  
100/is for a given  region of test ob ject. Thus a 10cm x20cm  sam ple com prised of 3200 
2 .5 m m x 2 .5 m m  regions could be interrogated in less than 0.5 seconds providing the  
X -ray beam  can be scanned across th e  sam ple sufficiently rapidly.
T he m ost striking dem onstration  of R ayleigh  scatter m ethods for m aterials in ­
sp ection  is th e  radiographic im aging shown in section  5.4. Inclusions com pletely  
unresolvable below  sta tistica l noise in the transm ission im ages have been detected
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w ith  contrasts up to  ~40%  using the scatter technique. Sim ilar degrees of contrast 
have been  observed w ith  both  m ono- and poly-energetic photons. T his enables the  
technique to  be used w ith  either a poly-energetic source and a sim ple X-ray film  (as 
in conventional m edical radiography) or w ith  rather m ore sophisticated  electronic  
detectors operating th e m ulti-angle ratio m ethod  for further contrast im provem ent.
W h ilst R ayleigh  scattering techniques are not th e answer to  all non-invasive eval­
uation  problem s, as dem onstrated  in th e inab ility  to detect low m etal concentrations  
in gold  ore, there are a w ide range of applications for which it is su itable. For exam ­
ple, a prelim inary investigation  has dem onstrated  th e ab ility  to  differentiate betw een  
oil and w ater, a surprising result in  view  of th e  low degree of ordering of liquids, and  
th is technique w ill be developed further to differentiate betw een oil and water in rock 
form ations.
Chapter 6
Applications and requirements of 
a Rayleigh scattering inspection 
system
6.1 Introduction
Each particular application  of R ayleigh  scattering will have its own technical specifi­
cations and requirem ents and it is for th is reason that these two areas are considered  
together. A  system  w ill range in com plexity  from  th e relatively sim ple proposal for 
d etection  of a known inclusion  m aterial up to  th e rather more com plex specifications 
of a radiographic or tom ographic im aging system .
T here are tw o fundam ental approaches w hen m easuring the R ayleigh  scattering of 
photons from  m atter. T he underlying m easurem ent is of a m om entum  space d istribu­
tion  o f th e  R ayleigh  scatter differential cross-section and can be derived from  either  
angular d ispersive or energy dispersive techniques. Energy dispersion has the advan­
tage th at a w ide region of m om entum  space can be analysed sim ultaneously  at a fixed  
angle w ith  th e use of a poly-energetic source and an energy resolving detector (see ap­
pendix  A ). T his requires 110 m oving parts in  th e apparatus and, m easuring at a fixed
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angle, an annular detector array can b e used to  give depth distribution . However, 
excep tiona lly  good energy resolution is needed for energy dispersive m easurem ent and  
if  a practical, deployable system  is to  be developed for industrial applications in, say, 
a factory or airport environm ent then  h ighly sensitive cryogenic detectors based on  
Si or G e are not a practical solution . T he angular dispersive technique em ployed  
in th is present stu d y requires spatia l resolution w hich is far m ore easily  achievable 
w ith  current detector technology. It is now possib le to  construct tw o dim ensional 
pixela ted  detector arrays using, for exam ple, cadm ium  telluride form ing robust room  
tem perature detectors w ith  useful energy resolution and high intrinsic efficiency for 
X -ray photons. A possib le alternative would b e a series of concentric annular gas 
proportional counters constructed  w ith  up to ttlOOpm spatial resolution. T his would  
th en  have th e  advantages of th e  energy dispersive approach using large area sta tic  
annular detectors w hilst being far m ore practicable than low tem perature solid sta te  
detectors and not requiring th e  extrem e energy resolution necessary for energy d is­
persive m easurem ents. It was for th ese reasons that this stu d y m ade use of angular 
dispersive techniques although m any of th e applications could be served by either  
m ethod.
6.2 Potential applications of Rayleigh scattering 
investigation
6.2 .1  Food contam inant d e tectio n
O ne o f th e  m ain applications envisaged for th is work is th e detection  of low-Z or so 
called ‘so ft’ contam inants in food  products. B esides being a p oten tia l health  hazard  
to  th e  consum er the non-detection  of such contam inants is of considerable financial 
concern to  th e  m anufacturer. T his presents itse lf in m any ways and includes the  
cost of product recall and w astage. A nother less quantifiable but p o ten tia l^  more 
serious concern is the loss of consum er confidence and is m ost clearly dem onstrated  
in  h igh profile, em otive cases such as th at of contam inated  baby food. A dditionally,
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th e  m anufacturer has p oten tia lly  to  face th e threat of legal action  by an injured  
party. F igure 6.1 highlights th e  problem  w ith  a press release warning consum ers of 
a possib le p lastic  contam ination  of a product. To solve th is problem  it would be  
necessary to  develop a rapid detection  system  for on-line interrogation. T he system  
developed  for th is work (chapter 3) m akes use o f a low tem perature solid s ta te  detector  
(H P G e or S i(L i)) and is not a practical general solution. T he developm ent in recent 
years of com paratively high-Z, w ide band gap m aterials such as cadm ium  telluride  
(C dTe) or cadm ium  zinc telluride (CdZnTe) perm its th e construction  o f com pact but 
relatively  efficient room  tem perature detectors w hich would be h igh ly  su itab le for this  
application .
T he particular region of a sam ple being interrogated is th at through which the  
prim ary beam  passes and for com plete analysis th e beam  m ust sweep through the  
entire volum e of the te st ob ject. If sam ple is passed through th e  beam  in th e hori­
zontal p lane (on a conveyor b elt) we require arrangem ent for sam pling in the vertical 
direction. T his can be achieved in one of tw o ways. T he first w ould be the use of a 
parallel sided ribbon beam  and a one d im ensional detector array shown schem atically  
in  figure 6 .2 . T he detector elem ents would have to  be horizontally collim ated  so as 
to  m in im ise cross-talk betw een th e detectors and to ensure th at each detector only  
records photons from  those parts of th e  sam ple m oving in the sam e horizontal plane. 
T his m ethod  onfy facilitates detection  at a fixed scatter angle and as such is only su it­
able for d etection  of a known contam inant. T he alternative is to  use a series of two  
dim ensional p ixela ted  or annular detector arrays each w ith  a dedicated  source (figure 
6.3). T hese would be positioned  at various heights such th at th e w hole o f the sam ple  
is interrogated  and th e detectors offset horizontally so as to  m in im ise cross-talk. T his 
has th e  advantage th at the w hole angular d istribution  is sim ultaneously  d etected  w ith  
a 2-D array of h igh spatia l resolution  detectors and th at th e detectors intercept a high  
fraction o f th e scattered  flux. A nalysis o f th e scattered  photon d istribution  can be  
m ade w ith  associated  softw are such th at any variation from the exp ected  pattern  is 
considered to  be evidence of a contam inated  sam ple.
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WORTHINGTON 
BEST BITTER 
485ml CANS
This announcement only relates 
to W orthington Best Bitter cans of 
the new 485ml size with Best 
Before dates on the base earlier 
than 27th June 1993.
There is a very slight risk that 
due to early manufacturing faults, 
small, loose pieces of plastic may 
be present in such cans.
As a precautionary measure, 
please take all such cans back to 
the shop from which they were 
bought for a full refund.
For further information please 
phone:
0800 272027 (Freephone)
Christmas hangover for Bass
A P R O D U C T IO N  fa u lt  
affecting a tiny proportion of 
almost one million tins of 
beer left the brewers Bass 
w ith a sizeab le  headache 
over Christinas.
A fter a cu stom er found 
tiny shards of plastic in a can 
of b i t t e r ,  th e  b re w e rs  
d e c id e d  to  r e c a l l  up to  
900,000 tins produced at the 
sam e time.
“ We don't know w here the 
b e e r  is, how m uch  is in 
'superm arkets, how much is 
in people’s houses and how
much has been drunk," said 
Tony Portno, chief executive 
of Bass Brewers.
He said a piece of produc­
tion equipment had broken, 
allowing translucent pieces 
of plastic, less than half an 
inch in length, to fall into a 
small, but unknown, number 
of tins. The fault had come to 
light only when a custom er 
contacted  the brew ery  on 
December 23.
" I 'd  guess only about 10 
cans are affected. We think 
the incidence is alm ost cer­
tainly incredibly low," said 
Dr Portno.
Bass took national news­
paper advertising and prom­
ised refunds to all customers 
returning cans. Dr Portno 
said he could not calculate 
the cost of the operation.
An em erg en cy  n u m b e r 
open over Christmas took 60 
calls, none from customers 
who had found plastic. The 
products possibly affected 
are 485ml cans of Worthing­
ton Best B itter with the Best 
Before date of June 27,1993.
Figure 6.1: Press release warning consum ers of possib le p lastic  contam inated  product
[84].
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Figure 6 .2 : Schem atic o f ribbon beam  source ancl one-dim ensional detector array 
scatter rig.
pixelated / annular
Figure 6.3: Schem atic of concentric annular detector arrays and dedicated  sources 
scatter rig.
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6.2 .2  P la stics  sorting
M aterials recycling is m ore frequently becom ing th e preferred option  for w aste pro­
cessing. T his has m any benefits, not least financial and environm ental, over th e  
throw -aw ay a ttitu d e  of m anufacturing industry which has been  prevalent for m any  
years. In order to  recycle m aterials th ey  first need to  be sorted and separated. In th e  
case of p lastics th is is not an easy proposition; the m aterials can not be separated w ith  
th e use of m agnets as w ith  m etals, nor easily  discrim inated by conventional X-ray  
transm ission  techniques due to their sim ilar linear attenuation  properties. R ecently  
th e use o f infra-red reflectom etry has been proposed however, th is being a reflec­
tion  technique, it can only be used for surface analysis and is therefore insensitive to  
m ixtures or lam inated  m aterials [27].
T he application  of R ayleigh  scatter techniques to discrim inate betw een  plastics  
have been dem onstrated  successfully  in chapter 5. A  system  sim ilar in geom etry to  
th at proposed for th e food  contam inant application  would probably be m ost su itable  
w ith  a sim ple data base of p lastic  diffraction patterns for real tim e com parison.
6.2.3 Security  ap p lications
Since th e  disastrous consequences of terrorism  at Lockerbie in 1988 th e  detection  of 
exp losive m aterials in baggage and transportation  system s (freight e tc .)  has becom e  
a top  priority for th e  aviation and security services [24, 83, 9]. T here are m any differ­
ent approaches being considered for th is ob jective, including neutron techniques such  
as pulsed  fast neutron analysis (P F N A ) and neutron activation  [26]. W hilst these  
techniques have certain desirable features, being particularly sen sitive to  th e nitrogen  
concentration  characteristic of exp losives, they  are also very bulky, extrem ely expen­
sive and not particularly su itab le for deploym ent in an airport or office environm ent. 
T he use o f sm all angle X-ray scatter techniques offer a relatively sim ple, m ore cost 
effective and self contained solution . X-ray transm ission radiography is used alm ost 
w ithout exception  for security screening, be it for airport baggage or p ostal item s,
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and th e  use o f a R ayleigh  scatter system  w ould com plem ent th is technology requiring 
com paratively  litt le  alteration  or disruption to  present system s.
T he security application  has not been considered d irectly  in th is study due to  
th e  difficulty of obtain ing su itab le sam ple m aterials. However X-ray based m ethods  
are being  developed through both  governm ent supported research, such as th e cur­
rent H om e Office funded project at St B artholem ew ’s hospital [78], or independent 
com m ercial organisations such as P hilips Research in Hamburg [80].
6.2 .4  M ed ica l app lications
O ne of th e  first detailed  studies of R ayleigh  scattering in d iagnostic radiology was 
carried out by Johns and Yaffe in 1983 [47] and was possib ly th e  first tim e that th e  
ex ten t of e lastic  scatter in low-Z m aterials at d iagnostic energies becam e apparent. 
T he em phasis in  that study was to  m inim ise th e effect of the scattering which pro­
duced im age degradation in conventional transm ission radiography and was therefore 
considered to  be an undesirable effect. It was subsequent to  this th at several groups 
becam e interested  in the idea of using th e  ordered nature of the scattering (diffrac­
tion ) effects to  characterise and im age b iological tissue for m edical applications. M ost 
notab le was th e work carried out by Harding and his co-workers at P h ilips, Hamburg 
in  th e developm ent firstly of angular d ispersive [34] and subsequently energy disper­
sive X -ray diffraction tom ography [35] system s. O ther groups have concentrated  on  
th e  investigation  of th e scatter profiles to  determ ine structural inform ation about th e  
scattering m edium , for exam ple for in vivo investigation  of osteoporosis or gall stones 
[73, 79]. D iseased bone or m ineral form ations, being h ighly crystalline, give very 
d istin ctive  diffraction patterns enabling non-invasive differentiation betw een health}' 
and diseased tissue.
T he m ajor lim itation  of th is technique for in vivo m edical investigation  is th e  
necessary radiation dose delivered to  th e patient. As only a sm all part of th e  pri­
m ary beam  undergoes R ayleigh scattering it would appear th at a greater dose m ust 
be applied for R ayleigh scatter m ethods than for conventional radiography. How­
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ever th e  significantly increased contrast w ould n ecessitate a lower count to  obtain  a 
sta tistica lly  significant result which in turn would allow a reduced in ten sity  prim ary 
source. W hether th is w ould b e sufficient to  lower th e dose to  th at o f conventional 
radiographic im aging is not clear although it has been suggested th at for scatter con­
trasts in  th e  order of 6 tim es greater than  transm ission contrasts th e  necessary dose 
is about equivalent [34].
6.2 .5  O il and w ater d iscrim ination  in rocks
A prelim inary investigation  in to  th e p oten tia l application of oil and w ater discrim i­
nation  has been  reported in chapter 5. T his is a particularly sim ple application  from  
a technical point of view  as only selected  scattering angles need to  be m onitored to  
determ ine th e presence of either oil or water w ith in  the capillaries of roclc core sam ­
ples. Therefore, providing there is sufficient flux (dose is not im portant and so flux  
is on ly  lim ited  by technical constraints) the system  shown schem atically  in figure 6.4 
m ay be used.
Figure 6.4: Schem atic of a. sim ple dual m easurem ent scatter rig.
In such a case two com pact robust CdTe detectors could be m ounted  on runners 
either side of th e prim ary beam  and positioned  to  m easure th e  scattered  flux at 
scattering angles characteristic of th e  oil and water com ponents. T h e ratio m ethod  
described previously could b e used to  determ ine w hether th e  fluid w ith in  the rock 
m atrix  is oil or w ater and th e concentration  in which it is present.
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W h ilst th e use of two point detectors would only m ake use of a sm all part of 
th e  scattered  flux th is is not a great problem  as rapid m easurem ent tim es would  
not b e th e  prim ary requirem ent of such a system . T he present stu d y  carried out 
w ith  a low power (25 W att) X -ray tu b e suggests that a high in ten sity  industrial tu b e  
w ould deliver sufficient flux to  m ake a sta tistica lly  reliable m easurem ent w ith in  a few  
seconds.
6.2 .6  P rec ip ita tio n  o f  collo ids
A nother application  of interest to  th e oil industry and poten tia lly  to  others in chem ­
ical engineering is th e m onitoring o f th e rate of precip itation  of colloids in a liquid  
m atrix. T he rate at w hich sm all particles settle  out in liquid can be used to  determ ine  
inform ation as to  th e  nature of th e p recip itate m aterial and the speed of reaction. W e 
have shown that liquids and in particular w ater, being free on a m olecular level pro­
duce broad scatter d istributions, typ ica l of am orphous m aterials, quite d istinct from  
th e  m ore structured patterns produced by solid sta te  scatterers. If th e  prim ary beam  
were d irected  through the b ottom  of a vessel containing th e am algam ated m ixture  
th en  as th e precip itate settles and the thickness of th e sludge increases th e diffraction  
pattern  w ill change from th at of th e liquid buffer to  that of th e colloid  suspension. 
B y  continuous m onitoring of all or part of th e angular scattering d istribution  a  real 
tim e analysis of th e  settlin g  rate w ould be possible.
In an application  where m easurem ents are m ade continuously over m any hours 
th e  central transm itted  beam  m ust also be m onitored. T his is necessary to allow  
norm alisation  of th e scattered  flux to  account for fluctuation  in tu b e intensity. This 
could b e perform ed w ith  a sim ple current m ode device such as an ion chamber.
6 .2 .7  M ineral d ep osit assay
T his is an area which, in  principle, is w ell su ited  to R ayleigh scatter investigation  
as m ineral deposits, for exam ple precious gem  stones, are generally low-Z and crys­
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ta llin e  in structure. T he greatest problem  in such an application  is in  th e geom etric  
considerations for th e system . T he m aterials having characteristic crystal form ation  
th ey  w ill produce high in ten sity  X -ray diffraction, but as these m ay be single crystals 
rather than  a random ly orientated  m ulti-crystalline powder they  w ill produce diffrac­
tion  spots and therefore require th e use of 2-D detectors to ensure detection . There is 
also no guarantee th at th e crystals w ill b e orientated  such th at th e Bragg condition  
is satisfied  and would therefore n ecessita te either the rotation  of th e bulk sam ple, 
which w ould be difficult if th e sam ple is m oving on a conveyor b elt, or th e continuous 
rotation  of th e sou rce/d etector gantry about th e sam ple. W hether R ayleigh  scatter  
techniques provide a v iable solution  to  th is problem  is then  an engineering m atter  
rather than  str ictly  a physical problem .
6.3 Conclusion
T he applications discussed in th is chapter are by no m eans an exh au stive account of 
th e  p oten tia l uses of R ayleigh  scatter analysis but are exam ples where scatter tech ­
niques could im prove on ex istin g  technology. T he principle may be applied to any  
situ ation  where it is necessary to d iscrim inate betw een and to  identify  low-Z m ate­
rials (or even the lack of such m aterials i.e. voids) in a low-Z m atrix. It m ay even  
be possib le to use R ayleigh  scatter interrogation as a m eans of non-invasive tem per­
ature m easurem ent. T he diffraction effects of m aterials are known to  b e tem perature  
dependent and th is dependence m anifests itse lf in both  th e angular position  and the  
in ten sity  of th e diffracted photon d istribution  [13]. It is therefore conceivable that 
high energy photons m ay b e used to  m onitor tem perature variations in , for exam ple, 
furnaces or reactor vessels. R ayleigh  scattering is also h ighly dependent upon th e  
sta te  of th e  scattering m edium  (i.e. solid, liquid or gas) and therefore provides a po­
ten tia l application  in th e  m easurem ent of the degree and spatial variation of freezing  
w ith in  an extended  object. T his sta te  dependence is clearly dem onstrated  in figure
6.5 where th e  solid (ice) and liquid phases of w ater are com pared in term s of their  
respective R ayleigh scatter profiles.
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F igure 6.5: Solid and liquid phase m easurem ents of R ayleigh scattering from  water.
It has on ly  been in th e last ten  years or so th at R ayleigh scatter has becom e recog­
n ised  as a useful too l for non-invasive evaluation. T he full p oten tia l of th e technique  
has yet to  be realised, but w ith  increasing interest from both  industrial and academ ic  
sectors substance identification  by R ayleigh  scattering is becom ing a m ore viable com ­
m ercial proposition. A m ajor lim iting  factor is undoubtably th e relatively  sm all useful 
flux and consequent high dose (com pared to  transm ission m easurem ents) but w hilst 
th is is a p oten tia l problem  for clin ical uses it is not of great concern for industrial 
applications. It is perhaps then  these areas (i.e. m anufacturing, recycling, m ineral 
assay e tc .)  th at R ayleigh  scatter technolog}' w ill u ltim ately  prove m ost successful.
Chapter 7
Discussion and suggestions for 
future work
During th is project novel research has been  undertaken 011 both  pure and applied  
aspects o f R ayleigh  scattering of photons by m atter. A transm ission  rig has been  
designed and developed for the angular dispersive m easurem ent of scattered  photons. 
T he elastica lly  scattered  photons have been of prim ary interest as it is th ese that 
exh ib it th e  interference effects characteristic of th e  scattering m edium . A w ide range 
of prim arily low-Z m aterials have been investigated  w ith  a view  to  substance identifi­
cation  and d iscrim ination betw een  m aterials often  considered to  be closely sim ilar in  
radiographic behaviour (for exam ple low  density  polym ers) has been clearly dem on­
strated . W e have com pared quantitative experim ental data w ith  theoretical m odels 
and used  approaches, such as th e C om pton scatter norm alisation procedure, w hich  
have not to  our know ledge been used in any sim ilar work. T he com parison betw een  
th e experim ental and theoretical integrated  cross-sections in  th e angular region 2 .5 °-  
25° (corresponding to  a m om entum  transfer region of 0 .04 -0 .4  A at 22 keV ) has shown  
reasonable agreem ent. T his im plies that th e diffraction effects due to  inter-atom ic  
and inter-m olecular interference effects, which are prom inent in th is m om entum  re­
gion, have no substantial effect on th e  to ta l scatter cross-section. Instead there is 
sim ply a redistribution  of th e am plitude o f th e differential scatter cross-section w ith
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angle such that th e to ta l cross-section  rem ains constant regardless of w hether the  
atom s are free or fixed in a structured array.
In th e applied aspects of th ese  studies b oth  the sim plicity  o f R ayleigh scatter  
radiography and its superiority over conventional radiography for th e identification  
of low-Z m edia, particularly w ith in  a low-Z host m aterial, has been shown. T his has 
been dem onstrated  quan tita tively  in the detection  of p lastic inclusions in both  p lastic  
and chocolate phantom  m atrices. A dual angle technique, referred to  throughout this  
work as th e  ratio m ethod , has been  used w hereby tw o regions of m om en tum  space are 
interrogated  and th e ratio of th e  scatter radiation in tensities taken as th e m easured  
param eter. B y  using th is param eter rather than sim ply the in ten sity  at a single angle  
contrasts over five tim es th at achievable w ith  transm ission m easurem ents have been  
con sisten tly  observed. W h ilst th e em phasis of th is work has been in angular dispersive  
m easurem ent it has been  shown th at th e use of a continuous energy spectrum , such  
as th at produced w ith  an industrial tungsten  target X-ray tube, w ill still produce  
characteristic diffraction ‘signatures’ and for fixed angle m easurem ents a useful degree 
of contrast is retained. Several applications of R ayleigh scatter analysis have been  
investigated , th e  m ost in  depth  study being th e d etection  of soft contam inants in  
foodstuffs. T his included th e q u an titative m easurem ents m entioned  above and a 
R ayleigh  scatter radiography procedure developed for this application . T hese pieces 
of work have b oth  clearly dem onstrated  th e poten tia l of R ayleigh scatter interrogation  
for m aterials inspection . As contrast is apparent w ith  either a m ono- or poly- energetic  
source th is form  o f radiography could be incorporated w ith in  ex istin g  quality control 
X -ray m onitoring system s. T his would sim ply involve th e addition  of one or more 
sets of d etector arrays such th at transm ission and scatter im ages can be recorded  
sim ultaneously. For m ore stringent im aging procedures a dedicated  system  could be  
developed  using high spatia l resolution  p ixelated  or annular detector arrays and signal 
processing contrast enhancing routines.
To date tw o publications have resulted from  th is work. T he first was presented  
at th e  SP IE  sym posium  on Substance Identification System s at Innsbruck, 1993 and  
subsequently  published in th e  conference proceedings [57]. T his was a general paper
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and included a description  o f th e experim ental rig, a com parison betw een  reflection  
diffractom etry and th e  transm ission  m ethod  em phasising the p oten tia l of th e  latter  
technique for m aterials identification , A quantification of the experim ental data and a 
study o f th e  effect of scatter in ten sity  on sam ple thickness was also included. A second  
paper was recently presented  in th e 1994 International Sym posium  on R adiation  
M easurem ents and A pplications at A nn Arbor and accepted  for publication  in N uclear  
Instrum ents and M ethods in P hysics R esearch [58]. T his paper contained the work 
on th e R ayleigh  scatter radiography, m ade direct com parisons betw een  scatter and  
transm ission  im age contrasts and briefly discussed m eans of increasing the contrast 
betw een  various m aterials.
Several m ore publications are planned on both  pure and applied top ics in  this  
work. In recent years there has been a series of papers published in P hysical R eview  
A by Gonqalves and his co-workers com paring th e  solid sta te  effects (ie. inter-atom ic  
and inter-m olecular interference) on R ayleigh  scattering w ith  free atom  predictions. 
T his work has dem onstrated  th e breakdown of free atom  theory at sm all m om en­
tu m  transfers but has always com pared theory and experim ent in  relative units and  
has never investigated  th e relationship betw een theoretical and experim ental to ta l 
cross-sections. It is suggested  therefore th at a paper be su bm itted , preferably in the  
sam e journal, addressing th ese  issues. T his would report a q uan tita tive com pari­
son betw een  theory and experim ent, discussing both  the high m om en tum  transfer 
norm alisation  and th e quantifiable C om pton scatter cross-section norm alisation  pro­
cedures. Perhaps m ost significantly th e close agreem ent betw een experim ent and the  
to ta l scatter cross-section from  free atom  theory which suggests th e redistribution  of 
th e differential cross-section w ith  no overall change to  th e  to ta l cross-section  should  
be included.
A further paper is p lanned to discuss th e quantitative m easurem ent of inclusive  
m aterials using th e angular dispersive system . T his w ill include a description of 
th e experim ental apparatus w ith  such theory as necessary to  exp lain  th e rig design  
(eg. in e lastic  contributions, energy considerations e tc .) . Q uan titative results w ill 
b e presented  com paring single and dual angle (ratio m ethod) scatter contrasts w ith
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transm ission  m easurem ents for th e detection  of “contam inant” m aterials. T he advan­
tages of angular dispersive over energy dispersive m easurem ents and practical m eans 
of reducing detection  tim es to  acceptable lim its w ill also be discussed.
T w o short papers are p lanned to  report to  th e relevant industries th e use of 
R ayleigh  scatter inspection  for food contam inant detection  and p lastics discrim ina­
tion . T hese would go into appropriate specialist journals and include quantitative  
and q ualitative (im age) data and descriptions of su itable instrum entation  for these  
applications. T he oil rock and colloid  precip itation  applications need further work 
but m ay be published at a later date.
Suggestions for future work include b oth  further instrum entation  developm ent 
and th e continuous investigation  of applications. T he experim ental rig, developed as 
a research tool, needs to be redesigned for m ore practical use. M uch of th is relies on  
d etector developm ent using com pact and robust detectors su itable for an industrial 
environm ent. In th e  first instance it  is suggested  that th e Si(Li) d etector be replaced  
by a sm all cadm ium  telluride (CdTe) detector and the rig arranged such that the  
heavy X-ray tu b e is fixed and th e detector rotated about the sam ple. T he energy  
resolution  and detector efficiency of a CdTe detector at 22 keV  (typ ica lly  2.5 keV  
and 100% respectively) would b e sufficient for th is work w hilst m aking th e m echanics 
of th e system  more practical. T he rotational stage should b e decoupled from  th e  
translation  stage and redesigned so th at it m ay be used to  transverse sam ples through  
th e beam . A t present a separate translation  bed is used for th is purpose and is an 
unnecessary com plication . T hese changes would allow the rig to  carry out th e sam e  
functions as at present but in a m ore elegant and practical fashion. To use th e system  
as a routine scatter radiography system  an additional autom ated vertical translation  
stage m ust also be incorporated. More long term  plans would be to  develop a two  
dim ensional p ixe la ted  detector array w ith  high spatial and energy resolution. W ith  
such a device a fixed detector and source arrangem ent m ay be used w hich could  
investigate  a w ide angular (m om entum ) range sim ultaneously rather than point by 
point. T his w ould also enable integration  of th e  w hole annular diffraction rings and  
therefore m ake use of all of th e useful scattered  flux; to  m ove from  a prototype
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research too l to  a deployable system  th e data acquisition tim es m ust b e reduced and  
it is suggested  th at th is should be, as far as possib le, a high priority. It is accepted  
however th at changing th e silver anode tu b e for a more powerful tu b e (w ith  a higher  
Z anode) m ay not be an option  in th e short term .
A n a lternative to  a p ixela ted  detector would be a series of several point CdTe de­
tectors such th at various regions of m om entum  space and the 0° transm ission can be  
interrogated  sim ultaneously. T his would allow each com ponent w ith in  the sam ple to  
be m easured at th e sam e tim e. It is conceivable th a t, providing th e scatter pattern  of 
each com ponent is known (for exam ple oil, water and rock), a series o f soluble sim ul­
taneous equations m ay be derived enabling th e determ ination  of the concentration  of 
each com ponent.
R egarding th e  softw are, th e PC  controlling th e rig needs to  be networked to  the  
departm ental U n ix  system  v ia  th e ethernet to  enable direct access to  th e com puting  
power and data analysis packages available. A  m ore user friendly operating environ­
m ent could be developed if necessary using a m ultiple application  w indow s system  
such th at th e rig control, data processing and analysis, and data or im age display  
could be perform ed sim ultaneously. If th is was required then  th e P C  w ould need to  
b e upgraded to  a faster processor and increased m em ory (R A M ).
T he further developm ent of applications should include both  th e oil rock and the  
colloid precip itation  work considered briefly towards th e end of th is study. T hese  
applications are w ell su ited  to  R ayleigh  inspection  m ethods and th e in itia l results 
have attracted  interest from  possib le industrial collaborators. T he detection  of soft 
contam inants in food has been  shown to  b e an excellent application  o f th is technique  
and future developm ents in  th is area should concentrate on data  analysis and signal 
processing for increased contrast. T h e developm ent in th e near future of a prototype  
deployable system  for food inspection  should be undertaken in collaboration w ith  a 
sm all developm ent and m anufacturing com pany as the university does not have the  
necessary resources to  undertake th is task alone.
Appendices
Appendix A  
Energy dispersive measurements
T he silver anode X-ray tu b e energy spectrum  contained both  an in tense characteristic  
K a line and a broad brem sstrahlung continuum  and as such was su itab le for both  
angular and energy dispersive m easurem ents. T he u ltim ate m easurem ent of R ayleigh  
scatter analysis is a m om entum  space distribution  of th e elastic  scatter differential 
cross-section  where th e m om entum  transfer is a function  o f both  photon  energy and  
scattering  angle. T his m easurem ent can be achieved by either operating at a fixed  
w avelength  and m easuring as a function  of angle (angular dispersive) or using a poly- 
energetic beam  at a fixed scatter angle (energy dispersive). T he em phasis of this work 
has been  in angular dispersive analysis although som e energy dispersive m easurem ents 
have been  m ade and are presented here for com parison.
T he scattered  energy spectral data  can be converted to  m om entum  space. A  
sim ple conversion factor ex ists relating w avelength (A) to  photon energy (keV ) such  
th at 1/A  (A-1) =  0.0806721 x E (keV ) and hence
x = sin(6/2) x 0.08067211? (A .l )
It is not sufficient to  sim ply convert th e scattered  energy spectrum  to  m om entum  
space as th is accounts for neither th e variation in spectral in ten sity  o f th e  prim ary  
beam  w ith  energy or attenuation  effects (ie. beam  hardening) in th e scatterer. To 
account for th ese effects th e scattered  spectra are norm alised to  th e transm itted
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a) 0° transmission energy spectrum
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b) 11° scatter energy spectrum
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F igure A .l:  Conversion o f a scatter energy spectrum  to  a m om entum  space diffraction  
profile for a 10m m  th ick  carbon sam ple.
prim ary energy spectra. A n exam ple of th e  stages involved in conversion of a scattered  
energ}' spectrum  to  a m om entum  space diffraction profile is shown in figure A .l  for 
th e case of carbon. F igure A .l  a) and b) show the 0° transm ission  and an 11° 
scattered  energy spectra from  a 10m m  thick  carbon block. T he norm alised spectrum  
is presented  in  c) as a function  of energy and is finally converted to  m om entum  space 
in d).
For th e six  m aterials presented th e  scatter angle selected  was 11° such th at th e  
m om entum  region investigated  w ith  the 0-50keV  energy spectrum  ranged betw een  
0-0 .38A -1 and therefore contained th e region in w hich m ost of th e inter-atom ic and  
inter-m olecular interference effects are apparent. T he geom etric arrangem ents were 
identica l to  those of the angular d ispersive m easurem ents and each spectrum  (scat­
tered and transm itted ) m easured over a 1000 second period. T he tu b e current was
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reduced for th e transm ission m easurem ents m aking the scattered  in ten sity  relative  
rather than  absolute.
A com parison betw een the energy dispersive and angular d ispersive m easurem ents 
of th e sam ples is shown in figure A .2 . T he to ta l tim e required for each m easurem ent 
was 35 m inutes and is com parable w ith  th e  50 m inute acquisition  for the angular 
dispersive data. In each case th e  two techniques are consistent in th at th e structure  
in  th e diffraction profiles occur at th e sam e regions of m om entum  space. T he angular 
dispersive m easurem ents contain  far less sta tistica l noise and reveal finer structural 
d etail than  th e energy d ispersive m easurem ents. T he noise is particu larly apparent 
in  th e  energy d ispersive data  at h igh and low m om entum  transfer where th e incident 
spectra has com paratively low intensity. T here is no such noise variation in th e an­
gular d ispersive technique as the source in ten sity  is fixed at all regions of m om entum  
transfer. T hese results, w hilst q ualitative, suggest that under sim ilar geom etry angu­
lar d ispersive m easurem ents give sta tistica lly  m ore reliable data in sim ilar counting  
tim es and therefore justify  the decision to  concentrate on th is m eth od  of analysis.
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carbon 10mm
momentum transfer (A 1)
nylon 8mm
momentum transfer (A'1)
mineral oil 13mm
momentum transfer (A'1)
Figure A .2 : Com parison betw een  energy  
diffraction profiles.
polycarbonate 8mm
momentum transfer (A'1)
water 13mm
momentum transfer (A'1)
bone 6mm
momentum transfer (A 1) 
rsive and angular dispersive m easured
Appendix B
Instrumentation software
Several programs were used to  control th e experim ental apparatus depending upon  
th e application . T hese program s were all w ritten  in M icrosoft G W -B A SIC  and com ­
m unicated  w ith  peripheral devices v ia  an IEEE-488 bus through a Brainbox IEEE  
interface card. G enerally th e  program  “angscat.bas” was used and facilita ted  sequen­
tia l control of th e devices (ie. stepper m otor drivers, co u n ter /tim er), data  acquisition  
and tim ing and a sim ple graphical data  display. T his program is included so as to  
m aintain  a hard copy of th e com m unication  software for future users. A n im portant 
feature of the interfacing software is th e use of serial polls (for exam ple lines 2000- 
2070) to  ensure that one device has com pleted  its function before another is activated  
to  avoid hang ups. T his was found to  b e necessary as in itia lly  the program  would con­
tinue before th e stepper m otor had com pleted  its m ove which caused synchronisation  
errors.
program “angscat.bas’5
100 CLS
110 OPEN "IEEECTRL" FOR RANDOM AS #1
120 OPEN "IEEEDATA" FOR RANDOM AS #2
130 PRINT "program to perform an angular scattering scan with scanner2 "
140 PRINT
150 PRINT "would you like to move the detector to start position (y/n) ?"
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160 PRINT 
170 K$=INKEY$
180 IF K$=CHR$(78) GOTO 400
190 IF K$=CHR$(110) GOTO 400
200 IF K$=CHR$(89) THEN GOSUB 3000 :GOTO 400
210 IF K$=CHR$(12i) THEN GOSUB 3000 :GOTO 400
220 GOTO 170
400 INPUT"Enter (-) for clockwise scan ,(+) for anticlockwise scan ",DIRECTION$ 
410 INPUT "Enter initial angular deviation of detector from normal " ,DEV 
420 INPUT "How many degrees do you wish to scan through ? " ,SCAN 
430 INPUT"Enter angular displacement between projections ",ANGLE 
440 PROJECT=INT(SCAN/ANGLE)+i
445 PRINT"Total number of projections= ".PROJECT
450 PRINT
451 IF PR0JECT<=3601 THEN GOTO 460
452 PRINT "Max. no. of projections is 3601. Either reduce angular range"
453 PRINT "or increase angular displacement between projections accordingly"
454 PRINT
455 GOTO 150 
460 PRINT
470 INPUT "Enter name of data file (default is ASCAT.DAT) ",DATAFILE$
480 PRINT DATAFILE$
490 IF DATAFILE$="" THEN DATAFILE$="\scanner\data\ascat.dat"
500 OPEN DATAFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
510 PRINT 
520 PRINT 
530 PR0N0=O
540 I0CTL#1,"CLEAR,ABORT"
550 GOSUB 560 
560 I0CTL#1,"15.LISTEN15"
570 PRINT I0CTL$(2)
580 PRINT
590 PRINT"angle count"
600 IO$=I0CTL$(1)
610 SRQ=VAL(MID$(I0$,7,1))
620 IF SRQ=0 THEN GOTO 600 
630 I0CTL#1,"spoil 15"
640 I0$=I0CTL$(1)
650 SP=VAL(MID$(IQ$,32,3))
660 IF SP AND 64=64 THEN GOTO 1000 :REM transfer to stepper motor control 
670 I0CTL#1,"spoil 5" :REM poll motor via ieeecti'l
680 I0$=IQCTL$(i)
690 SP=VAL(MID$(IO$,32,3))
700 IF SP AND 64=64 THEN GOTO 600 
710 END
1000 VALUE=ANGLE/.Oi :REH calibration factor for rotation
1010 GOSUB 1410 :REM convert "value" to an ascii string
:REM counter to indicate no. of projections 
:REM RESET IEEE BUS AND SET DEVICE ADDRESS 
:REM transfer to counter control
:REM read data from counter to reset
REM will return 1 if a device needs service 
REM hang up until srq is asserted 
REM poll current device via ieeectrl
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1020 REM make a command string to send to IEEE bus
1030 Ci$="X" 
1040 C2$="P" 
1050 04$="®"
REM X relates to ROTATIONAL MOTOR
REM P RELATES TO MOTOR POWER
REM G MEANS AT
1060 C5$="2000" 
1070 C6$="~"
REM 2000 IS EVENTUAL VELOCITY
REM ~ RELATES ACCELERATION
1080 C7$="9" 
1090 C8$="$"
REM 9 IS ACCELERATION RATE
REM
1100 C9$=CHR$(13) REM CHR$(13) IS CARRIAGE RETURN
1110 COMMAND$=C1$+C2S+DIRECTION$+D$+C4$+C5$+C6$+C7$+C8$+C9$
1120 IOCTL#i, "5,listen5"
1130 IOCTL #2,COMMAND$
1140 GOSUB 2000 :REM await SRQ from motor before continuing
1150 I0CTL#1,"uni,unt"
1160 GOSUB 1630 :REM print data to screen and file
1170 PRO N0=PR0N0 +1
1175 IF DIRECTION$=CHR$(45) THEN DEV=DEV-ANGLE 
1180 IF DIRECTI0N$=CHR$(43) THEN DEV=DEV+ANGLE 
1182 DEV=(CINT(DEV*100})/100 
1190 IF PRGNO<PROJECT THEN GOTO 600 
1200 PRINT
1210 PRINT "data held in datafile : ";DATAFILES 
1220 PRINT
1230 PRINT "would you like the data plotted ? 11 
1240 K$=INKEY$
1250 IF K$=CHR$(89) THEN GOTO 10000 
1260 IF K$=CHR$(121) THEN GOTO 10000 
1270 IF K$=CHR$(78) THEN GOTO 1400 
1280 IF K$=CHR$(110) THEN GOTO 1400 
1290 GOTO 1240 
1400 END
1410 REM to convert the constant "value" to an ascii string 
1420 D$=""
1430 REM TO DETERMINE INITIAL VALUE OF DIV 
1440 DIV=i
1450 TEMP=INT(VALUE/DIV)
1460 IF TEMP>=10 THEN DIV=DIV*10 :GOTO 1450 
1470 REM TO CONVERT TO ASCII STRING
1480 DIGIT=INT(VALUE/DIV) :REM TO OBTAIN FIRST DIGIT FOR CONVERSION
1490 IF DIGIT=0 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(48)
1500 IF DIGIT=1 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(49)
1510 IF DIGIT=2 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(50)
1520 IF DIGIT=3 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(51)
1530 IF DIGIT=4 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(52)
1540 IF DIGIT=5 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(53)
1550 IF DIGIT=6 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(54)
1560 IF DIGIT=7 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(55)
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1570 IF DIGIT=8 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(56)
1580 IF DIGIT=9 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(57)
1590 VALUE=VALUE-(DIGIT*DIV)
1600 DIV=DIV/10
1610 IF DIV>=1 GOTO 1480
1620 RETURN
1630 I0CTL#i,"15" :REM read data from counter via ieeedata
1640 R$=I0CTL$(2) :REM read data from counter via ieeedata
1650 REM pro488 automatically send correct talk address, drops atn low
1660 REM reads data until eos recieved, resets atn and unlistens
1670 PRINT DEV,MID$(R$,1,8)
1680 PRINT#3,DEV,VAL(MID$(R$,1,8))
1690 RETURN 
2000 I0$=I0CTL$(i)
REM will return 1 if a device needs service 
REM liang up until srq is asserted 
REM poll current device via ieeectrl
2010 SRQ=VAL(MID$(IO$,7,1)>
2020 IF SRQ=0 THEN GOTO 2000 
2030 I0CTL#1,"spoil 5"
2040 I0$=I0CTL$(1)
2050 SP=VAL(MID$(IO$,32,3))
2060 IF SP AND 64=64 THEN RETURN 
2070 END
3000 REM subroutine to position detector at start
3010 INPUT"Enter (-) for clockwise, (+) for anticlockwise ",DIRECTIONS 
3020 INPUT"Enter no. of degrees of rotation ".ANGLE 
3030 PRINT
3040 VALUE=ANGLE/.01 :REM divide angle by calibration factor 
3050 GOSUB 1410 :REM call subroutine to convert value to ascii string 
3060 REM make a command string to send to IEEE bus
REM X relates to ROTATIONAL MOTOR 
REM P RELATES TO MOTOR POWER 
REM @ MEANS AT
REM 2000 IS EVENTUAL VELOCITY 
REM - RELATES ACCELERATION 
REM 9 IS ACCELERATION RATE 
REM
REM CHR$(13) IS CARRIAGE RETURN
3070 C1$="X"
3080 C2$="P"
3090 C4$="@"
3100 C5$="2000"
3110 C6$="'"
3120 C7$="9"
3130 C8$="$"
3140 C9$=CHR$(13)
3150 C0MMAND$=Ci$+C2$+DIRECTI0N$+D$+C4$+C5$+C6$+C7$+C8$+C9$ 
3160 IQCTL#1, "5,listenS"
3170 IOCTL #2,COMMANDS 
3180 IQCTL#i,"uni,unt"
3190 PRINT "Is detector positioned correctly? "
3200 PRINT 
3210 K$=INKEY$
3220 IF K$=CHR$(89) THEN RETURN 
3230 IF K$=CHR$(i2i) THEN RETURN 
3240 IF K$=CHR$(78) GOTO 3000 
3250 IF K$=CHR$(110) GOTO 3000
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3260 GOTO 3210 
3270 RETURN 
10000 CLS 
10010 CLOSE
10020 OPEN DATAFILE$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
10030 SCREEN 9 
10040 COLOR 14
10050 VSCALE=1 :REM initialise vertical scale
10060 FOR 1=1 TO 600 :REM draw horizontal axis
10070 PSET (28+1,290)
10080 NEXT
10090 FOR 1=1 TD 250 :REM draw vertical axis
10100 PSET (28,290-1)
10110 NEXT
10120 FOR 1=0 TO 250 STEP 25 
10130 PSET (26,290-1)
10140 PSET (27,290-1)
10150 NEXT 
10160 LOCATE 2,2
10170 PRINT "counts" :REH label axes
10180 LOCATE 23,60
10190 PRINT "scattered angle"
10200 C0UNTER=-180 :REH graduate horizontal axis
10210 FOR 1=0 TO 63 STEP 7
10220 LOCATE 22,6+1
10230 PRINT COUNTER
10240 C0UNTER=C0UNTER+40
10250 NEXT
10260 COLOR 4
10270 FOR J=0 TO 532 STEP 28 :REM draw graduated vertical lines
10280 FOR 1=0 TO 250 STEP 5
10290 PSET (56+J,290-1)
10300 NEXT 
10310 NEXT
10320 DIM ARRAY(3700,2)
10330 1=1
10340 FOR K=1 TO 2 :REM input from data file to array
10342 IF K=i THEN J=2
10344 IF K=2 THEN J=1
10350 INPUT#1.VALUE
10360 ARRAY(I,J)=VALUE
10370 NEXT
10380 IF EOF(l) GOTO 10410 
10390 1=1+1 
10400 GOTO 10340 
10410 NOPTS=I
10420 LARGESTI=ARRAY(1,1) :REM find largest value of counts for normalisation
A ppen dix  B. Instrum entation software
10430 FOR 1=1 TO NOPTS
10440 IF ARRAY(I,1)> LARGESTI THEN LARGESTI=ARRAY(1,1)
10450 NEXT 
10460 GOSUB 11310 
10470 COLOR 15
10480 REM multiply values in array by normalisation values
10490 FOR 1=1 TO NOPTS
10500 ARRAY(I,1)=ARRAY(I,1)+250/LARGESTI
10510 ARRAY(I,2)=ARRAY(I,2)*1.4
10520 REM PRINT ARRAY(I,1),ARRAY(I,2)
10530 PSET(308+(ARRAY(1,2)),290-(ARRAY(1,1)))
10540 NEXT 
10550 K$=INKEY$
10560 IF K$=CHR$(iOO) THEN GOSUB 10610 
10570 IF K$=CHR$(117) THEN GOSUB 10690 
10580 IF K$=CHR$(101) THEN GOSUB 10770 
10590 IF K$=CHR$(27) THEN END 
10600 GOTO 10550
10610 FOR 1=1 TO NOPTS :REM to decrease vertical scale
10620 PSET(308+(ARRAY(1,2)),290-(ARRAY(1,1))+VSCALE),0 
10630 PSET(308+(ARRAY(1,2)),290-(ARRAY(1,1))*(VSCALE/2))
10640 NEXT
10650 VSCALE=VSCALE/2 
10660 LARGESTI=LARGESTI*2 
10670 GOSUB 11310 
10680 RETURN
10690 FOR 1=1 TO NOPTS :REM to increase vertical scale
10700 PSET(308+(ARRAY(1,2)),290-(ARRAY(I,1))*VSCALE),0
10705 COLOR 14
10706 PSET(308+(ARRAY(1,2)),290)
10707 COLOR 15
10710 PSET(308+(ARRAY(I,2)),290-(ARRAY(1,1))*(VSCALE*2))
10720 NEXT
10730 VSCALE=VSCALE*2 
10740 LARGESTI=LARGESTI/2 
10750 GOSUB 11310 
10760 RETURN
10770 :REM to expand between two angles
10780 LOCATE 23,1
10790 INPUT "Enter angles to expand between :",ANGLE1,ANGLE2 
10800 CENTRE=(ANGLE1+ANGLE2)*1.4/2 
10810 RANGE=(ANGLE2-ANGLE1)
10820 FOR 1=1 TO NOPTS
10830 PSET(308+(ARRAY(I,2)),290-(ARRAY(I,1))*VSCALE),0
10835 COLOR 14
10836 PSET(308+(ARRAY(I,2)),290)
10837 COLOR 15
A ppen d ix  B. Instrum entation software
10840 NEXT
10850 FOR 1=1 TO NOPTS
10860 IF (ARRAY(I,2)>=(ANGLE1)*1.4) AND (ARRAYCI,2)<=(ANGLE2>*1.4) THEN GOSUB 11090 
108T0 ELSE 
10880 NEXT
10890 FOR 1=0 TO 76 :REM delete horizontal axis graduation
10900 LOCATE 22,3+1 
10910 PRINT" "
10920 NEXT 
10930 COLOR 14
10940 C0UNTER=ANGLE1 :REM graduate horizontal axis
10950 FOR 1=0 TO 70 STEP 7
10960 LOCATE 22,3+1
10970 PRINT (CINT(COUNTER*iO)/10)
10980 COUNTER=COUNTER+(RANGE/10)
10990 NEXT 
11000 COLOR 15 
11010 LOCATE 23,1
11020 PRINT" »
11030 LOCATE 23,1 
11040 K$=INKEY$
11050 IF K$=CHR$(13) THEN GOSUB 11110:RETURN 
11060 GOTO 11040 
11070 RETURN
11080 REM centre mid range point and expand to fill graph 
11090 PSET(308+((ARRAY(I,2)-CENTRE)*(400/RANGE)),290-(ARRAY(I,1))*(VSCALE))
11100 RETURN
11110 REM return to full scale when carriage return entered 
11120 COLOR 14
11130 FOR 1=0 TO 76 :REM delete horizontal axis graduation
11140 LOCATE 22,3+1 
11150 PRINT" "
11160 NEXT
11170 C0UNTER=-18O :REM graduate horizontal axis
11180 FOR 1=0 TO 63 STEP 7
11190 LOCATE 22,6+1
11200 PRINT COUNTER
11210 CQUNTER=COUNTER+40
11220 NEXT
11230 COLOR 15
11240 FDR 1=1 TO NOPTS
11250 IF (ARRAY(I,2)>=(ANGLEl)*1.4) AND (ARRAY(I,2)<=(ANGLE2)*1.4) THEN GOSUB 11290 
11260 PSET(308+(ARRAY(I,2)),290-(ARRAY(I,1))*VSCALE)
11270 NEXT 
11280 RETURN
11290 PSET(308+((ARRAY(I,2)-CENTRE)*(400/RANGE)),290-(ARRAY(I,1))*(VSCALE)),0 
11295 COLOR 14
A ppen d ix  B. Instrum entation software
11296 PSET(308+(ARRAY(I,2)-CENTRE)*(400/RANGE),290)
11297 COLOR 15 
11300 RETURN
11310 REM subroutine to display vertical full scale 
11320 COLOR 4 
11330 LOCATE 2,10 
11340 PRINT "
11350 LOCATE 2,10 
11360 PRINT "vfs : " ;LARGESTI 
11370 COLOR 15 
11380 RETURN
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